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Dear Michigan Law alumni, 
T he people you'll meet in this year's Report of Giving embody seven decades of Michigan Law history and philanthropy. 
Professor Emeritus Roy F. Proffitt, JD '48, LLM '56, came to Michigan for his legal education after service 
in World War II and returned to the Law School in 1956 to become a beloved dean and faculty member. 
With his wife, Jean Humphrey Proffitt, he has made many generous personal gifts to our mission, in addition 
to his countless hours of service to students and alumni. 
Our young alumni are well represented by Matt Nolan, Patrick Jordan, and their classmates from the 
graduating class of 2006. As the books were closing at the end of the fiscal year, Matt led a successful initiative 
to bring the'06-ers in as the most generous first-year class in Michigan Law history. For his part, Patrick both 
organized and gave to a remarkable family scholarship gift that honors his grandmother's memory. 
Between Professor Proffitt's arrival in the Quad and that of Matt, Patrick and their classmates (laptops in 
hand), thousands of other alumni have received a Michigan Law education and gone forth into the world both 
to do well and to do good. As a part of the good they are doing, many have given back to the Law School, and 
we tell a few of those stories here too. 
Their interests embrace every aspect of our mission, including scholarships, faculty support, the Law School 
Fund, program support, and our beautiful and unique building complex. 
I hope you enjoy reading about these terrific people and their gifts. You have received this Report because, in 
giving to the Law School, you are among the alumni and friends who help to keep it great. I extend my deepest 
gratitude and most sincere appreciation to you all. 
Evan Caminkcr 
Dean and Professor of Law 

Dear fellow alumni, 
A chair of the steering committee for the Law School's historic Building On campaign, I look upon the results of the last fiscal year with a great deal of pleasure, pride, and gratitude. 
I am pleased that the Law School had one of its best years ever in terms of private funds raised - nearly 
$17.8 million, an increase of 68 percent over fiscal 2006. This figure includes gifts made to all four areas of our 
campaign, including student support, faculty support, the Law School Fund, and our building expansion and 
renovation project. Indeed, the Law School Fund had a record year, supported by more than $3.6 million in 
gifts, with 458 alumni at the Cavaedium Society level of $2,500 or more. 
I am proud that our campaign is progressing at its best pace since the public kickoff on May 14, 2004. As of 
June 30, we had raised more than $101 million for the Building On initiative, which is 76 percent of our 
overall goal of$ 135 million. I am hopeful that we will surpass all of our goals by the end of the campaign, 
December 31, 2008. 
And I am grateful to all those who have made this wonderful progress possible, for you are helping to ensure 
that Michigan Law retains its stature as one of the world's great law schools. Your support is absolutely 
essential now that the School is almost entirely privately funded, with a historically low 3 percent of its operating 
expenses coming from the State. 
Yes, I am happy about these great numbers, but I am far more enthusiastic about what they mean for our 
students of today and the future. For nearly a century and a half, Michigan Law alumni have gone on to excel in 
their profession, contribute to society, and make a difference in the world. With your help, the tradition 
will continue. 
Bruce Bickner, '68 
Chair, Law School Campaign Steering Committee 
The cumulative gifts from 
the following alumni & 
friends have reached the 
extraordinary milestones in-
dicated. Donors who moved 
to higher categories or are 
new additions to cumulative 
giving are indicated in red. 
* Deceased 
Cumulative Giving 
$3,000,000 or Greater 
Anonymous 
Terrence A. Elkes , ' 58 
William R. Jentes, '56 
ChariesT. Munger 
$2,000,000- $2,999,999 
llcrhert II. and Grace A. Dow 1-oundation 
Susan Ford Dorsey 
Thomas W. Ford Fund 
Robert P. Luciano, '58 
Beatrice K . McDowell 
George A. Skcstos, '52 
George Anthon) Skt:'stos 
S. K. Yee Foundation 
$1,000,000 - $1,999,999 
Claude Worthington Bencdum Foundation 
Bergstrom Foundation 
Bruce P. Bickncr, '68 
A,·ern L. Cohn, '49 
Robert B. Fiske Jr. , '55 
Frederick P. Furth, '59 
Homeland Foundation 
W. K. Kellogg Foundation 
Kresge Foundation 
Dorothy E. Millard Estate 
John 1-. N icko l! , '60 
N ippon Life Insurance Company 
Richard W. Pogue, ·53 
Jack D. S"·eet, '57 
Kathrm D. Wriston, '63 
E. Lisk Wyckoff Jr., '60 
Samuel Zell, '66 
$500,000- $999,999 
Robin and Barry A. Adelman, '69 
Leo R. Beus, '70 
William J. Bogaard, '65 
Richard R. Burm, '71 
Compaq Computer Corporation 
Geraldine C. Cowlin 
Malcolm L. Denise [state 
DeRoy Testamentary Foundation 
Ford Foundation 
Lois J and William J. Halliday Jr., '48* 
James & Lynelle Holden Fund 
Honigman Foundation 
Japan Foundation 
Kirkland & Ellis LLP 
L. Bates Lea, '49 
Anne M. and Charles F. Niemeth, '65 
John M. Olin Foundation 
Jane and Ronald L. Olson, '66 
John II . Pickering Estate 
ThomasA. Reynolds Jr., '51 
Betty Hamady Sams 
Robert F Saw.._• r !:state 
Sumitomo Bank 
Harry A. and Margaret D. Towsley Foundation 
Wilmer Cutler Pickering Hale & Dorr LLP 
Stanley R. Zax, '61 
$250,000 - $499,999 
Anonymous 
Alan T. Ackerman, '72 
Robert B. Aikens, '54 
Leonard J. Baxt, '72 
Judy L. and Kenneth D. Betz 
tV\ organ L. Fitch Jr., '48 
Ele-anor Foote Estatl~ 
Ford Motor Company 
Genera l Motors Corporation 
Dudley J. Godfrey Jr., '52 
JaneS. Handley 
William Randolph Hearst Foundation 
Herbst Foundation 
Hewlett-Packard Companv 
Richard Katcher, '43 
W. M. Keck Foundation 
James A. Leavengood, '57 
Thomas L. Lott Estate 
Meh·yn I. Mark, '59 
Jeffrey H. Mira, '67 
GregoryT. Mul/, '73 
Alice B. )/adler 
Fd,,ard M. Nagel l-oundation 
John M. Nannes, '73 
Robert E. Ncderlander, '58 
Ncedmor Fund 
Arthur C. Prine Jr., '49 
Ymnne S. Quinn, '76 
Margaret A. and John l:. Ricckcr, '54 
Richard J. Riordan, '56 
Harold Rosenn, '41 
John Butler Schwemm, ' 59 
Jean l:. Simpson [· stale 
Duane Stranahan Jr., '62 
Stefan F. Tucker, ' 63 
CASH GIFTS 
$1,000,000 or Greater 
Herbert H. & Grace A. Dow Foundation 
Charles T. Munger 
George A. Skestos, '52 
George Anthony Skestos 
$500,000 - $999,999 
Malcolm L. Denise Estate 
John F. Nickoll, '60 
John H. Pickering Estate 
Robert F. Sauer Es tate 
Walter B. Wriston Estate and 
Kathryn D. Wriston, '63 
$250,000- $499,999 
Margaret Farmer Cook Estate 
Terrence A. Elkes, '58 
Robert B. Fiske Jr. , '55 
William R. Jentes, '56 
$100,000 - $249,999 
Anonymous 
Robin and Barry A. Ade lman, '69 
Dean L. Berry Estate 
Judy L. and Kenneth Betz 
Bruce P. Bickner, '68 
William J. Bogaard, '65 
Richard R. Burns, '7 1 
joyS. and James N. DeBoer Jr., '50 
Eleanor Foote Estate 
Frederick P. Furth, ' 59 
Loisj. and William J. Halliday Jr., '48* 
Michael L. Hardy, '72 
Ralph J. Isackson, '49 
Japan Foundation 
Jane and Ronald L. 0 lson, '66 
Weil, Gotshal & Manges LLP 
S. K. Yee Foundation 
Samuel Zell, '66 
$50,000 - $99,999 
Anonyrnous 
Peter D. Byrnes Estate 
William C. Cassebaum, '56 
Raymond H. Dresser Jr., '56 
Robert H. Gorl in , '77 
James B. Griswold, '74 
Jane Waterson Griswold, '72 
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation 
John M. Lummis, '82 
Thomas H. Mcintosh Estate 
S. Noel Melvin, '5 1 
GregoryT Mutz, '73 
Nagashima Ohno and Tsunematsu 
John M. Nannes, '73 
Carl a Schwartz Newell , '85 
William J. Newell, '83 
Oh-Ebashi Corporation 
Yvonne S. Quinn, '76 
Harold Rosenn, '4 1 
Betty Hamady Sams 
Jcfl'rey E. Susskind, '79 
Ri chard G. Westerman Estate 
Richard P. Whitker Estate 
$25,000 - $49,999 
Robert E. Baker, '55 
Leonard J. Baxt, '72 
jean- Francois Bellis, '74 
Leo R. Beus, '70 
Martin J. Bienenstock, '77 
Christopher Cook 
Carla Elizabeth Craig, '79 
Exxon Mobil Corporation 
Michael R. Fayhee, '73 
Stuart D. Freedman, '79 
Kerry A. Galvin, '86 
Alain Arnold Gloor, LLM, '80 
Dudley J. Godfrey Jr. , '52 
Leadership Gifts 
Kathleen S. Horn 
Jean -Louis Joris 
Richard Katcher, '43 
Jon Henry Kouba, '65 
Michael Jeffrey Levitt, '83 
Susan and Jeffrey Liss, '75* 
Barrie Lawson Locks, '79 
David R. Macdonald, '55 
Melvyn 1. Mark, '59 
Randall Er ic Mchrberg, '80 
Edward M. Nagel Foundation 
Gregor N. Neff, '61 
Paula H. Powers, '75 
Margaret A. and John E. Riecker, '54 
John R. Ryan Estate 
O li ver E. Seikel, '62 
Terri P. and Scott A. Smith, '79 
Mary E. Snapp, '84 
Marguerite A. Spacder* 
Charles V. Thornton 111 , '67 
A. Paul Victor, '63 
Barry M. Wolf, '84 
Milton and Miriam Handler Foundation 
Michigan Law deeply 
appreciates the significant 
generosity of those donors 
who contributed $25,000 or 
more in cash, securities, or 
other assets during the 2007 
fiscal year Ouly 1, 2006 to 
June 30, 2007). 
*Deceased 
C. Vernon Howard Plans a Bequest to Benefit the Leckie Scholarship Fund 
C Vernon Howard, Jr., '62, of Middleton, Wisconsin, still remembers hearing from Professor Emeritus • Roy F. Proffitt, '48, LLM '56, then the Law School's assistant dean, a few years after Howard's 
graduation. "Okay, it's time!" said Proffitt. 
Howard knew what Proffitt meant. As a student, Howard had received financial assistance through a beguest 
made to the Law School by Frederick L. Leckie, LLB 1904, setting up a scholarship assistance fund for law 
students with financial need. In his will, Leckie expressed the hope that students assisted by the fund would 
in turn give back to the Law School when they had the means to do so. 
Howard and his wife, Marilyn, took the moral obligation seriously. They not only began making annual gifts 
to the Law School, but they also repaid the entire amount Howard received as a scholarship. Some years later, 
they included the School in their estate plans. Recently the Howards increased their intended beguest to 
$I 00,000, designating that gift for the Frederick L. Leckie Scholarship Fund. 
"Without the help of the Leckie Scholarship, I could not have completed Michigan Law School!" says Howard. "The intended 
beguest is an expression of our appreciation." 
Students helped by the Howards' generosity will be encouraged, as Howard himself was, to give back to the Law School as 
soon as they become able. It pleases him to know that his gift, like Leckie's, will multiply, as future Leckie Scholars also give 
back to the Law School for the benefit of generations of students to come. 
Malcolm L. Denise Remembers Michigan Law with a Generous Bequest 
A half century ago, when the American car was king and labor unions flexed big muscles, the name of Malcolm L. Denise, JD '37, was a household word in Detroit. As the former vice president for labor 
relations at Ford Motor Company, Denise was the company's chief labor negotiator, respected by unions and 
management alike. 
"He was an intellectual among labor negotiators - quiet, forceful, and tough but fair," recalls his niece, Patricia 
D. White, '74, BA '71, MA '74, clean and professor of law at Arizona State University, whose close relationship 
with her uncle inspired her career. He was also "a University of Michigan person, thmugh and through," White 
says. "He loved the law and legal education, and he loved the institution that gave him that education." 
Denise, who earned a BA from Michigan in 1937, remembered the University in his will with a $1 million 
bequest divided equally between the Law School and the Philosophy Department. In addition, Denise 
compiled one of the world's great private collections of jazz recordings during his lifetime, and he also left 
this treasure to Michigan. 
The Law School gift establishes the Malcolm L. Denise Endowed Dean's Discretionary Fund, which to date has supported the 
conference "Law and Democracy in the Empire of Force." The gift to Philosophy adds to an endowment created by Denise in 
1986 to honor his brother, Theodore C. Denise (White's late father), who recei\·ecl his BA, MA, and PhD from the Department 
and who chaired the Philosophy Department at Syracuse University. Other Michigan alumni in the family include Denise's late 
father, Malcolm F. Denise, his late wife, Shirley, and his two oldest sons, Richard & Douglas. 
Denise, who died in 1999, remained deeply engaged with Michigan throughout his life, serving on the Law School Committee 
ofVisitors, chairing the fund raising committee for the Smith Library, and giving generously. 
"In my last conversation with him," says White, "one of the things we talked about was the Law School." 
Michigan Law is grateful 
to the donors who have made 
irrevocable planned gifts 
for the ultimate benefit of the 
School. Donors who entered 
into these agreements in the 
2007 fiscal year are listed 
in red . 
Donors whose bequests 
benefitted the Law School 
during the 2007 fiscal year 
are listed under "Estate Gifts." 
Irrevocable Planned Gifts & Estate Gifts 
Irrevocable Planned Gifts 
Elizabeth S. Bishop, '72 
WilliamS. Bonds, '54 
Earl R. Boonstra, '50 
Edward Bransil ver, '59 
Martin B. Breighner, '52 
lla W. Butala , '42 
Gladys Ca llison 
James W. Callison, '53 
Werne r E. C lahucsch, '39 
William A. Clark, '52 
Allison Condit 
D. Sidney Condi t , '63 
Geraldine C. Cow lin 
James N. DeBoer Jr., '50 
Jo) S. De Boer 
Tho mas J. Donnelly, '50 
Gretchen Dresser 
Ra)'mond II. Dre><cr Jr., '56 
Ruth I I. Dunn 
Clyne W. Durst Jr., '64 
Joan Durst 
Stuart F. Feldstein 
He len S. Fitch 
Morgan L. Fitch Jr., '48 
Joanne Ri ce Gerhart 
Howard Green, '6 1 
William A. Groening Jr., '36 
Lois Jeanne Halliday 
Jane S. Handley 
Donna K. Hartwig 
Eugene L. Hartwig, '58 
John G. llayward, '53 
Judith A. Hayward 
S. Olof Karlstrom, '64 
Ralph J. Isackson, '49 
Richard Katcher, '43 
Herbert Kohn , '63 
James A. Lcavengood, '57 
Marjory K. Mathe r 
Olivia P. Maynard 
Anne M. icmcth 
Charl es F. Niemeth , '65 
Martin C. Oetting, '52 
Arthur C. Prine Jr., '49 
Jean Humphrey Pr·offitt 
Roy Franklin Proffitt , '48 
Benjamin M. Quigg Jr. , '44 
JosephS. Ransmeier, '52 
I larry D. Reber Jr. , '48 
Berni ce M. Rcgunberg 
Ruth F. Ril ey 
ll arold Roscnn, '41 
Sallyanne F. Rosenn 
Alene M. Smith 
Kenneth P. Stewart 
Alfred M. S"ir-cn, '4 1 
I ill ian Swircn 
Robert S.Tance r, '57 
Shoshana B. Tancer, '56 
Jam es L. Waters, '70 
Nancy A. Waters 
Jean Whitehead 
Philip Wittenberg, '50 
William II. Woodson, '49 
Estate Gifts 
Anonymous 
Dean L. Berry Estate 
Peter D. Byrnes Estate 
Eileen M. Choate Estate 
Malcolm L. Denise Estate 
Clifton G. Dyer Estate 
Eleanor Foote Estate 
Esther Gerber Estate 
Thomas II. Mcintosh Estate 
John H. Pickering Estate 
John R. Ryan Estate 
Robert F. Sauer Estate 
George X. Simonetta Estate 
Jean E. Simpson Estate 
Jean F. Wagner Estate 
Richard G. Westerman Estate 
Richard P. Whitker Estate 
Walter B. Wriston Estate 
John Monteith Legacy Society 
Law School Monteith Society Members 
Anonymous 
Gary N. Ackerman '70 
William F. Aiglcr, '43 
Nola Allen, '54 
Debra A. Armbruster, '78 
Jack G. Armstrong, '56 
Anne M. Baker 
Gar;· E. Baker, ' 76 
Robert E. Baker, '55 
Susan J. Baker 
Frank R. Barnako, '36 
SusanT. Bart, '85 
Bert Bates, '52 
Nor ma C. Beadle-Jacobs 
Thomas R. Beierle, ' 60 
Elizabeth S. Bishop 
Edgar II. Bittle, '67 
Mary Steffek Blaske 
Thomas II. Blaske, '76 
Penelope K. Bloch White 
W. Scott Bonds, '54 
Janet Gatherer Boyles 
John D. Boyles,' 59 
Elizabeth S. Bradbury 
Nor man I. Brock, '55 
Faith A. Brown 
Lawrence I. Brown, '55 
Stephen C. Brow n, '69 
Martin R. Browning, '49 
Richard R. Burns, '7 1 
Dorothy D. Burrows 
Richard C. Burrows,' 58 
Kimbe rly M. Cahill , '85 
James W. Calli son, '53 
Ca lvin A. Cam pbe ll Jr. , '6 1 
Thomas C. Cecil, '52 
Steven B. Cham cidcs , '70 
William A. Clark, '52 
AvC'rn L. Cohn, '49 
Joel E. Cooper, '69 
Brooks Crabtree, '42 
Dewey B. Crawford, '66 
Scott B. Crooks, '68 
Susan A. lJa\ is, '86 
Isabel R. Degnan 
Richard M. Donaldson, '53 
Charles A. Dunkel, '67 
Donald N. Duc1uettc, '75 
Kath) J. Duquclll' 
Rex Eames, '5 I 
Warren G. Elliott, '52 
Michael R. Fayhcc, '73 
John C. Feldkamp, '65 
Stuar t F. Feldstein, '63 
Walter B. Freihof'cr, '48 
Gcoff 'rcy L. Gilford, ' 7 1 
Dudley J. Godfrey Jr. , '52 
No rman N. Gottlieb, '54 
Jack A. Green , '70 
Pamela A. Green 
William A. Groening Jr., '36 
llen ry Gusky 
Ir ving Leon llalpcrn, '56 
Deborah L. !Iarrison 
Michael G. I Iarrison, '76 
Paul M. D. llarrison. '5 I 
Donna ll artwig 
Eugene L. llartwig, '58 
James A. llildcbrand , '54 
C. Vernon lloward Jr., '62 
Marilyn T. ll oward 
Milton M. ll oward, '37 
Faris A. llowrani , '65 
Larry D. llunter, '74 
Frank D. Jacobs, '59 
Jan W. Jacobs 
Geoffrey P. Jarpc, '69 
Diane L. Jensen, '72 
Sidney A. Jensen 
Dawn a K. Johnson 
Richard A. Jones, '56 
Richard Katche r, '43 
Shirley R. Katcher 
Rober t A. Jones 
Barbara Kacir, '67 
Ronald L. Kahn, '73 
John M. Kelchner 
Franklyn D. Kimball, '77 
Robert M. Klein, '65, LL.M. '66 
Sidney C. Kleinman, '57 
Cassandra M. Klyman 
Barbara II. Koch 
Walter 0. Koch, '49 
Peter C. Kostantacos, '52 
Jon ll cnry Kouba,'65 
Boris Kozolchyk, '60, SJD '66 
Thomas W. Lacchia, '69 
Edwin C. Landis Jr., '59 
Richard C. Lcarman, '52 
Kenneth S. Leasure, '49 
Jean B. LeGros 
DeanS. Lewis, '58 
Barrie Lawson Locks, '79 
James J. Locks 
Ken neth J. Logan, '33 
Jonathan D. Lowe, '76 
John R. Lutz, '63 
Frederick Mahan, '57 
Wilbur J. Markstrom, '59 
Quinn W Martin, '73 
Michael F. McCarthy, '67 
Pamela G. McCarthy 
Beatrice K. McDowell 
Richard D. McLellan, '67 
R. Cha rles McLravy, '77 
S. Noe l Mel vin , '5 1 
James J. Minder· 
C. Barry Montgomery, '62 
John M. Nannes , '73 
Robert E. Ncdcrlandcr, '58 
Arnold M. Nemirow, '69 
Gerald M. Obcr 
Gail B. Odgers 
Richard W. Odgers, '61 
Gerald W. Pad we, '58 
Glenna F. Peck 
William M. Peck, '5 1 
Harry Pincus Jr., '5 1 
Edward H. Powers, '67 
Henry J. Price, '62 
Jean H. Proffitt 
Roy F. Proffitt, '48 
Benjamin M. Quigg Jr. , '44 
llarry D. Reber Jr. , '48 
Bern ice M. Rcgunhcrg 
Chester F. Relyea, '54 
Ced ric A. Richner Ill 
Richard D. Rohr, '53 
Barbara Rom, '72 
RobertS. Rosenfeld , '57 
ll arold Roscn n, '4 1 
Sallyanne Roscnn 
Richard A. Rossman, '64 
Renee M. Schoenberg, '76 
Clark A. Shanahan , '52 
Robert W. Sha rp, '50 
Elizabeth Shul er 
Jack II. Shul e r, '42 
David Shute , '59 
Erwin S. Simon, '37 
PhilipS. Smith, '53 
Er ic Stein, '42 
Virg inia Stein 
Norma J. Stevens 
Kenne th P. Stewart, 'SO 
Frank B. Stone, '38 
William P. Sutter, 'SO 
Joel Da,idTauber, '59 
Judith L. Teichman, '66 
John C. Tucker Jr. , '58 
Marilyn M. Tucker 
Theodore M. Utchcn, '58 
Stefan F. Tucker, '63 
Amanda Van Duscn, '79 
Sharon E. Van Dyke 
Thomas W. Van Dyke, '63 
Ronald J. Wcrhnyak, '75 
Robert J. White, '72 
Kurt J. WoiiT, '58 
Jesse Womack, '73 
Barbara 1-1. Young 
Ri chard W. Young, '54 
Jack R. Zerby, '68 
The generous donors listed 
here support the Law School 
through their estate plans and 
have chosen to participate in 
the University's john Monteith 
Legacy Society. Donors who 
have joined the Monteith 
Society in the 2007 fiscal year 
are listed in red. 
*Deceased 
Earl J. Barnes Expresses His Gratitude Through Cavaedium-Level Giving 
Earl J. Barnes, II, '89, of North Barrington, Ill., says readily that the first reason he gives to the Law School Fund is because he is able to do so. 
"For me, it's important to give back when you can," says Barnes, vice president and general counsel of 
Rockford Health System in Rockford, Ill. 
Barnes is among more than 450 alumni recognized at the Cavaedium Society [eye[ in appreciation for gifts 
of $2,500 or more made during the last fiscal year. 
He cares deeply about the Law School, its programs, and its students, and is especially interested in Michigan's 
efforts to ensure that students are exposed to diverse perspectives as part of a quality legal education. 
"This gift is my small way of being able to encourage that," he says. 
Born and raised in Chicago, Barnes graduated from Lake Fot·est College and was attracted to Michigan Law 
because of the School's reputation for excellence. 
After graduation, he returned to Chicago to join Rudnick & Wolfe (now DLA Piper), then moved to Gardner, Carton & 
Douglas. Over time, his practice evolved from general corporate work to focus on the representation of health care 
institutions. He was named to the general counsel post at Rockford more than five years ago. 
Last summer Barnes also gave to the Law School in a I'Olunteer capacity, co-hosting a reception for minority alumni in 
the Chicago area. 
"I'm very supportive of these important occasions," he says. "They're phenomenal opportunities to meet people and reconnect 
with old friends." 
John B. Thomas Continues as a Cavaedium Donor 
A sked his best law school memory, John B. Thomas recalls a seminar in Supreme Court Practice taught by Wade McCree, Jr., who joined the Michigan Law faculty after four years as U.S. Solicitor General. 
"That one-on-one interaction with somebody who was so knowledgeable was a great experience, and one 
I've always looked back on fondly," says Thomas, '86, of Houston. 
The seminar was great training for Thomas's career in litigation. A native ofWaterford, Mich ., in suburban 
Detroit, he came to Michigan Law after graduating from Western Michigan University. 
After graduation he clerked for Judge Edith Jones of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit, who now 
serves as the circuit's chief judge. Finding that he liked living in Houston, Thomas then hired on as an associate 
with Andrews Kurth, where he received substantial litigation experience and made partner. 
In 1997, Thomas and two colleagues formed their own litigation firm, Hicks, Thomas & Lilienstern, which 
today has 1 8 lawyers and a roster of national clients. 
In recent years, Thomas has become a donor to the Law School Fund at the Cavaedium Society level of $2,500 or more during 
the fiscal year. 
"Having a law degree from the University of Michigan has opened doors for me and has been a valuable asset to my career," 
he says. "I'm pleased to be able to give back and would like to continue to do so for a long time." 
Each year, annual donors 
of $2,500 or more are 
recognized at the Cavaedium 
Society level in appreciation 
for their generous giving. 
"Cavaedium" means "inner 
quadrangle"- a fitting 
description of these 
important donors, who 
demonstrate the significance 
of leadership giving and 




Charles Andrew Adamek, '69 William J. Bogaard, '65 
Lori Klein Adamek, '69 Ellen Borgersen, '76 
Richard M. Adams, '55 Earl E. Borradaile, '55 
James N. Adler, '61 Jack M. Bowie, '49 
Stes·cn J. Aeschbacher, '85 James E. Brandt, '82 
Robert D. Aicher, '76 Kathryn Weg Brandt, '82 
Robert B. Aikens, '54 Martin B. Breighner, '52 
Christine L. Albright, '76 Dickson G. Brown, '71 
Pau I A lexandcr, '71 Lawrence I. Brown, '55 
Karen Sani Ali, '81 John P. Buckley, '85 
Rochelle D. Alpert, '75 Harold W Bulger II, '81 
Nelson G. Alston, '72 Sandra A. Bulger, '84 
John A. A mash, '0 I Lawrence L. Bullen, '54 
Tommy F. Angell, '50 Michael N. Burlant, '86 
Todd J. Anson, '80 Richard R. Burns, '71 
Da-·id M. Armitage, '76 John Wm. Butler Jr., '80 
Robert Allen Armitage, '74 Bertie N. Butts Ill, '76 
Jack G. Armstrong, '56 Peter D. Byrnes, '62* 
Scott J. Arnold, '75 Kimberly M. Cahill, '85 
Alan L. Axelrod, '71 David K. Callahan, '91 
Nora A. Bailey, '72 William J. Campbell Jr., '73 
John C. Baity,' 58 Robert C. Canfield, '63 
Robert E. Baker, '55 Terrance L. Carlson, '78 
Earl J. Barnes II, '89 Elizabeth L. Carr, '02 
Colleen Barney, '93 DavidT. Case, '78 
Jonathan A. Barney, '93 Marilynn J. Cason, '69 
Beverly Bartow, '80 Richard E. Cassarcl, '79 
I. Scott Bass, '75 William C. Cassebaum, '56 
Norman Hazlett Bearncr, '78 Michele R. Chaffee, '95 
James \V. Beatty, '55 Laura A. Chamberlain, '84 
John H. Beisner, '78 Steven B. Chameides, '70 
F. Loyal Bemiller, '58 Deborah M. Chaskes, '83 
Theodore L. Bendall Jr., '64 Richard Michael Cieri, '81 
Alexander E. Bennett, '63 Maryjo Rose Cohen, '76 
P. E. Bennett, '76 Philip J Collora, '76 
Stanley N. Bergman, '59 Mattie P. Compton, '75 
Eric E. Bergsten, '56 Thomas A. Connop, '79 
Leo R. Beus, '70 Sue 0. Conway, '84 
Bruce P. Bickncr, '68 Carla Elizabeth Craig, '79 
Denis B. Binder, '71 Dewey B. Crawford, ' 66 
Arthur R. Block, '78 William F. Crockett, '56 
Scott B. Crooks, '68 Peter G. Fitzgerald, '86 
Gregory L. Curtner, '70 John B. Frank, '83 
Dennis A. Darin Jr., '49 Richard Laurence Frank, '76 
Kirk A. Davenport, '84 Stuart D. Freedman, '79 
William K. Davenport, '53 Alan G. Friedman, '62 
James A. Davidson, '84 llenry E. Fuldner, '71 
John C. Davis, '68 JamesT. Funaki, '59 
St. Clair 0. Davis, '77 R. Michael Gadbaw, '74 
William J. Davis Jr., '72 John W Galanis, '63 
Karin Day Kingsley, '86 J. Alan Galbraith, '66 
Paul T. Denis, '83 Michael R. Gallagher, '49 
John Alexander Denniston, '83 Jack E. Gallon, '55 
Gordon E. Devens, '94 Gregory Stntis Gallopoulos, '84 
James H. DeVries, '61 Kerry A. Galvin, '86 
Steven Samuel Diamond, '81 E. James Gamble, '53 
Samuel J. Dimon, '85 Peter P. Gar am, '69 
T. Christopher Donnelly, '80 Stuart L. Gasner, '81 
Thomas J. Donnelly, 'SO Arthur R. Gaudi, '61 
Raymond 1-1. Dresser Jr., '56 Robert M. Gault, '71 
Richard B. Drubel Jr., '77 Michael J. Gentry, '71 
Jennifer L. Duchene, '84 Gerald L. Gherlein, '63 
Todd M. DuChene, '88 John L. Gicrak, '76 
Mitchell Dunitz, '81 LasSTence M. Gill, '68 
William B. Dunn, '64 William J. Gillett, '83 
Jonathan B. Eager, '83 Stephen A. Glasser, '68 
Geoffrey R. Entress, '98 Daniel J. Gluck, '38 
Richard L. Epling, '76 Corinne Amy Goldstein, '76 
Susan Gayle Esserman, '77 Edward Goldstein, '52 
Barbara E. Etkind, '75 Samuel J. Goodman, '67 
Karen Fagerstrom Albright, '83 Robert Emmett Goodrich, '64 
Fred Christian Fathe, '77 Robert H. Gorlin, '77 
Cathryn C. Fayard, 'OS Drew N. Grabel, '96 
John Feikens, '41 Jeffry N. Grabel, '71 
Murray J. Feiwell, '63 Richard J. Gray, '74 
Stewart A. Feldman, '80 Maurice C. Greenbaum, '41 
Mark E. Ferguson, '83 Deborah E. Greenspan, ' 81 
Randolph H. Fields, '67 Steven F. Greenwald, '73 
Mark A. Filippell, '80 James B. Griswold, '74 
Jack N. Fingersh, '58 Jane Waterson Griswold, '72 
Stuart M. Finkelstein, '85 Edward A. Grossmann, '73 
Robert B. Fiske Jr., '55 Anne Baldwin Gust, '83 
Cavcedium Society 
Joyce Trimble Gwadz, '76 Randall R. Kaplan, '81 Kathleen McCree Lewis, '73 Duane D. Morse, '79 
Deborah A. Haase, '0 I Richard M. Kaplan, '51 J. May Liang, '89 R. Stan Mortenson, '70 
Jeffrey A. Hall, '88 Richard Katcher, '43 Nancy Meier Lipper, '76 J. Thomas Mullen, '67 
Paul Hamburger, '83 Carter E. Keithley, '71 Barrie Lawson Locks, '79 Peter P Murphy, '90* 
Kenneth C. Hamistcr, '51 James P Kennedy, '59 John Vincent Lonsberg, '79 GregoryT. Mutz, '73 
Kenneth S. Handmaker, '63 Raymond R. Kepner, '77 Diana M. Lopo, '81 John M. Nannes, '73 
Timothy R. llanigan, '86 Warren J. Kessler, '73 Simon M. Lorne, '70 Timothy A. Nelsen, '72 
Michael L. Hardy, '72 Robert J. Kheel, '69 John M. Lummis, '82 Robert A. Nelson, '74 
Robert L. Harmon, '63 Arnold J. Kiburz III, '75 James E. Lurie, '72 Howard N. Ncmcrovski, '57 
Robin L. Harrison, '81 Stephen P. Kikoler, '69 David R. Macdonald, '55 Arnold M. Nemirow, '69 
Eugene L. Hartwig, '58 Diann H . Kim, '83 Gary A. MacDonald, '88 Carla Schwartz Newell, '85 
Carl A. Hassel wander, '54 Yogo Kimura, '86 Gary M. Macek, '69 William J. Newell, '83 
David A. Heiner, '85 William A. Kindorf Il l, '76 J. David Mackstaller, '67 William R. Nicholas, '62 
Jack Paul Helms, '78 Jodie W King, '83 Kathy E. Manning, '81 Muriel Irwin Nichols, '71 
Richard M. Helzberg, '65 William K. King, '62 Andrew Harold Marks, '76 Jeffrey D. Nickel, '88 
David F. I leroy, '76 Frederic Ross Klein, '80 Charles K. Marquis, '67 Gary A. Nickele, '77 
Robert E. Hirshon, '73 James P. Kleinberg, '67 Michael Y. Marston, '64 John F. N ickoll, '60 
J. William llolland, '63* Andrew G. Klevorn, '86 C. Raymond Marvin, '63 Tish Lazowska Niehans, '77 
James D. Holzhauer, '80 Diane G. Klinke, '78 J. Thomas McCarthy, '63 Charles F. N iemeth, '65 
Steven T. Hoort, '75 Raymond E. Knape, '55 John W. McCullough, '65 Adam J. Nordin, '95 
John K. 1-loyns, '79 Robert B. Knauss, '79 John H. McDermott, '56 Donald E. Nordlund, '49 
Francis P. Hubach Jr., '68 Herbert Kohn, '63 John Y. McDermott, '82 Richard W. Odgers, '61 
Larry D. Hunter, '74 W. Robert Kohorst, '78 Michael G. McGee, '77 Eric A. Oesterle, '7 3 
William Fred Hunting, '63 Joseph M. Kortenhof, '53 Philip McWeeny, '64 Roger H. Oetting, '56 
Wayne C. Inman, '71 Joel E. Krischer, '75 William J. Meeske, '72 Thomas M. O'Leary, '69 
Barbara Jane Irwin, '80 Walter W. Kurczewski, '68 Randall Eric Mehrberg, '80 MichaelS. Olin, '76 
Kciji lsaji, '89 Warren M. Laddon, '62 S. Noel Melvin, '51 Camille Annette Olson, '83 
Frieda P Jacobs, '79 James R. Lamb, '67 Dean N. Menegas, '86 Ronald L. Olson, '66 
John E. Jacobs, '71 AnneT. Larin, '83 Lawrence G. Meyer, '64 William P. O'Neill, '76 
Seth E. Jacobson, '88 Tillman Lowry Lay, '80 Leroy Michael Jr.,' 59 Michael Ostroff, '81 
Phillip R. Jacobus, '58 L. Bates Lea, '49 Da,·id L. Miller, '79 Gerald W. Padwe, '58 
Anita H. Jenkins, '74 Paul L. Lee, '72 Elliott C. Miller, '61 George A. Pagano, '75 
Gregory P. Jenkins, '82 Henry West Leeds, '56 W. Todd Miller, '86 Thomas E. Palmer, '64 
James R. Jenkins, '73 Da,·id E. Lefe,Te, '71 Jeffrey 1-1. Miro, '67 Thomas W. Palmer, '72 
William G. Jenks, '00 JeffreyS. Lehman, '81 Jack A. Molenkamp, '79 Garo A. Partoyan, '62 
M. Elaine Johnston, '87 Da,·id W. Lentz, '75 Ira Sheldon Mondry, '80 David C. Patterson, '74 
RobertA. Johnston, '53 Marguerite Munson Lentz, '79 C. Barry Montgomery, '62 Henry B. Pearsall, '61 
Meredith B. Jones, '97 Alan R. Lepene, '71 Mark Astley Moran, '86 S. Michael Peck, '72 
James B. Jordan, '80 Douglas B. Levene, '81 James C. Mordy, '50 William C. Pelster, '67 
Robert M. Kalcc, '80 Freda J. Levenson, '76 Melinda M. Morris, '64 Louis Perlmutter, '59 
Marv Kay Kane, '71 David Baker Lewis, '70 Michael H. Morris, '74 Bernard Petrie, '52* *Deceased 
Cavcedium Society 
John C. Petro,·ski, '83 
James G. Phillipp, '66 
Cecil M. Phillips, '71 
Donald A. Pierce Jr., '64 
ThomasA. Pliskin, '66 
Richard W. Pogue, '53 
Richard Postma, '76 
Paula H. Powers, '75 
Marcia L. Proctor, '74 
Victor F. Ptasznik, '70 
Yvonne S. Quinn, '76 
john M. Quitmeyer, '79 
William J. Rainey, '71 
JosephS. Ransmeier, '52 
Martin C. Rccchuite, '68 
Charles B. Renfrew, '56 
Andrew C. Richner, '86 
Michael J Riela, '01 
Richard A. Riggs, '74 
Anita Porte Robb, '82 
Gary C. Robb, '8 I 
Frank H. Roberts, '48 
E. David Rollert, '64 
Gary A. Rosen, '84 
Harold Rosenn, '41 
Aaron R. Ross,' SO 
Dennis Eat·! Ross, '78 
Sterling L. Ross Jr., '71 
David J. Rosso, '63 
Irwin Roth, '55 
Paul A. Rothman, '65 
Kevin A. Russell, '80 
George D. Ruttinger, '73 
William B. Sailer, '85 
Larry J. Salustro, '74 
Daniel Michael Sandberg, '84 
Richard C. Sanders, '75 
Robert D. Santos, '78 
B. Lance Sauertcig, '69 
Frederick C. Schafrick, '73 
Nancy R. Schauer, '76 
john E. Schippcl, '59 
Jeffrey L. Schmicr, '71 
David M. Schra,·er, '70 
William J. Schrenk, '49 
Max J. Schwartz, '73 
Paul F. Sefcovic, '71 
Oliver E. Scikel, '62 
Rex L. Sessions, '84 
Edward L. Shank, '56 
Glenn Andrew Shannon, '81 
James P. Shaughnessy, '79 
Robert E. Sheeder, '76 
Patrick E. Shipstcad, '76 
Langley R. Shook, '74 
Janice Siegel, '72 
Michael L. Simes, '00 
Nicole M. Simes, '00 
Erwin S. Simon, '37 
Abraham Singer, '71 
George A. Skestos, '52 
John M. Sloss, '81 
Mary E. Snapp, '84 
William George Snead, '76 
Richard C. Sneed, '66 
Larry H. Snyder, '51 
jonathan K. Sobel, '90 
John L. Sobieski Jr., '70 
Philip Sotiroff, '63 
David M. Spector, '71 
Norman M. Spindelman, '52 
Laurence L. Spitters, '52 
David M. Stahl, '71 
Erik J. Stapper, '60 
Mark J. Stein, '83 
Alice Magdalene Steinebach, '78 
Lothar Stcincbach, '78 
Gillian Steinhauer, '76 
James Stengel, '80 
Frank B. Stone, '38 
Ronald J. St. Ongc Sr., '59 
Stanley S. Stroup, '69 
VVilliam A. Swainson, '55 
Robert H. Swart, '70 
Maureen E. Sweeney, '96 
Allan J. Sweet, '73 
Edward D. Sybesma Jr., '71 
Aidan J. Synnott, '88 
Kent D. S)"'crud, '81 
Joel David Tauber, '59 
C. PeterThcut, '63 
Charles E. Thomas Jr., '68 
John 13. Thomas, '86 
Larry D. Thompson, '74 
Charles V. Thornton Ill, '67 
Roger 13. Tilles, '71 
Stephen G. Tomlinson, '84 
Dona A. Tracey, '76 
Dana L. Trier, '74 
Steven L. Tronstein, '76 
Donald F. Tucker, '71 
Kclli S. Turner, '97 
Mark A. Vander Laan, '72 
Thomas W. Van Dyke, '63 
A. Paul Victor, '63 
Gregg F. Vignos, '81 
john K. Villa, '73 
George A. Vinyard, '77 
Adriana V. Vlasic, '96 
Lav.Tencc W. Waggoner, '63 
Jerry C. Wagner, '73 
John M. Walker Jr., '66 
Robin A. Walker-Lee, '85 
Valdemar L. Washington, '76 
Robin G. Weaver, '73 
William Y. Webb, '61 
Christine Weiner, '76 
David Westin, '77 
Keith Chidester Wetmore, '80 
David W. Wiechert, '80 
John P. Williams, '59 
Lloyd E. Williams Jr., '61 
Richard J. Williams, '66 
Gc01·getta Ann Wolff, '71 
John R. Worthington, '55 
Elizabeth B. Yntema, '84 
Richard W. Young, '54 
Stanley R. Zax, '61 
Joseph C. Zcngerlc Ill, '72 
Lynda Siegel Zengcrlc, '72 
Joseph J. Ziino Jr., '71 
Frank K. Zinn, '59 
Firm Participation Program 
Participating Law Firms 
Baker and Daniels LLP. 
Baker & Hostetler LLP .. 
Barnes & Thornburg LLP 
Bell , Boyd, & Lloyd LLC ................ . 
Braun Kendrick Finkbeiner PLC. 
Bryan Cave LLP .. 
Butzel Long ................ .. . .. .... . ..... . 
Clark Hill PLC. 
Covington & Burling . 
Crowell & Moring LLP .......... . 
Firm Captains 
.......... Laura D. Yockey, ' 06 
Fred E. Schlegel, '66 
.... Ronald S. Okada, '85 
..... Daniel W. McGil l, '74 
........... Randy A. Bridgeman,'92 
.. Michael J. Sauer, '79 
.. Charles Hansen, '50 
.... . Donald B. Miller, '73 
.. Andrew C. Richner, '86 
.... Jennifer L. Saul ino, '0 1 
... .. ......... George D. Ruttinger, '73 
Dinsmore & Shohl LLP .. . ... .. .......... George H. Vincen t , '82 
DLA Piper US LLP ....................................... Renee M. Schoenberg, '76 
Dykema Gossett PLLC. ................. . . . ... . ....... . Stuart D. Logan, '81 
Foster Swift Collins & Smith, P.C. ...... Douglas A. Mielock, '87 
Frost Brown Todd LLC 
Heller Ehrman LLP .. 
.................. . .... . ........ Susan Grogan Fall er, '75 
. .......... Pau l Alexander, '71 
Kit A. Pierson, '83 
Jenner & Block LLP ............ . .... . .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. . . HowardS. Suskin, '83 
Elizabeth L. Fine, '04 
..... David K. Callahan, '91 Kirkland and Ellis 
Alexander F. MacKinnon, '8 1 
Kirkpatrick & Lockhar t Nicholson Graham LLP ...... Jagan N. Ranjan, '03 
Charles M.Tea Il l, '92 
Latham & Watkins LLP . . ..... O raT Fisher, '9 1 
W illiam P. O'Nei ll , '76 
Lord Bissell & Brook LLP ................. . ... .. . T imothy W. Bri nk, '90 
Mayer Brown Rowe & Maw LLP . 
McDermott, Will & Emery ....... . ... . 
. ... . .. Lee N. Abrams, '57 
J. Thomas Mu llen, '67 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lyd ia Bar ry Kelley, '89 
Firms in red have the highest participation rates. 
Participating Law Firms Firm Captains 
Miller, Canfield, Paddock and Stone, P.L.C. .. . .... . ... . Michael P. Coakley, '82 
Freeman L. Farrow, '97 
Paul Hastings Janofsky and Waler LLP ..... . .. .......... Gregg F. Vignos, '81 
Piper Rudnick LLP ... . .... ... ... . . ............... .. ......... Renee M. Schoenberg, '76 
Powell, Goldstein , Frazer & Murphy LLP ....... .. .. . .. . David M. Armitage, '76 
Robins, Kaplan, Miller & Ciresi L.L.P. ........... . . .. ... Hardy Vieux, '97 
Ropes & Gray LLP . ................. .. ... . .. . . . ... ... .... Stephen P. Lindsay, '72 
Bri an D. McCabe, '93 
Schiff Hardin LLP ... ... . ... .. . . . ............. .. . .. ... .. .... Pau l M. Lu rie, '65 
David M. Spector, '7 1 
Seyfar th Shaw LLP ... .. .. .. .. .... .. ... .. ... .. .. . ... ... .. .... Noah A. Finkel, '94 
Bradford L. Livingston, '79 
Shumaker, Loop & Kendrick, LLP .. . .. . .... .... .. . .... .. .Susan D. McClay, '75 
Steven G. Schember, '70 
Sidley Austin LLP .. . ..................... ... .. ... .. . ... .. . ..... Prananatha Jha '9 1 
Simpson Thacher & Bartlett LLP . .. .. . ....... .... .. . .... Brian M. Steinhardt, '98 
Skadden,Arps , Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP . . .. . . . ..... Stuart M. Finke lstein, '85 
Er ic J. Gorman, '95 
Gary A. MacDonald, '88 
Matthew M. Murphy, '98 
Timothy A. Nelsen, '72 
Sommers, Schwartz, Silver & Schwartz, PC. . .... . . . .. . Dav id L. Ne lson,' 57 
Sonnenschein, Nath & Rosenthal LLP ... . ....... ... .... Nicole S. Pakkala, '00 
Squire, Sanders & Dempsey L.L.P. . . . . . ..... .. ... ... ... Robe r t D. Labes, '88 
Dale E. Stephenson, '82 
Varnum, Riddering, Schmidt & Howlett LLP .. .......... Anthony R. Com den , '94 
Vorys, Sater, Seymour and Pease LLP . . ... Charles S. DeRo usie , '73 
Warner, Norcross & Judd, LLP ...... . ............... James J. Rabaut , '90 
Gregory E. Schmidt, '97 
White & Case LLP . . . . . . . . . ... . .. ... ......... . ... . . ... . . . Car l l-!. Amon Ill , '68 
Paul L. Lee Leads the Law School Fund to a Record High Level 
U nder the leadership of national chair Paul L. Lee, '72, of cwYork City, the Law School Fund broke several records for fiscal year 2007 . 
An all-time high S3.6 million was donated to the Law School Fund between July 1, 2006, and June 30, 2007. 
A rcco1-d 458 donors made gifts at the Cavaedium Society ]c,·cl of 2 ,500 or more, for a total of nearly 
S2.1 million. 
The Law School Fund the oldest annual fund at the Uni,·crsity of Michigan - is the primary pool of 
unrestricted gifts to Michigan Law, available for allocation where and when resources are most needed. 
Among the Fund's many uses in recent years are scholarship assistance, support for the legal practice 
program, and support for international programs. 
Lee, who is serving for the second yca1- as the Law School Fund's national chair, has once again set a terrific 
example of leadership: He has committed S 100,000 to the Fund in honor of his 35th reunion, of which he 
served as fundraising chair. 
"Although Law School alumni arc participating at the highest level of any school at the Uni,·ersity of Michigan, we must attain 
a giving level that compares with our peer law schools," says Lee, a partner in Dcbcvoise & Plimpton 's ew York office. 
"Incrca ed alumni participation in the Law School Fund will be a major focus of our efforts for the rest of this fiscal year." 
Lee chairs Dcbcvoise's Banking group, scncs on its Financial Institutions group, and, according to Chambers USA, has earned 
the applause of clients for his "fantastic range of skills in the regulatory banking and insurance fields." 
He has earned the applause of the Michigan Law community as well. 
John M. Lummis Supports the Law School Fund with a 25th Reunion Gift 
John M. Lummis, '82, of Jackson, Wyoming, marked hi s 25th reunion with a gift of $50,000 to the Law School Fund . A consultant to private equity firms with inte rests in the insurance sector, Lummis served as fundraising chair of hi s reunion class. In a letter to classmates prior to the reunion, he shared these 
questions, which he asked himself before making his reunion gift: 
I. Why support any law school? 
Whether in the U. S. or abroad, the rule if law creates the irifrastructure rj'a succesiful society. 
2 . JVhy support the Michigan Law School? 
The Law School clearly delivers on the essentials if providing legal education to the next generation if lawyers and top tier 
scholarship on many important legal issues. The School is also unique in its interdisciplinary strength, its long tradition if 
leadership in international and transnational law, and an environment that promotes di versity in legal philosophies and 
political views while celebrating colleg iali ty. 
].What will happen to the money that I give? 
I have made my g!fi to the Law School Fund, the typical recipient fo r annual gifts to the School. Reunion gifts make up over ha!f if the Fund's 
resources. The Fund itse!J supports many central programs if the School, including the Center fo r International and Comparative Law, the 
Jessup International Moot Court competition, and many student organizat ions. 
I believe the answers above make a convincing case for the Michigan Law School and giving to the Law School Fund; add the opportunity to 
give back to an institution that created the foundation for our prifessionallives, and the case becomes compelling in my mind. 
Class giving reflects all gifts 
to the Law School during 
2007 fiscal year Ouly 1, 2006 
to june 30, 2007) . A complete 
listing of gifts and pledges 
for classes celebrating 
reunions will be published 
in the spring 2008 Law 




Total Class Giving 
Donors to the 
Law School 
$1 -$999 
Albe rt J. Silber 
1933 
LSF Dollars 
Total Class Giving 
Donors to the 
Law School 
$1-$999 
John P. Kcusch 
Ke nneth J. Logan 
1934 
LSF Dollars 
Total Class Giving 
Donors to the 
Law School 
$1-$999 
Willard M. Avery 
1935 
LSF Dollars 
Total Class Giving 
Donors to the 
Law School 
$1-$999 








Total Class Giving 





William A. Groe ning Jr. 
$1 -$999 
Pe rry T. Garver 
G il ber t Y. Rubenste in 
Allan F. Schmalzriedt 
1937 
LSF Dollars 
Total Class Giving 
Donors to the 
Law School 
$2,500-$4,999 






Wi ll iam A. McClain 
Stanley C. Smoyer 
s 1-$999 
William S. Go rdon 
Milton M. lloward 
J. Richard Kemper 
1938 George II . Goldstone Joel G. Jacob 
LSF Dollars $5,450 Roy L. Stcinheimer 
Total Class Giving $5,475 Edward II . Wa lworth Jr. 
Donors to the 
Law School 
$2 ,500-$4,999 
Daniel J . Gluck 
Frank B. Stone 
$1-$999 
Erw in B. Ellmann 
Isadore A. llonig 
Charies T. Klein 
1939 
LSF Dollars 





Total Class Giving 
CLASS AGENT 
ll arold Rosenn 
Donors to the 
Law School 
$50,000+ 
l larold Roscnn 
S I 0,000-$24,999 




Donors to the 
Law School 
Wa lter B. Conno lly 
Maurice C. Greenbaum 
$1 -$999 
Robert C . Boye r 
Robert L. Boynton* 
George II. Good 
$2,500-$4,999 
John Fe ikcns 
Beatrice Devine Kennedy 
Robert B. Knigh t 
S I ,000-$2,499 
Jerry P. Be lknap 
Kenneth A. Cox John C. McCa r thy 
Benjamin C. Stanczyk Sr. $1-$999 
1940 
LSF Dollars 
Total Class Giving 
CLASS AGENT 
Edmond F. Devine 
Donors to the 
Law School 
$1-$999 
Edmond F. De Vine 
Oscar Frcedcnbcrg 
Robert E. Cooper 
Pau l Walton Fager 
Keith B. !look 
$1 ,100 Jami llc G. ]amra 
$1•125 Robert G . Mille r 
Philip R. Monahan 
Ju lius Sydney Rubel 
Sidney Jack Salzman 
W illia m T. Yorks 
1942 
LSF Dollars 
Total Class Giving 
Donors to the 
Law School 
S I ,000-$2,499 
Benjamin D. Lewis* 
Eric Stein 
s 1-$999 





Sanders A. Goodstein* 
Arthur M. l loffeins 
George W. Loomis* 
Rohert B. Manley 
We ndell A. Miles 
Wi ll iam John Shockloss 
1943 
LSF Dollars 
Total Class Giving 
CLASS AGENT 
Richard Katche r 




S I ,000-$2,499 
Wi ll iam F. Aig lcr 
$1-$999 









Benjamin M. Quigg Jr. 
Donors to the 
Law School 
S I 0,000-524,999 
Benjamin M. Quigg Jr. 
Sl -5999 
Luis M. Ramirez-Boettner 
1945 
LSF Dollars S300 
Total Class Giving $400 
Donors to the 
Law School 
Sl -5999 
Philip E. Hanna 
Margaret G. Schaeffer 
LSF Dollars 5 1,300 
Total Class Giving $1,400 
CLASS AGENT 
Ed"·ard S. Noble 
Donors to the 
Law School 
51-S999 
Edward P. Dwyer Jr. 
Quentin A. Ewert 
Richard Kane 
Edward S. Noble 
John W Potter 
Milton D. Solomon 
1947 
LSF Dollars 
Total Class Giving 
Donors to the 
Law School 
5 I O,OOO-S24, 999 




Clarence A. Brimmer Jr. 
Richard 1-1. Guthrie 
Kenneth H. Liles 
Carroll V. Williams* 
S 1-5999 
Robert G. Bayley 
Zoe S. Burkholz 
Thomas L. Dalrymple 
Robert II . Darden 
A. Ney Eldred 
William B. Elmer 
Howard A. Jacobs 
Stephen W. Karr 
Charles L. Levin 
James D. Maddox 
George B. Woodman 
LSF Dollars 
Total Class Giving 
CLASS AGENT 
Morgan L. Fitch Jr. 





William J. Halliday Jr.* 
5 I O,OOO-S24,999 
Claude M. Pearson 
Dorothy A. Sen· is 
S2 ,500-S4,999 
Frank I I. Roberts 
5 I,OOO-S2,499 
Morgan L. Fitch Jr. 
Roy Franklin Proffitt 
William F. Welch 
S 1-S999 
Charles T. Alfano 
John S. Ballard 
Edwin R. Bates 
Robert H. Bcllairs 
Jerold jay Ben3\·ie 
Charles B. Blackmar* 
Conrad A. Bradshaw 
David R. Chenoweth 
Albert M. Colman 
Luke K. Cooperrider 
John E. Damon 
ln-ing L. Fink 
William R. Forry* 
Theodore J. Fraizer 
Walter B. Freihofer 
Edward N. Glad 
William M. Goebel 
Joseph B. Grigsby 
FredW 1-lalljr. 
David 0. Haughey 
Vincent C. Immel 
Philip S. Kappes 
Ira j. Lefton 
Lawrence B. Lindemer 
\V. Owen Mays 
G. Edward Mel-lie 
Mary L. \V McKenny 
James K. Mitsumori 
Richard H. Morris 
Thomas E. Murphy 
John R. Newlin 
Thomas E. Norpell 
Lester E. Page 
Alan D. Pauw 
john Weed Powers 
Harry D. Reber Jr. 
l larold E. Rudel 
Paul Sisl in 
John T. VanAken 
Albert G. Webber Il l 
Addison I. West 
James M. Wicnner 
1949 
LSF Dollars 532,811 
Total Class Giving S 136,146 
CLASS AGENT 
Ralph J. Isackson 
Donors to the 
Law School 
5100,000+ 
Ralph J. Isackson 
55,000-59,999 
L. Bates Lea 
Donald E. Nordlund 
S2,500-S4, 999 
Jack M. Bowie 
Dennis A. Darin Jr. 
Michael R. Gallagher 
William J. Schrenk 
S 1,000-52,499 
Carson C. Grunewald 
Stanlc)· E. Johnson Jr. 
Da1·id D. Ring 
Palmer C. Singleton Jr.* 
Sl -5999 
James M. Barrett Ill 
Allan D. Behrendt 
Richard F. lliringcr 
Beryl A. Birndorf 
William H. Braun Jr. 
W. Park Catchpole* 
Andrew C. Cecere 
Kent Chandler Jr. 
Nicho las P. Chapekis 
Charles A. Chapin 
A vern L. Cohn 
Philip C. Dickinson 
Albert R. Dilley 
Robert Leon Drake 
Theodore P. Duning 
R. Stan Emerick 
llilliard j. Fjord 
joe C. Foster Jr. 
joseph B. Gary 
Herman Gordon 
Rockwell T. Gust Jr. 
Kciichiro lmai 
James F. Judge 
Robert J. King 
Walter 0. Koch 
James K. Mortimer 
John H. Platt Jr. 
James Y. Rutledge 
John Scurlock 
D. Carlton Shull 
William W. Slocum Jr. 
Don V. Souter 
George C. Stech 
Henry Arthur Supplee 
Sydney A lien Thomas 
AsherN. Tilchin 
Robert B. W ilcox 
William I I. Woodson 
* Deceased 
6 See Spring LQN 
for reunion totals 
1950 
LSF Dollars $29,890 
Total Class Giving $ 171 ,535 
CLASS AGENT 
Charles M. Bayer 
Donors to the 
Law School 
$ 100,000+ 




James C. Mordy 
$2,500-$4,999 
Tommy F. Angell 
Thomas J. Donnelly 
Aaron R. Ross 
$ 1,000-$2,499 
Stuart J. Dunnings Jr. 
Charles Hansen 
William H. Lowery 
James W. McCray 
William M. Peek 
Robert W. Sharp 
$ 1-$999 
Burton C. Agata 
Donald W. Alfvin 
David F. Babson Jr. 
Charles M. Bayer 
Lawrence A. Brown 
Bruce D. Carey 
James P. Churchill 
James T. Cord en 
Robert J. Danhof 
Charles W. Davidson 
Henry B. Davis Jr. 
Charles E. Day Jr. 
Raymond J. DeRaymond 
Howard F. DeYoung 
George E. Dudley 
James B. Falahee Sr. 
Fred Watkins Freeman 
Robert H. Frick 
Sydney S. Friedman 
William C. Gordon 
Joan R. Goslow 
Albert J. Greffenius 
Robert P. Griffin 
Leonard L. Grossman 
Herbert E. Hoxie 
Charles M. loas 
John M. Jones 
Jerome Kaplan 
John L. King 
Howard A. Marken 
John D. McLeod 
Alan C. McManus 
Hudson Mead 
Ernest A. Mika 
Edward J. Neithercut 
John A. Nordberg 
Donald Patterson 
Colvin A. Peterson Jr. 
Herbert E. Phillipson Jr. 
Robert W. Shadd 
Richard E. Spatz 
Arthur Staton Jr. 
William F. Steiner 
John W. Steinhauser 
Kenneth P. Stewart 
Ashman C. Stoddard 
William Rosenberg Sturtz 
Harvey L. Weisberg 
Robert D. Winters 
Earle E. Wise 
Philip Wittenberg 
Henry W. C. Wong 
Newell W. Wright 
1951 
LSF Dollars $76,996 
Total Class Giving $77 ,571 
CLASS AGENT 
Horace J. Rodgers 
CLASS PRESIDENT 
William W. Milligan 
Donors to the 
Law School 
$50,000+ 
S. Noel Melvin 
$2,500-$4,999 
Kenneth C. Hamister 
Richard M. Kaplan 
Larry H. Snyder 
$ 1,000-$2,499 
Robert L. Borsos 
Jon Jitsuzo Chinen 
Walter L. Dean 
Robert K. Fukuda 
Frederick E. MacArthur 
Louis R. Reif 
$ 1-$999 
Herbert M. Balin 
Richard A. Bell 
Robert E. Bright 
Prentiss M. Brown Jr. 
Kenneth H. Childs 
David E. Dutcher 
Edward Elukin 
Hugh A. Garnett 
Richard W. Henes 
Richard L. Hershatter 
Stuart E. Hertzberg 
William C. Hiscock 
George H. Hopkins 
Thomas W. James 
Irwin Lapping 
Donald G. Leavitt 
James E. McCobb 
Robert M. Muir 
John L. Naylor Jr. 
Patrick D. Neering 
Albert J. Ortenzio 
Shelton C. Penn 
Walter Potoroka Sr. 
Robert L. Richardson Jr. 
Henry C. Ryder 
Forrest G. Shaw 
Robert H. Silk 
Robert 0. Sornson 
Melvyn J. Stauffer Jr. 
Paul W. Steere 
Stanley G. Stiansen 
Rollyn L. Storey 
J. C. Tattersall 
James E. Townsend 
Lloyd J. Tyler Jr. 
Howard VanAntwerp Ill 
Thomas C. Walsh 
Herbert M. Wolfson 
1952 
55th Reunion 6 
LSF Dollars 




Burton L. Ansell 
REUNION CHAIR 








Frances Eve Bilmes 
Robert Peter Duff 
Patrick J. Ledwidge 
William J. Marcoux 
John R. Milligan 
John 1-1. Mitchell 
DonaldA. Odell 
Martin C. Oetting 
Kenneth 0. Shively 
Ralph Sosin 
Donors to the 
Law School 
$ 1,500,000+ 
George A. Skestos 
$25,000-$49,999 
Dudley J. Godfrey Jr. 
$10,000-$24,999 
Laurence L. Spitters 
$5,000-$9,999 
Edward Goldstein 
Wallace Dou Reley 
Norman M. Spindelman 
$2,500-$4,999 
Martin B. Breighner 
William A. Clark 
Bernard Petrie* 
Joseph S. Ransmeier 
$1,000-$2,499 
Bert Bates 
James I. Huston 
Kiehner Johnson 
William J. Marcoux 
John Mitchell 
Kenneth 0. Shively 
Forrest W. Simmons 
Robert patrick Tiernan 
Joseph K Wee 
$1 -$999 
Thomas D. Allen 
Burton L. Ansell 
George R. Ariyoshi 
Raymond V Arnold 
Joseph C. Balich 
Carleton D. Beh Jr. 
Frances Eve Bilmcs 1953 Marvin K. Jacobs $1,000-$2,499 George M. Mack Willard L. Boyd Jr. Don I. Jolmson Kar l E. Braunschncidcr Stephen J. Martin 
John J. Callahan LSF Dollars $35,940 Frederick D. Johnson Paul B. Campbell Joseph R. Matsen 
Thomas C. Cecil Total Class Giving $71 ,440 William A. Josclyn Raymond M. Champion Jr. Patrick II. McCau ley 
Hugh A. Cook Jr. Alan R. Kidston Clyne W Durst Jr. Maclyn T. Parker 
Clan Crawford Jr. Donors to the Ward Lee Koehler John S. Hager Raymond J. Payne 
Raymond L. Curran Law School Herbert M. Leiman Theodore J. St. Antoine Robert M. Radner 
John J. Douglass S I 0,000-$24,999 William T. Means Robert T. Winston Chester F. Relyea 
Robert Peter DuiT E. James Gamble llerbcrt L. Meschke Marvin Oscar Young Justin T. Rogers Jr. 
Charles E. Gibson Jr. Walter M. Weiner R. Wyatt Mick Jr. Walter J. Roper 
Loeb H. Gran ofT Donald J. Miller S l-$999 John F. Shantz 
RobertS. Griggs 
$5,000-$9,999 
Charles D. Newton Bernard Abrams Samuel I. Shuman 
RobertA. Johnston 
Donald L. Hersh Hugh E. Reynolds Jr. Nola Allen Bradford Stone 
L. Douglas Hoyt 
Joseph M. Kortenhof 
Gordon Harry Smith Jr. R. William Barker John K. VonLackum 
Bristol E. Hunter $2,500-$4,999 PhilipS. Smith 
George B. Berridge Stan ley R. Weinberger 
James A. Kendall John F. Spindler Robert H. Bloom Arthur McKee Wisehart William K. Davenport 
Peter C. Kostantacos Richard W Pogue Richard C. Stavoe 
Stephen A. Bromberg Allen Zcmmol 
John H. Kunkle Jr. Edgar A. Strause Larry J. Burke 
Patrick J. Lcdwidgc $1,000-$2,499 Rudo lph Tanasijcvich Wilhelm F. Busch 
Martin R. Lewis John B. BruiT James O'Mall eyTinglc ChrisT. Christ 1955 
Rodney C. Linton Mark W Griffin Richard M. Trcckelo Charles H. Clcminshaw LSF Dollars $99,158 
Cornelius E. Lombardi Jr. Garth E. Griffith Warren K. U rbom Milo G. Coerper Total Class Giving $395,591 
John M. Long way John B. Houck Franklin S. Wallace Howard Allan Cole 
Joseph R. McDonald Richard P. Matsch Charles W Wexler Jr. Roderick K. Daane CLASS AGENT 
Robert D. McFee Duane Morris* Wi ll iam L. Wise Julius Denenberg Robert I. Donnellan 
Richard P. McManus John S. Slavens Jerry A. Donley 
Phil ip G. Meengs Robert B. DornhaiTcr Donors to the 
John R. Milligan $1-$999 1954 David D. Dowel Jr. Law School 
Sol Mix Wi ll iam Dean Ahonen Richard A. Entcnmann $250,000+ 
Hira D. Anderson Jr. 
LSF Dollars $35,397 JohnS. Fallon Robert B. Fiske Jr. Martin C. Oetting Total Class Giving $76, 132 
Warren K. Ornstein Wi ll iam A. Bain Jr. James T. Frost 
Burton Perlman W ill iam A. Beckett Jack Franklin Gardner Sr. 
$25,000-$49,999 
CLASS AGENT 
Martin L. Boyle Roger K. Garfink 
Rober t E. Baker 
George R. Reller Lawrence L. Bu ll en David R. Macdonald 
David W Rawlinson William R. Brown Benton E. Gates Jr. 
Robert P. Schwartz James W. Callison Donors to the Henry W G Ieiss $10,000-$24,999 
Clark A. Shanahan Thomas F. Chenot Law School Norman N. Gottlieb Robert L. Fenton 
Son ia Z. Shaw James L. Conley $25,000+ Hugh G. Harness 
Barbara Y. M. Simons Roger E. Davis John Ernest Riecker Ralph Eugene Hayes $5,000-$9,999 
Ralph Sosin Robert B. Dixon James Lou is How lett Richard M. Adams 
Nubar Tashjian Richard M. Donaldson $2 ,500-$4,999 Alan Reeve Hunt* James W. Beatty 
David J. Tolan Stanley M. Fisher 
Robert B. Aikens William G. Hyland Raymond E. Knape 
Donald James Veldman Ellis B. Freatman Jr. 
Lawrence L. Bullen Robert J. Kilgore 
James L. Weirbach James L. Gault 
Carl A. Hassel wander John B. King 
Hardin A. Whitney Jr. Eliot S. Gerber 
Richard W. Young Leonard Kravets 
Robert F. Will iams Robert 0. Hamilton John H. Leddy *Deceased 
Lou is E. W.irbel Clarence Lee Hudson Robert Libner 
John W. Woodard John W. Hupp Alvin P. Lipnik 
D, See Spring LQN 
for reunion totals 
$2,500-$4,999 
Earl E. Borradaile 
Lawrence I. Brown 
Jack E. Gallon 
Irwin Roth 
William A. Swainson 
John R. Worthington 
$1 ,000-$2,499 
Charles II. Cory II 
h ·an M. Forbes 
Sanford B. Hertz 
Roger I' Noorthoek 
Douglas E. Peck 
John R. Peterson 
Sl -$999 
Khalid A. Al-Shawi 
Da,-id Barker 
Michae l J. Baughman 
John W. Bauknecht 
Norman I. Brock 
James Bu lkley 
John P. Daley 
Robert I. Donnellan 
James W. Dorr 
John G. Fletcher 
RobertS. Frey 
William J. l lartman Jr. 
Han·ey A. Howard 
Bernard A. Kanncn 
Robert 1-1. Le,·an 
Mark R. Lidschin 
Joseph F. Maycock Jr. 
Wi ll iam M. Moldoff* 
MarlinS. Packard 
Wi ll iam L. Randall 
Richard S. Ratcliff 
An thony E Ringold 
Mor ton Meye r Scu lt 
Dona ld F. Stubbs 
Edward L. Vandenberg 
W ill iam L. Wilks ~ 
LSF Dollars 




Jack G. Armstrong 
Raymond II. Dresser Jr. 
Donors to the 
Law School 
$250,000+ 




VVilliam C. Cassebaum 
Rayn10nd II. Dresser Jr. 
$5,000-$9,999 
Eric E. Bergsten 
William F. Crockett 
Henry West Leeds 
Charles B. Renfrew 
Edward L. Shank 
Roger Wood Wi lkins 
$2,500-$4,999 
Jack G. Armstrong 
John H. McDermott 
Roger II . Oetting 
$1 ,000-$2,499 
John C. Cary Jr. 
Eugene H. Gilmartin 
Richard W. Morrison 
Cynthia Vary Peterson 
Harold H. Plassman 
Will iam G. Sesler 
Da,·id \V. Swanson 
Charles G. W ill iamson Jr. 
Norman A. Zilber 
Sl-$999 
Dennis J. Barron 
Hugh R. Braun 
Harland M. Britz 
ll erbert R. Brown 
Robert A. Brown Jr. 
Shirley J.C. Burgoyne 
William L. Cahalan Jr.* 
William Y. Cha lfant 
Richard R. Dailey 
George F. deCiaire 
Walter R. Denison 
GlennS. Dennis 
Mar,·in Dubrinsky 
Daniel P. Ernst 
Donald R. Ford 
Norman E. Gaar 
Daniel S. Guy 
Irving Leon Halpern 
Hazen V Hatch 
Gerald B. Helman 
Frank C. Henry 
James S. Hilboldt 
John B. Huck 
Richard A. Jones 
John Anrlrew Kelk Jr. 
John E Kruger . 
Thomas A. Lazaroff 
Sherwin J. Malkin 
F. Wi ll iam McKee II 
Gordon L. Nash 
James T. Neef Sr. 
Nathan K. Parke r Jr. 
Mo rton A. Polste r 
Robert 0. Rosenman 
Donald W. Shaffer 
Lawrence W. Sperling 
George R. Stege Ill 
Shoshana B. Ta11ecr 
Edwin S. Taylor 
Rober tS. Thompson 
James A. Timmer 
Dale Van Winkle 
MwTil)' Yo lies 
1957 
50th Reunion 6 
LSF Dollars 
Total Class Giving 
CLASS AGENT 




Lee N. Abrams 
Da,·id E Breck 
Sidney C. Kleinman 




Da,·id H. Marlin 
George E. Montgomery 
Jules M. Perlberg* 
Robert S. Tancer 
Donors to the 
Law School 
$2,500-$4,999 
Sidney C. Kleinman 
Howard N. NcmeroYski 
$1 ,000-$2,499 
Lee N. Abrams 
John A. Beach 
George J. Caspar Ill 
Rodger T. Ederer 
Frederick Mahan 
Cyril Moscow 
Frank Fremont Reed II 
Sl-$999 
James B. Beckett 
George T. Bennett 
Jacob Bernstein 
Jack L. Borst 
Hugo E. Braun Jr. 
James Claude Bray 
David F. Breck 
Kenneth B. Cutler 
S. Jonathan Emerson 
Ralph H. Erickson 
John II. Fildew 
Philip A. Fleming 
Stephen G. Fuerth 
Whitmore Gray 
Francis R. Grebe 
Robert E. Hammell 
Edward C. Hanpeter 
James R. Hanson 
Mary A. l iar tung 
Kenneth H. 1-lavnie 
Thomas J. Hugl1cs 
Richard M. Hughey 
Michael F. Kelly 
Philli p L. Kennedv 
James J. Kilsdonk' 
Ross A. Kipka 
James Joseph Kobza 
Ri chard F. Kohn 
Arthur F. Lamey Jr. 
Robert E. Lawson 
Robert A. Link 
Arthur T Lippert Jr. 
Kenneth E. Long 
George W T. Loo 
Edward A. Manuel 
Da,·id H. Marl in 
William H. McCready 
Donald D. Meyers 
Frank R. Mor ris Jr. 
Da,·id L. Nelson 
E. William Oakland 
Jarncs M. Porter 
Thomas F. Quinn Jr. 
Don L. Reynolds 
John T. Rogers 
John P. Schaefer 
Francis M. Sma ll Jr. 
Byron L. Sparber 
Robert S. Tancer 
John C. Tower 
Gerald Tuchow 
Jerome K. Walsh Jr. 
A. Duncan Whi taker 
Wa lter F. Wolf Jr. 
L. Bennett Y.oung 
LSF Dollars $34,414 
Total Class Giving $318,149 
CLASS AGENT 
F Loyal Bemiller 
Donors to the 
Law School 
$250,000+ 
Terrence A. Elkcs 
$5,000-$9,999 
Rainer R. Weigel 
$2,500-$4,999 
John C. Baity 
1-. Loyal Bemiller 
Jack N. cingersh 
Eugene L. Hart\\ ig 
Phillip R. Jacobus 
Gera ld \V. Pad we 
s 1,000-$2,499 
Marion 13. Burton 
Robert II. Kapp 
George E. Lohr 
David L. Nixon 
Nick 1::. Yocca 
Sl-$999 
Wa lter L. Adams 
Robert 1: . Brown 
William II. Burkhart 
Thomas J'vi . Carnes 
Samuel D. Ca rpenter 
Lee Jay Co lling 
John W. Conlin 
Byron J. Cook 
A. Blair Crowno,·cr 
Irv ing G. Cu rry Ill 
Ronald I . Dalman Sr. 
Rober t II . Elliott Jr. 
Salvatore A. i=auci 
Jose ph S. Georg iana 
Charles Dale Gerlinger 
Philip G. Gillespie 
ll anlcy M. Gurwin 
John T. !Iammond 
Peter II. Hay 
Robert J. ll oerne r 
Thomas W. lloya 
James A. llumphreys Jr. 
Theodore M. llutchison 
Barry L. King 
Charl es II. Kivett 
Robert A. Klein 
Ban-y I . Kroll 
Thomas J. I ang 
Stuart R. I ef.ste in 
Dean S. Lc\\ is 
Da,·id D. Lodwick 
Charl es C. Lundstrom 
Ronald Lee Mathwich 
Hannes Meyers Jr. 
Stephen Moyer 
William K. Muir Jr. 
Charles Leon Pcvcn 
David L. Rollins 
Ri chard S. Rosenthal 
Elmer C. Rudy 
Gerald M. Smith 
Robert J. Stewart 
William W. Stodghi ll 
Robert S. Sugarman 
Thomas G. Thornbury 
Thomas A. Troyer 
George B. Trubo\1 
John C. Tucker Jr. 
Theodore M. Utchen 
Sp)'"OS N. Vlachos 
Mar vin Waxman 
Stephen A. Weinste in 
Robert D. Welchli 
Roderick II. Willcox 
Thomas R . Win~uist 
Wilbert I . Z iegler 
1959 
LSF Dollars $65,917 
Total Class Giving $251,923 
CLASS AGENT 
Gerald L. Bader Jr. 
Donors to the 
Law School 
$100,000+ 
Frederick I~ 1-urth 
$25,000-$49,999 
Mch yn I. Mark 
S I 0,000-$24,999 
Stan ley N. Bergman 
John I~ Williams 
I-rank K. Zinn 
$5,000-$9,999 
John II. Jackson 
Jero me ll. Libin 
I oub Perlmutter 
$2,500-$4,999 
John D. Boyles 
James T. Funaki 
James P. Kennedy 
Leroy Michae l Jr. 
John 1: . Schippel 
Ronald J. St. Ongc Sr. 
Joe l Da\ id Tauber 
s 1,000-$2,499 
Wi II iam Earl Bowser 
l:dward Brans il vcr 
T homas A. Dieterich 
Donald A. I lines 
Stanley llirt 
Scott I lodes 
Frank D. Jacobs 
Leonard B. Schwartz 
Wendell A. Smith 
George S. Tulloch Jr. 
Sl-$999 
Peter J. Armstrong 
!larry M. Asch 
La'' renee G. Becker 
Stanton II. Berlin 
Robert M. llrucken 
Richard C. Brunn 
G. Sidnc) Buchanan 
Ed" ard D. Bureau Jr. 
James L. Burton 
Donald W. Carlin 
Guido J. Casari Jr. 
Samuel l.l. K. Chang 
David C. Cocy 
ThomasT. Crum packer* 
J. Richard l: rnens 
James B. l'eibe l 
Lynn W. h·omberg 
Malcolm II. h ·ornberg 
Bradley M. Gla>S 
Albert 1: . Grinton 
James J. I Ia II 
Wallace M. llandlcr 
Ronald ll arbe r t 
Meredith l lcmphill Jr. 
Arnold llcnson 
Peter W. llirsch 
Wolfgang lloppc 
Ri chard Z. Kahaker 
E. Campion Kersten 
Frank J. Kinn 
Walter W. Kocher 
Theodore G. Koerner Il l 
ll ans C. Krueger 
Lawrence J. La Brie 
Pau I M. Ladas 
l:dwin C. Landis Jr. 
Wayne L ecngran 
Lawrence E. Lc\'ine 
Ronald J. Linder 
Nicho las A. Longo 
PeterS. Lucyshyn 
john M. MacMillan 
Wilbur J. Markstrom 
Robert S. McGeough 
A ian 1-. Meckstroth 
Robert F. Mitchell 
William II. Morman 
J. Lee Murphy 
David A. Nelson 
James A. Park 
George 1: . Parker Ill 
John Fredric Powell 
Carro ll F. Purdy Jr. 
Denis T. Rice 
George Ro) Richards 
John Butler Schwcmm 
Mark Shae,·sky 
DavidY. Sm ith 
George C. Stewart 
l:dward Barry Stulbcrg 
John M. Swinford 
Robert P Volpe 
Robert M. Vorsangcr 
1960 
LSF Dollars 
Total Class Giving 
CLASS AGENT 
Kent E. Whittaker 
Donors to the 
Law School 
$750,000+ 
John F. Nicko l! 
Sl 00,000-$249,999 
Dean L. Berry* 
$2,500-$4,999 
Er ik J. Stapper 
s 1,000-$2,499 
Leonard J. Decker 
Robert J. Emmons 
Roger W. Findley 
Thomas E. Kaupcr 
1\obc rt J. Pal ey 
Leonard VV. Smilh 
Arb ie R. Thalacker 




S l-$999 Leonard W. Treash Jr. john Edward Porter Jerom e D. Neifac h Robert B. Wessling 
Colborn M. Addison* Stcvan Uzelac L. Vas tine Stable r Jr. Bruce N. Parsons James J. White 
Robert W. Applcford Guy Vander Jagt * john L. Peschel john A. Wise 
Thomas R. Beierle William P. Vogel Sl -$999 Robert A. Pfaff 
David A. Benner David B. Weisman Rober t R . Anderson Alan E. Price Donors to the 
Robert L. Bombaugh Clay R. Williams Walter M. Andrew Jr. John B. Rapp Law School 
Jam es C. Booth H. Gregory Austin llanson S. Reynolds $50,000+ 
Anthony C. Buesser Richard 0. Ballenti ne Russell H. Riggs Peter D. Byrnes* 
John P. Bure 1961 Bruce Alden Barnhart Gerald F. Rosenblatt 
Ro be rt A. Burns Robert S. Bolton Timothy F. Scanlon 
SlS,000-$49,999 
LSF Dollars $62,903 Jam es I I. Booker Oliver E. Seike l Jo hn F. Burton Jr. Total Class Giving $ 118,292 Laurence M. Scoville Jr. 
Ralph D. Butler Robert L. Broo ks Donald A. Stichter $5,000-$9,999 
Ward Chapman CLASS AGENT Donald M. Burkhardt Charles II. Stark William K. King 
David John Cooper Wil liamS. Farr Jerom e E. Burns Robe rt M. Steed C . Barry Montgomery 
Charles N. Dewey Jr. Calvin A. Campbe ll Jr. Norton L. Steuben Garo A. Partoyan 
Seym our N. Dubrinsky Donors to the John E. Cochrane Pau l S. Teranes 
Richard A. Elbrecht Law School Frederic K. Conover Ro bert E. Tho r ne $2,500-$4,999 
Peter Fulle r Eld $25,000+ James R. C ripe W. Gerald Thursby Alan G. Friedman 
Alan I. Epstein Gregor N. Neff Frederick S. Dean* David C. Todd Warren M. Lad don 
Vance A. l:: ishcr Charles A. DeGrand pre Danie l E. To I free William R. Nicho las 
Jo hn Fuller 
S I 0 ,000-$24,999 Raymond Drymalski Stanley A. Williams 
llarold S. Barro n 
I larry A. Gaines Warren E. Eagle Walter W. Winget 
S I ,000-$2,499 
C lifford I I. l lart 
William A. Krupman Jo hn J . Esposito Charles E. Blank 
Frederick W. I Ieath 
James M. Trapp William S. Farr J r. Eben G. Crawfo rd 
Douglas J. Hi ll 
Stanl ey R. Zax Jo hn A. Fiske 1962 Morto n L. Efron 
Allan Horowitz $5,000-$9,999 Jackson L. Frost 6 Michael R. Flyer 
Dud ley Hughes l len ry B. Pearsall Stanford E. Gass 45th Reunion Kar l L. Gotting 
Marc A. Hurt Lewis G. Gatch LSF Dollars $59,153 
Roger B. Harris 
joseph J . Jerkins $2,500-$4,999 Will iam J. Giovan Total Class Giving $100,211 
T homas D. Heekin 
Mark V. Kloste rman Jam es N. Ad ler All an R. Gitte r 
Amalya L. Kearse 
Jam es H. DeVries Jerom e B. Greenbaum CLASS AGENTS john R. Nichols Kenneth Laing 
William Morehead Lane Arthur R. Gaud i StuartS. Gunckcl 
Warren M. Laddon Frank G. Reeder 
George H. Lennon Ill Ell iott C. Mi lle r Bernard He ller 
L. Wi ll iam Schmidt Jr. Wil liam B. Rees 
Robe rt J. Margolin Richard W. Odgers H. Russel Holland 
Thomas C. Sheare r 
REUNION CO-CHAIRS Daniel E. Singer 
Richard 1-1. May William Y. Webb Jam es A. Hourihan Roger 13. ll arris 
Richard J. McCiear Lloyd E. Will iams Jr. 
Frederick R. ll ubbcl l Robert B. Wessling 
T homas P Scho ll e r 
Russel l A. McNair Jr. 
Thomas E. Hunter John A. Wise 
Gordon G. Myse 
S I ,000-$2,499 Merwyn M. Kroll 
REUNION COMMITIEE 
John H . Bradbury Wa lter V. Kron s 1-$999 
G. Masash i Nakano Charl es E. Blank j oseph M. Abele Barry I. Fredericks Richard M. Leslie 
Robert B. Nelson Robert M. Bordeau Martin J. Adelman 
Louis Frey Jr. Peter F. Levi n Wi ll iam Patterson Peter D. Byrnes* Randolf H . Aires 
Robert L. Segar Donnelly W. Hadden 
Daniel E. Lew is J r. Thomas D. l-l eekin Livings to n Baker 
Susan Rosenthal Shime r 
Richard L. Kay j ohn F. Lymburner Warren M. Lad don John A. Benning 
Joel N. Simon 
Michae l Klynn Francis C. Marsano John M. Niehuss Robert M. Bordeau 
6 See Spring LQN Herman S. Sigucland George A. Mathewson Richard E. McEachcn Garo A. Par toyan Richard S. Borland 
for reunion totals G lenn Sperry 
J. Bruce McCubbrey Cecil R . Mellin L. W illiam Schmidt Jr. Wi ll iam M. Brukoff 
Larry Irv ing Tate 
Robert L. McLaughlin Stuart D. Shanor Robert G. 
f-rancis E. Collins David A. Watts John Berton Kemp Marvin J. llirn 1964 Raymond E. Corne lius David N. Weinman D. Michael Kratchman llowarrlll. I lush Jr. 
DouglasS. Dales Jr. Robert J. Yock Robert G. Lane James Alan Je nsen LSF Dollars $60,555 
WalterT Dartland Raymond A. Yost Hugh M. Morrison David B. Kennedy Total Class Giving $62,541 
Robert P. Davidow Allan Nachman Bruce T. Kloppman 
CLASS AGENT George Deshensky 
1963 
Lee D. Powar John A. Krsul Jr. 
Stephen M. Wittenberg Benton S. Duffett Jr. John M. Rickel William G. Lambrecht 
Frederic L. Dupre 
LSF Dollars $96,211 Herbert C. Snyder Jr. Jules Lang Donors to the Gerald F. Ell ersdorfcr 
Total Class Giving $665,833 Richard K. Snyder LukcT Lee Law School Brian C. Elme r Stefan F. Tucker Arthur F. Lubke Jr. S I 0,000-$24,999 David L. Finkelman CLASS AGENT Jackman Stroud Vodrey O rlin D. Lucksted Philip Me Weeny James M. Flaggcrt Jo hn W. Galanis Scott E Z imm erman Ralph E. Mahowald Robert M. Grover 
J. Patrick Martin $2,500-$4,999 John E. llodgson Donors to the Sl-$999 Joe B. McDade Theodore L. Bendall Jr. PhilipS. II o ilman Law School ll ans G. Bagner Gerald E. McNally William B. Dunn Albert P !Iarrigan 
$500,000+ James M. Beardsley j oh n Michael Meade Ro bert E. Goodrich C. Vernon Howard Jr. 
Kathryn D. Wriston William F:. Braeuningcr Gail Franklin Miller Michael V. Marston Richard A. Hyde 
David A. Brock Charl es D. Moyer Lawrence G. Meyer Norman Allen Jacobs $25,000-$49,999 jon L. Brown Michael E. O ldham Melinda M. Morris Lynne B. Johnson A. Paul Victor Dan R. Bruggeman Diane L. O lsson Thomas E. Palmer Alan F. Kane 
Joseph P. Koucky S I 0,000-$24,999 T Irving Chang Anthony J . Pagano Donald A. Pierce Jr. 
Con rad W. Kreger Ro be rt J. C urrie Theodore R. Cohn James H . Quirk E. David Rollcrt 
Malcolm E. Martin Murray J. Feiwell Simon F. Co leman Burton L. Raimi 
Larry W. McCormack William F. llunting Jr. D. Sidney Condit William II . Ransom s 1,000-$2,499 
Charles H. M icl 
Thomas W. Van Dyke James W. C reamer Jr. Jam es 1-1 . Rich Jr. Dennis P Bedell 
Paul F. Mordy Peter II. DeHaas Wallace A. Ri chardson Ro nald W. Carm ichacl llar vcy S. Morrison $5,000-$9,999 Edward M. Dolson Burton Rodney A I an D. C ro ll Jo hn M. N ichuss 
II erbert Kohn Bruce W. Eaken Jr. Luis F. Rodriguez Thomas G. Dignan Jr. John B. Pend leton llcn ry Earl e Ill 
Richard A. Shapiro Irwin J. Dinn Richard E. Rabbidcau $2,500-$4,999 Anthony E. EfremofT 
Alvin V. Shoemaker John W. Erickson Irwin R. Rein A lcxandcr E. Bennett Sarah K. EfremofT 
Jam es L. Shonkwile r Jr. A I bert S. Colbert Carl M. Riseman 
Robert C. Canfi e ld S. Stuart Eilers 
Jeffrey B. Shulm an William T I Iutton Arthur Gene Rosenberg 
John W. Galan is A lien D. Evans 
Fredric L. Smith Paul M. Ostergard Michael J. Schiff 
Gerald L. Ghcrlcin jo hn M. Fischer 
Jam es W. Smith PeterS. Sheldon L. William Schmidt Jr. 
Kenneth S. ll andmaker llowa rd M. f-ranken berger 
Webb A. Smith Jam es J. Spo lyar Thomas P. Scho ller 
Robert L. I Iarmon C harl es R. Frederickson 
Lawrence K. Snider Stuart D. Shanor 
J. William llo lland* Har vey R. Friedman 
Paul L. Tractcnbcrg Sl-$999 Donald J. Spero 
Andre A. Gelinas Robert D. Andrews Jr. Reed F Steele C. Raymond Mar vin C harles K. Veenstra 
James L. Stokes ].Thomas McCarthy Suzanne Balazc Gifford Edward A. White Philip B. Bass 
Donald P. Stone David J. Rosso Bette Goulet 
Robert C harles White Robert J. Battista 
Robert W. Swain Jr. Philip Sotiro fl' Kenneth W. Graham Jr. 
Douglas W. Whitney A. Jo hn Beke Roy Y. -lakcyama C. Peter Theut VVarren F. Gricncnbcrger 
Roger C. Wolf James R. Borthwick Thomas W. Taylor Lavvrcncc W. Waggoner Ncwm anT Guthrie 
Milton L. Zentmycr Marvin J. Brenne r John J. T imm er Robert C. Hac kett E. Alan Brumbe rger 
Peter A. Titta $1,000-$2,499 Donald II. llann Charles A. Buss 
David C. Tracey Stuar t F. Feldstein Jon Steen Hanson Timothy K. Carro ll Bowen 1-1. Tucker Martin R. Fine Peter R. llarwood A I an G. Choate Kent J. Vana J. Walker llenry 
Bruce C. Conybeare Cheever Tyler Larn· J. Bingham llert W Moyar Thomas A. Pliskin 
James L. Copeland Walter A. Urick John II. Blish* John Everette Noland Jr. John M. Walker Jr. 
Charles K. Dayton Daniel W Vittum Jr. J. Walter Brock Donald E. Overbeck 
Marc Gary Denkinger Robert G. Waddell llcrben II. Brown James Kirk Perrin S I ,000-$2,499 
Jon E. Denney Bruce T. Wallace James R. Brown Robert V. Peterson Jonathan L. Birge 
Michael A. Dively J. Michael Warren Christopher L. Carson Richard J. Rankin Jr. Alfred M. Butzbaugh 
John J. Dood David G. Williams Charles E. Clark Ill Douglas J. Rasmussen Douglas M. Cain 
llenry M. Ekkcr Robert J. Wojcik Amos J . CotTman Jr. Jay A. Rosenberg Paul E. Goodspeed 
Fred J. Fechheimer Laurence D. Connor James E. Scanlon Da-·id M. Guinn 
K. Michael Foley William A. Crane Andre A. Schwartz Morton Q. Lc\·in 
James W. G1-cenc 1965 Terrence Lee Croft Frederick B. Schwarze Erik II. Serr 
Ronald R. !!anion Robert II. Daskal Anthony J. Scirica Wil liam T. Wood Jr. LSF Dollars $41 , 188 
John F. l lanson Total Class Giving $180,371 Robert G. Dickinson Gary J. Shapira $1-$999 
Ira G. llarris David D. Dodge Jerome M. Smith 
Stanley G. Andeel 
Spencer C. l lunt CLASS AGENT L. Garrett Dutton Jr. Charles S. Tappan William C. Anderson 
Peter W l lydc Terrence Lee Croft David A. Ebershoff Phillip L.Thom 
James G. Barnes 
Denis A. Jacques 
Donors to the 
Harry T. Edwards F. David Trickey Williarn G. Barris 
Justice G. Johnson Jr. Gordon L. Elicker John Joseph Llrsu 
Law School Robert W lleickc Allyn D. Kantor JohnW Ester Ed Nichols Wadsworth RobertS. Berkwitz 
S. Olof Karlstrom $100,000+ John I~ cernsler Paul Weinberg Rodger V. Bittner 
Patrick J. Kearney William J. llogaard Robert B. Foster Robert G. Wise Terrance K. Boyle 
John A. Kicz $25,000-$49,999 
Sheila Gallagher Timothy D. Wittlinger Nathaniel P. Breed Jr. 
Jarncs L. Krambeck 
Jon I I. Kouba 
John Eliot Gates Jon D. Carlson 
Alan R. Kravets David M. Goclzer 
1966 Thomas D. Chase Eugene Lausch $5,000-$9,999 Paul Groffsky A. Balfour Chinn Jr. 
Paul L. Leeds John W McCullough Morris A. Halpern LSF Dollars $72,831 George C. Coggins 
William J. Madden Jr. Charles F. Niemeth Patricia M. ! !anson Total Class Giving $275,095 William M. Colby 
Timothy W Mast Edward G. Henneke Jr. James F. Companion 
Samue l J. McKim Ill $2,500-$4,999 John E. !lowell CLASS AGENT Douglas M. Crow lev 
George C. McKinnis Eric V. Brown Jr. Faris A. l lowrani Fred E. Schlegel David W Croysdale 
Alan Paul Mi ll er Richard M. l lelzberg Leon E. Irish Eugene F. Dattorc 
Wi ll iamS. Moody Pau l A. Rothman Marco A. Jagmetti Donors to the 
Law School William B. Davis Jr. James J. Nack Jerome II. Kearns Michae l C. Devine 
Edwin John Pan ichas $1 ,000-$2,499 Charles B. Keenan J r. $100,000+ Robert A. Dim ling 
James M. Powell Bruce R. Bancroft John F. Kern Ronold L. Olson Wi ll iam E. Doster 
Larry A. Pulkrabek ! Ieiman R. Brook PhilipS. King Samuel Zell Dennis C. Drury 
William R . Radford Joan V. Churchil l Arthur J. Levy W illiam G. Earle 
Stephen W Roberts Charles C. Cohen Edward L. Lubl in S I 0,000-$24,999 
Dewey B. Crawford George M. Elsener 
Richard A. Sa val Thomas C. Lee Michael J. Lynch S. Cody Engle Richord C. Sneed 
Neal Schachtel Rosemary S. Pooler Roger R. Marce Robert J. Epstein 
T Gordon Scupho lm II Thomas B. Ridgley Sarah Ann Margu lies $5,000-$9,999 James C. Ervin Jr. 
Jon M. Sebaly MichaelS. Mathews James G. Phillipp Thomas S. Eveland 
Ar thur M. Sherwood $1 -$999 J . Gary McEachen 
Ronald C. Allan Richard J. Will iams Eric J. Fa uri 
!':::, See Spring LQN 
Dayton E. Soby 
Charles I I. Aymond 
Michael J. Mcl lolc John E. Ferris 
Kenneth E. Stewa rt Ronald J. Meltzer $2,500-$4,999 Gerald B. Fincke 
for reunion totals Lester J. Tooman T homas Emory Baker Neil R. Mitchell J. Alan Galbraith Sidney L. Frank 
John D. Tully Roy I I. Batista Andrew 1-1. Mott Terence Murphy PeterS. Galloway 
Thomas D. Geil 
Robert E. Gilbert 
Ronald D. Glotta 
Michael D. Gordon 
Bruce M. Groom 
Joseph P. llafer 
Kenneth R. l larker Jr. 
Michael G. ! Iarrison 
WilliamS. l lawgood II 
Robert E. l lcllcr 
E. Franklin !!ill Jr. 
William K. Hoffman 
Robert E. 1-lollenshead 
Robert E. Hollwcg 
JayS. !looker 
Raymond E. Hopkins 
John C. llutchinson 
Duane H. llvedson 
GilbertV. lndeglia 
Jon C. Jacobson 
David R. Johnson 
Stephen W. Jones 
Thomas L. Jones 
Dennis S. Kayes 
Steven M. Kin 
Richard J. King 
Victor E. D. King 
Bailey H. Kuklin 
R. Bruce Laidla\V 
James T. Leavitt Jr. 
Edward P. Levy 
Stanley Lubin 
Robert F. Ludgin 
john II. Martin 
Wi ll iam F. Marx 
AlanA. May 
Robert P. McBain 
1'. William McCarty 
WilliamS. McDowell Jr. 
Michael J. Mehr 
James S. Miner II 
David B. Mueller 
George B. Mullison 
Kenneth R. Oosterhouse 
Robert S. Paye 
Gary L. Price 
Thomas R. Rcinsma 
Michael W. Rosenberg 
Jerrell P. Rosenbluth 
Jeffrey C. Rubenstein 
Fred E. Schlegel 
William A. Schroeder 
Robert G. Schuchardt 
Lawrence J. Sherman 
William J. Skow 
Earl H. Staelin 
Judith L. Teichman 
Charles D. Todd Ill 
Robert 0. Tyler 
Stuart C. Unger Jr. 
Thilo Von Bodungen 
George E. Ward 
Thomas G. Washing 
John B. Whinrey 
William C. Whitbeck 








Christopher B. Cohen 
REUNION CO-CHAIRS 
Charles V. Thornton Il l 
Christopher B. Cohen 
REUNION COMMITTEE 
Michael J. Davis 
Sally Katzen Dyk 
Samuel J. Goodman 
Edward W. Harris Ill 
Jeffrey G. Heuer 
Charles K. Marquis 
Michael F. McCarthy 
Matthew P. McCau ley 
Richard D. McLe llan 
].Thomas Mullen 
Will iam C. Pelster 
Eric P. Reif 
John A. Sebert Jr. 
Joseph R. Seiger 
Gerald D. Skoning 
Thomas E. Swaney 
Donors to the 
Law School 
$25,000+ 
Charles V. Thornton Ill 
$ 10,000-$24,999 
Barbara Kacir 
Joseph R. Scige•· 
$5,000-$9,999 
James R. Lamb 
Jeffrey H. Miro 
E. Miles Prentice Ill 
$2,500-$4,999 
Randolph H. Fields 
Samuel J. Goodman 
James P. Kleinberg 
J. David Mackstaller 
Charles K. Marquis 
J. Thomas Mullen 
William C. Pelster 
$1 ,000-$2,499 
Ronald E. Brackett 
William II. Conner 
M. Donald Drescher 
llurst K. Groves 
Marilyn W. Groves 
William D. Hodgman 
Sally Katzen Dyk 
Matthew P. McCauley 
Dick McDonough 
Richard D. McLellan 
Richard B. Nesson 
Jack L. Neuenschwander 
Phi lip A. Nicely 
J. Larry Nicho ls 
George M. Smrtka 
Larry J Spilkin 
Stanley P. Weiner 
$1-$999 
Lewis T. Barr 
Calvin E. Bellamy 
Thomas F. Blackwell 
James A. Boucher 
Robert M. Brimacombc 
Thomas llcnry Braund 
William C. Buhl 
Jack M. Burkett 
Christopher B. Cohen 
I. William Cohen 
James I I. Cohen 
Bruce L. Colton 
Timothy J. Curtin 
Peter A I fred Dank in 
Dixon B. Dann 
Michael J. Davis 
Charles A. Dunkel 
A. Jerome Dupont 
Carl E. Esser 
James B. Fadim 
J. Kay Felt 
Duane A. Fcurcr 
Arnold M. !'lank 
john J. Flynn 
Jack E. Ford 
Lon Foster Ill 
George E. Freese 
John M. Gardner 
David R. Getto 
Ronald R. Gilbert 
Roger M. Go lden 
Robert E. Guenzcl 
Charles D. Hackney 
George 0. l lamilton 
Marshall Hamilton 
Edward W. Harris Ill 
John C. Hartranft 
Louis J. Hellerman 
Jeffrey G. Heuer 
Wi ll iam R . Hineline 
Robert Lee Hood 
William J. l lutchinson 
Karen H. Jacobs 
Joel D. Kellman 
W. Wallace Kent Jr. 
Douglas D. Lambarth 
Kenneth M. Lapine 
James Laugh lin Il l 
Robert R. Lennon 
Joanne Leveque 
Travis II. D. Lewin 
James A. Locke Ill 
joyce Q. Lower 
Richard J. Mandell 
Thomas 0. Mann 
Michael 1'. McCarthy 
Guy II. McMichael III 
Robert llenry McSweeny 
James L. Meretta 
Whitney 1'. Miller 
Aida S. Montano 
Philip W. Nantz 
John H. Norris 
joseph F. Page Ill 
Charles L. Pitcock 
Edward II. Powers 
John W. Puffer Ill 
Ronald ian Reicin 
Eric P. Reif 
W. Robert Reum 
John joseph Roper 
Ronald L. Rose 
John A. Sebert Jr. 
Thomas J. Shannon 
William C. Shedd 
Gerald D. Skouivg 
James A. Smith 
Geoffrey M. Stoudt 
John 1-1. Stout Sr. 
john T. Svendsen 
Thomas E. Swaney 
Jeffrey H. Swartzbaugh 
Bruce A. Timmons 
Peter L. Trucbncr 
Michael D. Umphrey 
Ronald G. Vantine 
Larry Victorson 
Donald A. Wascha 
RobertA. Wells 
Sharon Lynn White 
Thomas L. Whittington 
David G. Wise 
Michael W. York 
John F. Zulack *Deceased 
1968 William M. Burns John II. Burson 
UF Dollars $61 ,570 Thomas K. Butterfield* 
Total Class Giving $ 163,686 Elden W Butzbaugh Jr. 
CLASS AGENT 
Mark M. Scoblionko 
Donors to the 
Law School 
S IOO,OOO+ 
Bruce P. Bickncr 
$5,000-$9,999 
Stephen A. Glasser 
Charles E. Thomas Jr. 
$2,500-$4,999 
Scott B. Crooks 
John C. Davis 
Lawrence M. Gill 
Francis P. lluhach Jr. 
Walter W. Kurczcwski 
Martin C. Rccchuitc 
S 1,000-$2,499 
Charles J. Barnhill Jr. 
Frederick W. Brenner Jr. 
Lester L. Coleman, Ill 
Ronald L. Ludwig 
James L. McDonald 
Elizaheth R. Parker 
Ste,·en D. Pcpe 
James E. Rice 
William M. Toomajian 
$1-$999 
Lawrence R. Abramczyk 
DavidS. Allen 
Cushman D. Anthony 
Basil A. Baker 
Michael J. Barnhart 
William F. Bavinger Ill 
Joel R. Bergquist 
Rohert Joel Bernhardt 
Richard M. Bluestein 
Michael J. Bobroff 
James W. Burdick 
David L. Callies 
Barbara A. Clark 
Stephan L. Cohen 
Kenneth S. Colhurn 
R. Michael Cole 
John D. Conley 
Christopher R. Cooke 
David M. Co pi 
Michael W Cotter 
Peter M. Crcvi* 
Robert M. Duhbs 
Robert L. Eastaugh 
Larry R. Eaton 
Rohert J. Faux 
Allen David Field 
Wood R. Foster Jr. 
Jeffrey A. Frant 
Ronald Gerard 
Ronald R. G lancz 
Lawrence M. G lazcr 
Rohert S. Gold 
Edward B. Goldman 
l lenry S. Gornbein 
RobertS. Greenberg 
Charlotte Greenfield 
William N. Gross 
Robert W. Harmon 
H. C lark ll arvey Jr. 
Ronald M. Harwith 
John L. llayes 
Thomas A. II ayes 
Francis J. Hcarsch Jr. 
Edward J. Heiser Jr. 
A. Benjamin Henson 
Jay A. Herbst 
Richard L. Her rmann 
William D. Herz 
Frazer C. l lildcr 
Charles E. Humphrey Jr. 
Robert P. Hurlbert 
Jean Ledwith King 
Elizabeth Kinney 
John Charles Koster 
Jeffrey R. Kravitz 
Harry P. Lamberson 
Eric V. Lemon 
Richard Lempert 
Richard A. Lcnter 
Paul L. Lieberman 
Alan Gordon Lipson 
Robert L. Litt 
John II. Logic 
Lawrence G. Lossing 
Robert J. Mach us 
Thomas C. Manchester 
Michael A. Mason 
J. Frank McCabe 
Stewart H. McConaughy 
Edward W Merkel Jr. 
Bruce I~ Miller 
Patrick M. Muldoon 
Malachy R. Murphy 
John A. Nitz 
Robert J. Ocxcman 
Ronald W Periard 
Willard F. Pinney Jr. 
Paul C. Pringle 
John C. Ransmeier 
Joseph D. Rich 
John Edward Rupkc 
Mark R. Sandstrom 
Michael D. Saphicr 
Howard M. Schmeltzer 
Lawrence J. Schulman 
James E. Schwab 
Mark H. Scoblionko 
Melvin S. Shottcn 
Cornelius J. Su ll ivan 
Michael P. Sullivan 
Thomas F. Sweeney 
A. Thomas Thorson 
Byron L. Treaster 
Thomas F. Tresselt 
Nancy W. Trowbridge 
Thomas R. Trowbridge Ill 
Samuel! L. Tsoutsanis 
Daniel Van Dyke 
John H. Vogel 
Carl H. von En de 
William R. Weber 
Alfred J. Wiederkehr 
Gregg H. Wilson 
Jay L. Witkin 
Jack R. Zerhy 
1969 
LSF Dollars 




Robert E. Gooding Jr. 
Stanley S. Stroup 
Donors to the 
Law School 
SIOO,OOO+ 
Barry A. Adelman 
S I 0,000-$24,999 
Stanley S. Stroup 
S5,000-S9,999 
Peter P. Garam 
Robert J . Khecl 
Arnokl M. emirow 
S2,500-S4, 999 
Charles Andrew Adamek 
Lori Klein Adamek 
Marilynn J. Cason 
Stephen I~ Kikoler 
Gary M. Macek 
Thomas M. O'Leary 
B. Lance Saucr teig 
S 1,000-$2,499 
Esse! W. Bailey Jr. 
Ben Barnow 
Michael A. Bergin 
Charles W. Borgsdorf 
Richard F. Carlile 
Spencer T. Denison 
Charles L. Gagnebin Il l 
Robert E. Gooding Jr. 
Darrel J. Grinstead 
Marisa M. Hagan 
Henry Turney McKnight Jr. 
David F. Nitschke 
Brian Paul Patchen 
Rickard E Pfizenmayer 
Lawrence E. Young 
s 1-$999 
Sam L. Abram 
Ben J. Abrahams 
Robert S. Adler 
Douglas G. Boven 
Stephen C. Brown 
William A. Childress 
Joel E. Cooper 
E. Duane Cubitt 
John Paul Davis 
George M. Elworth 
I larry B. Endsley Ill 
Robert D. Evans 
lerry E. Fenzl 
Harold E. Fischer Jr. 
James R. Frederick 
Sadayuki Funabashi 
Booker T. Gaulden 
Randall J. Gingiss 
Peter E. Goodstein 
Richard B. Gorman 
Lawrence E. Hard 
Phil ip J. Harter 
Marshall David Hier 
John R. Holmes 
N. Thomas Horton II 
J. Richardson Johnson 
James M. Justin 
Gerald H. Kahn 
Mary B. Kahn 
Joseph J. Kala 
Edward S. Kaplan 
Ralph L. Kissick 
Thomas W. Lacchia 
Frederick Lambert 
John M . LeFevre J r. 
John J. Lynch Ill 
Michael McKenna Levy 
Walter H. Lindsay 
Samuel W. W. Mandell 
David C. Mastbaurn 
M . Bruce McCullough 
Robert M. Meisner 
Richard E. Meunier 
William S. Moore 1970 Richard M. Doctoroff 1971 s 1,000-$2,499 G. Alfred Mudge Diane Sharon Dorfman Karl Adkins 
James P. Murphy LSF Dollars $75,860 Bettye S. Elkins LSF Dollars $ 157,935 James N. Doan 
Michael E. Neiheiscl Tota l Class Giving $90,948 Stephen C. Ellis Total Class Giving $396,722 Gene N. Fuller 
Stephen M. Newman George E. Feldmiller Donald S. Gardner 
David Erwin Nims Ill CLASS AGENT Jane Forbes CLASS AGENT Gerald Garfield 
Richard H. Nimtz Gregory L. Curtner Dale Beck Furnish Howard A. Serlin Barry D. Hovis 
Robert llolt Norris 
Donors to the James V. Gargan Donors to the Thomas R. Johnson Charles R. 0 leszycki Law School Barry B. George Law School Frank Kaplan 
DonaldS. Owens Steven H. Goodman $200,000+ Robert D. Kaplow 
Allen J. Philbrick $25,000+ Peter L. Gustaf.on Stephen P. Kilgriff 
Leo R. Beus Richard R. Burns Louis D. Pierce Donald F. Haas Alan M. Loeb 
Norman A. Platt $5,000-$9,999 John James Hays $ 10,000-$24,999 Karen K. MacKay 
llarold W. Reick Steven B. Chameides William A. Irwin Dickson G. Brown Alan H. Richardson 
Urban C. Remmel!! Robert T. Greig James F. Israel Henry E. Fuldner Julia Rankin Richardson 
Arthur C. Rinsky David Baker Lewis Howard A. Jack Wolfgang Knapp Howard A. Serlin 
Jeffrey P Robbins Simon M. Lornc Terrill S. ]ardis Sterling L. Ross Jr. Ronald P. Soltman 
RichardS. Roberts C. Clayton Johnson Jeffrey H. Smith Paul D. Weaver 
Gary P. Sams $2,500-$4,999 Marc J. Kennedy Gerald V. Weigle Jr. 
Larry J. Schiff Gregory L. Curtner Brian J. Kott $5,000-$9,999 
Ronald B. Schram John M. Fore lie Joel N. Kreizman Howard L. Boigon S l-$999 
Daniel Hirsh Shapira R. Stan Mortenson Aldis Lapins Jeffry N. Grabel Lawrence M. Abramson 
Simcha Shapiro Victor F. Ptasznik John R. Laughlin Susan M. Greig Leslie W. Abramson 
Robert J. Sher David M. Schraver Frans J. Lavrysen Paul F. Sefcovic Paul Wayne Allison 
Robert M. Sigler Jr. John L. Sobieski Jr. Ronald E. Manka David M. Stahl John L. Barkai 
Ken R. Springer Robert H. Swart Patrick J. Murphy Georgetta Ann Wolff Robert M. Becker 
Stephen J. Spurr Thomas R. Nicolai Joseph J. Ziino Jr. Alan C. Bennett 
Michael B. Staebler s 1,000-$2,499 John G. Parnell Jr. Bruce D. Black 
Michael L. Stefani George W. Allen Stevan D. Phillips $2,500-$4,999 Robert I. Blevens 
Alan J. Sternberg Darryl J. Anderson Robert A. Prentice Paul Alexander Peter W. Booth 
Stephen Z. Surridge John E. Beida Marshall S. Redman 
Alan L. Axelrod 
John Blair Bowers 
Denis B. Binder W. Neil Thomas Ill James R. Bieke Jonathan K. Regenstein Thomas W. Brookover 
John J. Van DeGraaf Jr. Robert M. Gault Jon C. MacKay Douglas R. Rendleman 
Michael J. Germy Darrel G. Brown Claude L. VanderPloeg Laurence E. Winokur Edward B. Rogin Aaron H. Bulloff 
Gerald William Van Wyke Steven G. Schember 
Wayne C. Inman 
C. Erik Chickedantz 
E. Rick Watrous Sl-$999 Eric J. Schneidewind John E. Jacobs Arthur Read Cone Ill Mary Kay Kane Philip L. Weinstein Peter R. Altenburger Lyle B. Stewart Sr. Carter E. Keithley Jules I. Crystal Edward M. Welch Jr. Frederick J. Am rose Walter L. Sutton Jr. David E. LeFevre Dean E. Daggett Steven Y. Winnick Patricia S. Bauer Michael ].Thomas Anthony S. DeFrank 
David Woodbury Patrick J. Berardo Alan R. Lepene Robert 0. Wefald Muriel Irwin Nichols Gayer G. Dominick Fred M. Woodruff Jr. Mary F. Berry Peter Mark Weinbaum Cecil M. Phillips Thomas B. Dorris Mary M. Zulack Richard F. Brennan Jr. Martin C. Weisman William J. Rainey Robert J. Dugan 
James N. Candler Jr. Susan S. Westerman Jeffrey L. Schmier Frank D. Eaman 
Douglas R. Chandler Thomas J. Whalen A braham Singer Robert W. Edwards Jr. 
Mary Z. Chandler M. Jay Whitman David M. Spector Meredith N. Endsley 
*Deceased Robert B. Cohen James W. Winn Edward D. Sybesma Jr. Michael B. Evanoff 
Gordon B. Conn Jr. Lawrence A. Young Roger B. Tilles Donald C. Exelby 
Randall G. Dick Donald F. Tucker 
Lawrence D. Fruchtman Richard G. Swaney $25,000-$49,999 Da-·id G. Baker Barbara A. Lane 
Connie R. Gale Gordon E. Swartz Leonard J. Baxt John I I. Boggs N iclsen V. Lewis 
Stuart E. Grass James E. Vande Bunte Phillip J. Bowen* Frank B. Lienhart Jr. $ 10,000-$24,999 
Dawn Hertz Gary L. Walker Robert II. Brown Joanna London 
Peter Johan Hustinx R. Bruce Whitney 
Nora A. Bai ley Thomas C. Brown Richard A. Martens 
Paul L. Lee 
Stuart M. Israel Jay D. Wiley H. Patrick Callahan William Frederick Martson Jr. 
John E. Jacobs Larry C. Willey 
James E. Lurie Thomas D. Carney Richard K. Mason 
W. Thomas Jennings Steven H. Winkler $5,000-$9,999 Donald J. Clark Bob F. McCo)· 
Garrett B. Johnson Steven M. Woghin Janice Siegel Lawrence S. Coburn 
Robert James McCullen 
RobertT. Joseph Howard 11. Young Robert J. White William L. Cooper Thomas J. McGinn 
Peter A. Kelly Robert J. Zitta Joseph C. Zengcrle Ill Edward J. Cox Jr. M. David Minnick 
R. Joseph Kimble Lynda Siegel Zengerlc 
Lawrence W. Dam Philip M. Moilanen 
John E. Klein Jeffrey Davis James M. Moore 
James M. Kraft 1972 $2,500-$4,999 Donald J. Dawson Jr. K. William Neuman 
Noel Anketel l Kramer 6. Nelson G. Alston Laurence B. Deitch Harold R. Oseff 
Karl E. Kraus 35th Reunion William J. Davis Jr. Reinhart H. Densch Douglas R. Penny 
Brian J. Lake 
LSF Dollars $89,835 Saul A. Green Gershwin A. Drain John B. Pinney 
Robert C. Laskowski 
Total Class Giving $298,937 
William J. Meeske Robert N. Drake John P. Quinn 
Charles M. Lax CLASS AGENT Timothy A. Nelsen 
Charles A. Duerr Jr. Charles D. Reite 
Bruce J. Lazar Kim L. Swanson Thomas W Palmer 
Christopher J. Dunsky Michael J. Renner 
Stephen R. Leeds S. Michael Peck 
Stephen S. Eberly James A. Rice 
Bruce R. LeMar FUNDRAISING CO-CHAIRS Mark A. Vander Laan 
Peter B. Farrow Charles Todd Richardson 
Steven H. Levinson Leonard J. Baxt Pau l S. Felt James W. Ri ley Jr. 
Pamela J. Liggett Paul L. Lee s 1,000-$2,499 
Neil Jon Firetog Lawrence A. Rogers 
Robert E. McFarland William J. Abraham Jr. 
Robert W. Fleishman Norman H. Roos 
David W. McKeague PARTICIPATION CHAIR William T. Bisset 
David E. Frasch Morton M. Rosenfeld 
Gale T. Miller Barbara Rom John G. Brian I II 
John P. Freese Stuart W. Rudnick 
Richard L. Mintz Zachary Dean l'asman 
Bruce M. Friedman Peter R . Scullcn 
Kenneth M. Mogill 
REUNION COMMITIEE Diane L. Jensen Jeffrey Earl Froel ich Stephen F. Secrest 
Melvin J. Muskovitz Michael L. Hardy Kenneth T. Johnson Jr. 
James M. Garlock Gerald P. Seipp 
William R. Nuernberg 
Robert E. Kass Robert G. Kuhbach James H. Geary 
Michael B. Shapiro 
James A. O'Brien Jr. 
William Frederick Martson Jr. Stephen P. Lindsay Richard B. Ginsberg 
Frank A. Shepherd 
Corey Y. S. Park 
Patrick Foy Murray Joseph D. Lonardo 
Morris H. Goodman Craig A. Smith 
Herbert J. Ranta 
Timothy A. Nelsen Thomas Gates Morgan 
Leonard Green Jay M. Starr 
Wanda J. Reif 
Robert T. Pickett Jr. Alan M. Rauss 
Jeffrey J. Greenbaum George Caram Stech 
Michael F. Reu ling 
Kim L. Swanson Barbara Rom 
Dennis M. Haley Miriam Bernstein Steinberg 
Larry J. Titley Mark B. Hi ll is James D. Supance 
William H. Scharf 
Winship A. Todd Jr. 
Larry J. Titley Craig D. Holleman William L. Sweet Jr. 
Don A. Schiemann John A. VanLuvanee 
John R. Schoonmaker 
Mark A. Vander Laan Ronald S. Holliday Peter N. Thompson 
Kurt G. Schreiber 
s 1-$999 Gary A. Hollman Sandra A. Thompson 
Donors to the A I anT. Ackerman Louis L. Joseph Richard L. C. Virtue 
Alan Arthur Schulman Law School Robert M. Justin William P. Weiner 
Peter M. Schwolsk y 
David N. Adair Jr. 
Robert E. Kass $ 100,000+ Warren Adler Richard R. Weiser 
Joseph T. Sinclair Ill Michael L. Hardy Millard F. Aldridge Joseph W. Kimmell II J. Bryan Williams 
Dustan T. Smith Calvin B. Kirchick John D. Wilson Jr. 
6_ See Spring LQN John W. Allen William H. Starkweather $50,000-$99,000 David K. Kirshman William B. Wilson 
for reunion totals Gerald A. Ambrose Robert A. Stein Jane Waterson Griswold Jeffrey 1-1. Klink Robert Zegster 
Ronald J. Styka 
Michael J. Anderegg 
Kenneth A. Kraus David H. Zoellner 
1973 Steven E. Fox Susan M. Eklund Philip j. Prygoski 1974 Gene B. George Gregory A. Eurich Michael M . Ransmeier 
LSF Dollars $163,101 Ronald M. Gou ld Robert A. Ferencz Stc,•cn M. Rasher LSF Dollars $104,366 
Total Class Giving $248,930 Mark F. Mehlman Cheryl Turk Flanagan JohnS. Redpath Jr. Total Class Giving $213,548 
Christopher Hull Milton T. Michael Forman Allan J. Reich 
CLASS AGENT CLASS AGENTS 
Quinn W. Martin 
Richard j. Munsch Randolph J. Friedman Kenneth L. Robinson Jr. 
Anita H. Jenkins 
Richard M. O'Connor Philip M. Frost Mark Murray Rosenthal 
Pamela B. Stuart john A. Payne Jr. Neil Ganulin Robert A. Rowan Donors to the 
Donors to the Christ ine M. Rhode Philip J. Ganz Jr. Paul F. Russell Law School 
Law School James Cotter Ruh Barry D. G la'lcr Jeffrey L. Schad $50,000+ 
$50,000+ Timothy M. Sheehan Larry R. Goldstein George Schank lcr James B. Griswold 
GrcgoryT. Mutz Stephen M. Silverman Gregory D. Hale Melvin R. Schwartz 
John M. Nanncs Timothy M. Stone Jan D. Halverson Stephen E. Selander $25 ,000-$49,999 
Pame la B. Stuart Sue R . l lalverson Joseph J. Serritella Jean -Francois Bellis 
$25,000-$49,999 Philip R. ·ICl leen John P. l leil Richard P. Shcolnck 
Michae l R. Fayhec Frank P. VanderPloeg jeffrey L. Hirschfield Richard F. Sih-estri S I 0,000-$24,999 
Abraham Lcih Zy lbcrbcrg Timothy H. How lett Stanley Smilack Larry D. l luntcr 
S I 0,000-$24,999 Robert W. ]aspen Barry R. Smith Anita H. jenkins 
James R. Jenkins $1-$999 Ronald L. Kahn John W. Solomon $5,000-$9,999 
Eric A. Oesterle Ronald j . Allen J. llaycs Kavanagh Sterling K. Spcirn Roberto S. Casali 
James Loeb Baumocl Don L. Koskey Frederick 0. Sprague Michael H. Morris 
$5,000-$9,999 Ma rk R . Bendu re Charles G. Knox Robert Fox Stayman Larry J. Salustro 
Steven F. Greenwald Dona ld P. Bennett George E. Kuehn Thomas G. Stayton Dana L. Trier 
S. Timothy Kochis Phi lip W. Bocsche Steven E. Kushner Gary G. Ste,·ens 
Ka thleen McCree Lewis Russell S. Bohn Wendy J. Lascher James E. Stewart $2,500-$4,999 
Jerry C. Wagner Keith T. Rorman Eric Einar Lcnck Wall is S. Stromberg Robert Allen Armitage 
Jack E. Boynton Peter C. Lesch Helen H. Sundgren R. Michael Gadbaw $2,500-$4,999 C lifford B. Buelow Bertram L. Levy Robert E. Tail Richard j. Gray 
Wi lliam j. Campbell J r. Thomas N. Burnham Charles A. Lowenhaupl James F. Tcrcha Robert A. Nelson 
Edward A. Grossmann Ronald II. Bussey Larry A. Mallinger Roger Marc Theis David C. Patterson 
Robert E. l li rshon Clinton Canady Ill Michael G. Marion Wi lliam Simeon Thomas Jr. Marcia L. Proctor 
Warren j. Kessler Michae lT. Chancy Robert K. Matsumoto M ichacl A. Tyrrell Richard A. Riggs 
George D. Rull inger John B. Chapman Thomas W McLaughlin David VandcrHaagcn Langley R. Shook 
Frederick C. Schafrick John M. Christian John Charles Meade Michael G. Vartan ian Larry D. Thompson 
Max J. Schwartz Rufus L. Cole ll a r vcy John Messing Hcndrik Weinans 
Allan J. Sweet LouisA. Co lombo Donald B. Miller James L. Wernst rom $1,000-$2,499 
John K. Villa Roger L. Conner Rlondcll L. Morey Robert L. Weyhing Ill Sara S. Beale 
Robin G. Weaver William I I. Cordes Larry A. Mowrer AndrewS. Wi lliams Jeffrey L. Howard 
$1,000-$2,499 
Katherine Gerstenberger Michael F. Nucchtcrlcin RobertT. William s Jr. James J. Maiwunn 
Rupert M. Barkoff 
Crystal Edward II. Pappas DaYid C. Zalk Danie l E. Reidy 
Bruce L. Dalrymple David M. Pedersen Richard P. Saslow Paul A. Ba r rett 
Wilfred J. Benoit Jr. 
Charles D. Daniel Richard D. Persinger Bar t J . Schenone 
James I~ Dean j effi·cy M. Petrash Barbara S. Steiner Samuel Bufford 
Michael Touff 
Charles S. DcRousic 
Steven C. Douse Leo H . Phil li ps Jr. 
Thomas L. Drenth Glenn M. Price 
Sl-S999 Joan S" art?. McKa) 1975 John 11. Brannen Brue(' N. Pcucrson Emerson J. Addison Jr. I a'""'' nce I. McKai Ill Robert C. Bruns Joel 1-. Pierce 
C lifford D. Alla l'.lUI I . B. McK,•nncy LSF Dollars $96,960 Da'"id John BufTam Fred L. Potter 
W. David Arnold Lynne Marie Metty Total Class Giving s 158,282 Michael P. Burke Anne Bowen Poul in 
Richard E Babcock Jr. St<"phen J. Meyer Christopher l.. Campbell Joseph Alex Ritok Jr. 
John R. Barker Shirley Moscow Michaelson CLASS AGENT Timothy A. Carlson James J. Rodgers 
Darryl S. Bell Alan S. Miller 
Da- id 11. Paruch 
Sherry I . Chin Gail Rubinfeld 
William D. Belski Arthur R. Miller Donors to the John Robert Cook Michael 11. Runyan 
James L . Bickett William F Mills Jr. Law School J. Michael Cooney Dennis G. Ruppel 
R. Drummond Black Richard G. Moon $25,000+ lcresa D'Arms Gar) D. Sesser 
Randolph T. Borden Kraig 1, . Noble Jean -Loui> Joris Gordon W. Didier 1-ranklin W. Shoichet 
Arnold Peter Barish I aurence C. Nolan Jcffrc) Liss* James 11. Dohson 1 loyd M. Sigman 
Michael B. Brough Mark S. Patt Paula 11. Powl'rs Daniel I~ Ducore Gar) D. Sikkema 
Philip A. Brown ln-ing Paul Donalcl N. Duguette James D. Spaniolo 
Carl V. Bryson John William Pestle S5,000-S9,999 Kenneth R. f'aller Dennis R. Spivack 
Robert W. Buechner Paul Al.rn Peterson Rochelle D. Alpert Susan Grogan Faller Michael A. Stack 
Janice L. Charter P. h·ederic..:k Pfcnningcr Scott J. Arnold Lawrence G. rrinbcrg David Y. Stanley 
Christopher E. Combest Richard A. Polk Steven T I loort Mary Louise Fellows Alison Steiner 
Norma Ann Dawson Thomas G. Power Robert A. Katcher Catherine 11. Gardner Barry J. Stern 
Gary R. Diesing Clarence l . 1'011.a Jr. Joel E. Krischer Ralph J. Gerson Richard B. Urda Jr. 
l"I" ina I: . Dowell S.V. Quitiquit Richard C. Sanders Ronald F. Graham Raymond L. Vandenhcrg 
Bruce D. Dugstad John I~ Racine Jr. Adrian l.. StC'cl Jr. R.Thomas Greene Jr. Matthew ll. Vanl look 
Michael D. Eagen John M. Rogers Charles I lair I amont M. Walton 
S. Jack 1-cnigstein Gar) A. Rowe S2,500-S4, 999 Alan K. llamn"'r BarbaraT Wal7er 
Raymond Francis r:ix Michael D. Rubin I. Scott Bass Mark D. I lerlach James I . Wamsley Ill 
1'-'I ichael J. Forster James A. Sam born Mattie P. Compton John R. I loldenried Erica A. Ward 
Ste\ en F. Friedcll Ivan John Schell Barbara E. l: tkind Peter D. I lolmes Alan Mark Weinberger 
Allen E. Giles Daniel M. Schember Arnold J. Kibur1 Ill Stephen J. I lopkins Ronald J. Werhnyak 
Glen B. Gronscth Darryl I.. Snider i)a, id W. Lentz D iane L. Kayr Robert P Wcssely 
Michael C. Haines David G. Strom Karl E. Lutz Carol A. Koller Barry F. White 
Gene 11. I lansen l'ranklin W. Strong Jr. Georgl· A. Pagano N ina Krauthamcr Paula M. Zera 
Paul David I larrington Curtis C. Swanson A. Russell L.oca lio 
Susan L. I lauscr Rosemary D. VanAntwerp s 1,000-$2,499 Susan M. Manrosc 
Louis A. Highmark Jr. Jaime G. Vela Lucile J. Anutta Susan D. McClay 1976 
Patrick J. I linden llrucc T. Wallac<' Michael W. 1 lartmann Martin T. McCue LSF Dollars s 156,999 
Alan Brpn llofTman James M. Warden 1)3\ id Brian I li rschey Thomas R. McCulloch Total Class Giving S201 ,467 
11. Wendell Johnson Thomas W. Weeks Mark F. Pomcrant1. john 11. McKcndry Jr. 
William . Jo rdan, Ill Patricia D. White John C . Roebuck Stephen B. McKown CLASS AGENTS 
Thomas W. Kennish Christina B. Whitman 1-rcderick J. Salek J. Kenneth I . Morse David M. Armitage 
Bernard S. Kent I . M ichacl Wicks James B. Stoctzer Walter 1-.. Mugclan Iler tie . Butts Ill 
P. Kenneth Kohnstamm Thomas S. Wis\\ all Nobutoshi Yamanouchi Michael Murra) 
Jeffrey D. Komarow Craig A. Walson Andrew Scott Muth Donors to the 
Spencer LeRoy Ill Kl'nwood C . Youman:-i 
Sl -S999 
I lideo Nakamura Law School 
Gordon R. Lewis Clara I layley Axam Dale W. Nicholls S50,000+ 
f:::. See Spring LQN Stuart M. Lockman Richard M. Bendix Jr. Charles F. Oliphant 111 Yvonne S. Quinn 
for reunion totals Daniel W. McGill Joyce llihary David H. Paruch 
Michael 11. Boldt 
David R. Peterson 
$ 1,000-$2,499 $ 10,000-$24,999 Ca rol Sanger Ne lson S. Lea,·itt 1977 Peter V. Darrow William P. O'Neill David L. Wolfe Susan L. Lesinski 
!':::,. Charles Stewart Ferrell William George Snead Michael H. Woolever Christoph H. Leuenberger 30th Reunion 
D. Stewart Green Thomas Woodrov\· Linn LSF Dollars $80,733 
J'ranklyn D. Kimball Jonathan D. Lowe To ta l Class Giving $ 178,706 $5,000-$9,999 $ 1-$999 
Karen J. Kirchen Bertie N. Butts III Charles Francis Adams Mark Alan Luscombe 
CLASS AGENT Kevin Patrick Lucas Richard Postma Mark Thomas Arnold John C. Oldenburg 
Bruce C. Johnson Marc E. Manly Gillian Steinhauer Susan Anne Bandes jill Feldman Olswanger 
Joseph W. Medved llowarcl M. Bernstein Michael L. Pc roz 
REUNION CHAIR Donald F. Parman $2,500-$4,999 William K. Black Todd David Peterson 
Michael A. Marrero Mark H. Penskar Robert D. Aicher J. Rion Bourgeois Dwight Wilburn Phillips 
Brian K. Porter 
C hristine L. Albright Joel G. Bouwens Diana Volkmann Pratt REUNION COMMITIEE 
Robert D. Rippe Jr. 
David M. Armi tage Charl es Edward Box Arthur R. Przybylowicz Alexander R. Domanskis 
Joel Scharfstein 
P.E. Bennett Denis P. Burke Carol V. Rogoff Fred Christian l' athe 
Bruce C. Thelen Ellen Borgcrsen Thomas A. Busch Judith Rosenbaum Samuel T. Field 
Bruce joshua Wecker Maryjo Rose Cohen Lynn P. Chard Sumner Curtis Rosenberg Rebecca Ann Frcligh Philip J. Collm·a Karen H. Clark Ellen Beth Rosenthal James L. Hiller $ 1-$999 Richard L. Epling Charles M. Cob be John C. Rothhaar James Stuart Hogg Stephen D. Anderson Richard Laurence Frank Barbara N. Coen Thomas Patrick Sarb Bruce C. Johnson Steven R. Anderson John L. Gierak Gary E. Davis Lynn A. Schefsky Harold Kennedy III Diana M.T.K. Autin Corinne Amy Goldstein David L. Dawson Charles M. Schiedel Gary A. Nickele Earl K. Cantwe ll II Joyce Trimble Gwadz Gregory P. Dunsky Renee M. Schoenberg Mark H. Penskar William L. Cathey Jr. David F. I leroy Mary U. Eberle C. F. Scott Schofield Charles G. Schott III Vincent F. Chiappetta William A. Kindorf III H. Richard Elmquist Warren M. Schur James R. Spaanstra Alexander R. Domanskis Freda J. Levenson Morgan L. Fitch IV Thomas John Sharbaugh George Vinyard Donna Jean Donati Nancy Meier Lipper Michael R. Flahc rt y Jeffrey Clark Smith 
Stephen Alan Dove Andrew llamld Marks Harvey Frccdcnbcrg John G. Sobctzcr Donors to the 
Mary Kay Ellingen MichaelS. Olin John B. Gaguine Lyman Franklin Spitzer Law School 
Susan D. Falkson Nancy R. Schauer Robe rt Mark Gesa lman Sharon Raykovitz Stack $50,000+ 
Samuel T. Field Robert E. Sheeder Stephen E. Godsaii-M yers Kathryn Gilson Sussman Robert II. Gorlin 
Philip R. Fil eri Patri ck E. Shipstead l lenry L. Gompf Thomas D. Terpstra 
$25,000-$49,999 Edward M. Frankel Dona A. Tracey James Thomas Graham Timothy J. To rnga 
Martin J. Bi cncnstock Joseph Freedman Steven L. Tronstcin Paul R. Griffin Peter L. Trezise 
Rebecca Ann Freligh Valdemar L. Washington Constance D. Groh Howard C. Ulan $ 1 0,000-$24,999 Alan Gi lbert Christine Weiner Wayne M. Grzecki Nicholas C. Unkovic Gary A. Nicke lc Michael L. Glenn Gary L. Hahn Jerome R. Watson George A. Vinyard Elizabeth A. Goodman $1 ,000-$2,499 Barbara A. Harris Deborah J. Hamm crlind 
Anita Naomi Gottlieb Kenneth A. Alperin Warren Harrison Weber $5,000-$9,999 
Harry Griff Gary E. Baker Stephanie I-l cim Michae l A. Weinberg St. Clair 0. Davis 
Henry Morgan Grix Robin E. Neuman Caton Mar·ilyn L. Huff Arthur M. Weisburd Richard B. Drubel Jr. 
Susan D. Hartman 
Valoric A. Gilfcather 
Douglas W. !Iuffman j oel C. Winston Fred Christian Fathc 
Thomas G. Herman Daniel J. Go ldberg Andrew C. Jacobs Edward Marvin Wolkowitz 
Eli zabeth Rose Hilder Dennis M. Haffey Wi ll iam R. Jansen Andrew M. Zack $2,500-$4,999 
Jam es L. Hill er Susan Gayle Esscrman 
Gordon W. Johnston 
Richard A. Kaminsky 
Raymond R. Kepne r James Stuart Hogg 
*Deceased 
Gregg II. Jones 
Richard A. Kopek 
Michael G. McGee Robert H. Hum e Jr. 
Joseph Samuel Kanfcr 
George A. Kresovich 
Tish Lazowska Niehans Rober t H. j erry II Michael S. Pahian Barry S. Landau 
Bruce C. Johnson 1978 Sl-S999 Katl1lccn A. llogg 1979 Stuart M. Jones Kathleen W. Albanese Stephen I . 1 loward 
Michelle D. Jordan LSF Dollars $73,750 Jarwt A ndcr'.')on · Dad'.') Diane M .. J,t ,·an LSF Dollars $136,708 
Gary W. Klotz Total Class Giving $109,257 llarl>ara lleth !laird Clifton R. Jessup Total Class Giving $219,026 
Thomas A. Knapp 
CLASS AGENT 
William R. Ila) Nancy Keppelman 
CLASS AGENT Sumio Kuriaki D. Keith Birchler Stanton D. Krauss 
James 1\l. Lawniczak John H. Bcism•r Karen L. Boyaris l\.larilrn A. l ankfcr Ja) A. Kenned) 
William S. Lea"itt Donors to the Robert F. Bride Kerry C. Lawrence Donors to the 
Mark L. Mann Law School William D. Brighton Elliot P. I coo" Law School 
" Laurence . Marko'' it1 Barbara Bruno l:ric L. Marlin 
Ed" ard A. ~la rod 
SI 0.000-$24, 999 
Ronald A. Bultj<· S50,000+ 
Arthur R. Block No<'I Da,·id Massie 
Michael A. Marrero 
And)· Jacob Elinbctl1 Ann Campbell Ann Elaine Mattson Jcffr-c) F. Susskind 
Walter\'. Marsh Dennis Earl Ross 
Michael R. Carey G. Mark McAlcenan Jr. 
R. Charles l\.lcLra\) ~tuan M. Chcmtob George T. .\\ooradian S25,000-S49,999 Mark D. Yura Carla Ui'3beth Craig John C. Mcnanolte Catherine I .. Copp Brian E:. Newhouse 
Das·id B. Miller Kent Cprek Pamela M. Newhouse Stuart D. Freedman $5,000-$9,999 
Susan D. Miner Stafford Matthl'\\ s Joseph P. Curran Jr. John G. Nuanes 
Barrie Lawson LoPks 
Reuben A. ,\1 unda~ Jame> C. Dechcnc Nancy L. Olah Scott A. Smith 
Kent Y. Nakamura S2,500-S4,999 Jacqueline A. Decker 1\lichael A. P<'lcrson 
Arthur Cbncros NC'bon Debra A. Armbruster John C. Dernbach Theodore R. Pixley Jr. SI 0,000-$24, 999 
Ste\\ art 0. Olson Norman I Iatktt Beamer Curtis J. DcRoo Maurice PortlC'y John K. lloyns 
Kathleen R. Opperwall John 11. lkisner i)a, id C. Dicke,· Joel M. Rcs>ler 
Paul Allen Ose Terrance L. Carlson Dennis J. Dlugokin<ki Philip I.. Rodgers Jr. 
SS,000-$9,999 
William M. Paul Das id T. Case Stanle)· E. Doty Susan Peterson Rodger, Timot11y L. Diclcinson 
Greg L. Pickrell Ulen Dannin Diane F. Dus.st;~au Steven 11. Ro::icnbaurn 
Da,·id l.. Miller 
Richard T. Prins Jack Paul I lclms Michael James Dwyer William J. Scanlon Jack A. Molenkamp 
Stanlc) J. Reed Diane G. Klinke Stephen A. Edwards Robert P. Schreiner Duane D. Morse 
Rosalyn J. Rcttman \V. Robert Kohorst Gordon P. f: rspamer Das·id R. Selmer John M. Quitmeyer 
Phyllis C. Rozof RobcTl I} Santo' Dennis W. l;li('hm.rn Maxine A lcxandcr Shttprow S2 ,500-S4,999 
Jerome M. Schwart, Alice Magdalene Stcincbach Douglas I . f·lygt Larry R. Shu lman Richard E. Cassard 
Mark C. Shaprow l.othar Stcinebach Jonathan Barr) Forman Kenneth \·V. ~imon~ Thomas A. Connop 
John B. Sherrell Das id 0. 1-rcdrickson Marla G. Simpson l-ri1·da P. Jacobs 
James R. Spaanslra s 1,000-$2,499 Philip I~ rrickcy 1\!ichael B. \V. Sinclair Rohen ll. Knauss 
1-lorence Sprague Jean I . Bertrand Gigi P. l ~ ril~d Craig N. Smelko Marguerite Munson I cnt'I 
Robert A. \V. Strong Colette Darcel Bohm• Konrad J. rricdl'mann Timoth) D. Sochocki 
Lawrence Da,·id Swift Anton Claessens Thomas J. lricl Jr. Scot C. Stirling 
John Vincent Lansberg 
Sally Cohen Swift Charles Stiffier Craig Marcia K. l·ujimoto Carol F. Sulkes 
James P. Shaughness) 
Charles F.Timms Jr. Scott A. Hnk Dona ld I. Gcttingc'r Richard T. Thom,on s 1,000-$2,499 
!: lien L.. Upton Das·id Gruber Gary Randall Glenn Keith Randall Tokerud Jeffrc) C. Beinlich 
James Allen Vose George Kimball Ste' en Joseph Gombinski Lea ll. Vaughn Norman 11. l3c-itncr 
Mark D. Willmarth Flsa C. I amclas Jorge 0. Gon1all's Martin D. Wegbrcit Bruce D. Celcbrenc 
Kcnnl'lh R. Wyl ie ThormsA. Miller Gary L. Gre<'n lwrg James J. \Vidland Rol>e•rt J. Diehl Jr. 
William A. Odio John E. Grenke Mar) Katherine Wold lk>n·rly K. Gou l<'l 
Carlos R. Sigue ira Castro Patrick C. I lall Andrea C. \Volfman Kc' in S. I lend rick 
/::;. See Spring LQN Alan M. Ungt·r Randall Ros, I lall Thoma.s Vane<' Yates Da\'id Bernard Kern 
for reunion totals Ronald C. Wilcox Timothy W. I lcffcron Paul za,·ala Bradford L. Li"ingston 
Daniel Joseph Winnike Mark C. Rosenblum 
$1 -$999 Seymour Martin Naycr 1980 Marvin I. Droz Lvnn A. Helland Maria B. Abrahamsen julie Page Neerken Mitchell H. Frazen Ronald I. lleller 
John W. Amberg Debra S. Ne,·eu LSF Dollars $122,453 Ste,·en Louis Gillman Gcorgeannc Henshaw 
Mary Kathryn Austin Kiichi Nishino Total Class Giving $207,567 Arthur J. Kepes Charles F. Hertlein Jr. 
Patricia K. Bare Theodore R. Opperwall Robert E. Lewis Anne Louise Heyns 
Robert B. Bettendorf Rick A. Pacynski CLASS AGENT David B. Love Jeffrey R. Hughes 
Hildy Bowbeer Michael B. Peisner A ian J. Knauf Richard Patrick Murphy Edward J. Inman 
Frank W. Buck Ste,·en F. Pflaum Donors to the Ronald J. N essim Seth R. Jaffe Beverly H. Burns Walter A. Pickhardt Law School Judy A. O'Neill James B. Jensen Jr. 
Lori R. Burns Barbara Schlain Polsky Darrell W. Pierce Paul Alan Keller 
Robert W. Cabanski Charles H. Polzin $25,000+ Dean A. Rocheleau Dwight B. King Jr. 
Thomas E. Callow VV. Ni,·an Renwick Alain A. Gloor Stephen B. Selbst Alan J. Knauf 
Michael G. Campbell Lawrence E. Rissman Randall Eric Mehrberg J. Michael Shepherd Edward J. Krauland 
Maureen T. Casey Clyde J. Robinson $ 10,000-$24,999 Joseph E. Tilson Paula Rae Latovick 
William C. Collins Fred A. Rodriguez Beverly Bartow James F. Wallack Fredric Bryan Lesser 
Scott R. Craig Burt Philip Rosen Stewart A. Feldman Michael A. Weinbaum Iris K. Linder 
Leslie Cameron Curry N. Rosie Rosenbaum James D. Holzhauer Sharon Carr \Vinnike Ste,·en B. Lockhart 
Barbara Ream Debrodt Frank John Ruswick Jr. John D. Rayis Ching-Chang Yen Peter Jon Maassen Jan Karen Dunn BradS. Rutledge Robert E. Spatt Elizabeth C. Yen James K. Markey 
Bruce M. Engler Michael J. Sauer James Stengel Rodney D. Marbn 
John Allen Fay lor James K. Say $1-$999 Fc\,,·in D. Mason 
Miriam J. Frank Christian Schmid $5,000-$9,999 Da,·idA. Arnold P. Sherrill Neff 
Jane E. Garfinkel William Alan Schochet Barbara Jane Irwin Diane Ash Mark Smillie Niziak 
Bruce Goodman Da,·id J. Schwartz Keith Chidester Wetmore Linda \ ·Vasserman AviY Robert A. Olender 
Julie Ann Greenberg Christopher M. Scotti Mary L. Barhite Beatriz M. OJi,·era 
Lawrence A. Gross Geoffrey L. Sikerman $2,500-$4,999 Steven J. Beilke Anne Frances Pankau 
Don H. Hainbach James Har"cy Simon Todd J. Anson Christopher P. Berka Alan R. Perry Jr. 
Harold E. Hamersmith J. Lloyd Snook Ill John Wm. Butler Jr. Curtis Bre\'oort Blessing Thomas William Porter 
Blake Lee Harrop Richard C. Stavoe Jr. T. Christopher Donnelly Keefe A. Brooks Robert Whitefield Powell 
Sheila Cowles Haughey Mark Allen Sterling Mark A. Filippell Norman J. Bruns John J. Powers 
Jeffrey K. Helder Wesley N. Steury JesseS. Ishikawa James A. Burns Jr. David Alan Rabin 
Da,·id L. Hiller Richard A. Stevens James B. Jordan Carl Edward Cormany Jonathan Ri,·in 
Charles A. Janssen Jeffrey A. Supowit Robert M. Kalec Paul L. Criswell joel D. Russman 
JeffreyT Johnson Donald E. Theis Frederic Ross Klein Janet Ruth Da,·is Mark E. Sanders 
1-liroo Kajitani Thomas H. Van Dis Tillman Lowry Lay Michael J. Denton James E. Schacht 
Douglas H. Kanarek Amanda Van Duscn Ira Sheldon Mondry D.,·id H. Dickieson Brooke Schumm III 
Howard J. Kirschbaum Thomas P. Van Dusen Ke,·in A. Russell Jeffrey Mi les Eisen Valentina Sgro William D. Klein JohnS. Vento David W. Wiechert Michael N. Finger Stanley K. Shapiro Charles C. Lane Chr istian M. Verbeeck Bonnie M. France T. Murray Smith $1 ,000-$2,499 Richard B. Learman Gary Lee Visscher Martin R. Frey Lisa Steinberg Snow Marc D. Bassewitz James Lehrburger Kent Lyle Weichmann 
Paul Ehrich Bateman Deborah 1-1. Frishman Ste,·e Stojic Michael McEmy Seth Jay Weinberger 
Sy lvia L. J. Bateman Brian Eliot Frumkin Jeffrey G. Strauss* Barbara Rogalle Miller Jeffrey I. Weiss 
Jonathan Scott Brenner Carol Hackett Garagiola Jurgen Kurt Tanneberger Stephen R. Miller Ste,·en D. Wcvhing 
Marco C. E. J. Bronckers Kenneth W. Gcn·cr J. Scott Timmer Debra Fochtman Minott Ford H. Wheatley IV Jonathan I. Golomb SusanTukel *Deceased Gary E. Mitchell Peter J. Wiedenbeck Jill A. Co leman Joseph T. Green Beryl Elaine Wade Kim S. Mitchell Robert A. Wynbrandt Daniel R. Conway John I. Grossbart Richard A. Zussman Da\·id W. DeBruin 
1981 Kathryn Hamilton Fink Alexander M. Dye Karen K. Shincvar Donors to the Claude G. B. Fontheim Russell M. Finestein Richard V. Singleton Law School 
LSF Dollars $ 132,563 Richard S. Hoffman John R. Foote Kristin Adele B. Stevens $50,000+ 
Total Class Giving $200,735 Jason S. Johnston Bruce Allan Fox Morris A. Tanner Jr. John M. Lummis 
Patricia A. Kenney Robert W Fulton Bruce A. Templeton 
CLASS AGENT Richard Seth Kolodny Signe S. Gates Anita Louise Wallgren S I 0,000-$24,999 
David D. Gregg James David Kurek Warren Goldenberg Jonathan T. Walton Jr. James E. Brandt 
Donors to the Jon R. Lauer Atsushi Gonda 
Linda S. Walton Kathryn Weg Brandt 
Law School Hal Andrew Levinson David D. Gregg Elizabeth Warner $5,000-$9,999 
$50,000+ Deborah M. Levy 
Meg Hackett Christopher M. Wells 
Gregory P. Jenkins 
Anonymous 
Alexander F. MacKinnon Bruce W Haffey Cynthia F. Wisner 
Russell E. Makowsky R. Lee Hagelshaw Deborah K. Wood $2,500-$4,999 
S I 0,000-$24,999 Daniel Joseph McCarthy Gwen Thayer Handelman Richard Louis Wood Robert Michael Isackson 
Randall R. Kaplan Barbara Ruth Mendelson Charles E. Harris Ill Elizabeth Anne Zatina John V. McDermott 
Carmen Judith Lawrence Dustin P. Ordway Mary M. Hendriksen Anita Porte Robb 
Kathy E. Manning Michael D. Remington Howard Neil Henick 1982 Deryck A. Palmer J. Gregory Richards ScottW. Howe $ 1,000-$2,499 
Ann 0. Rosenblum Florence R. Keenan 25th Reunion 6 Elizabeth Ann Allaben $5,000-$9,999 Stefan Darrell Stein F. Scott Kellman Bijan Amini 
Richard Michael Cieri 
Mark E. Taylor Richard David Korn LSF Dollars $ 124,268 James H. Bluck 
James S. Hilboldt Jr. Janet Susan VanAlsten Howard L. Kramer Total Class Giving $ 137 ,218 Michael A. Bucci II 
JeffreyS. Lehman Nancy Williams Michael J. Kump Michael S. Bukiet 
Diana M. Lopo CLASS AGENT Robert R. Wisner L. David Lawson Matthew A. Chambers 
Kent D. Syverud Mark R. Lezotte 
Douglas S. Ellmann 
Rachel Deming 
Gregg F. Vignos Sl -$999 John M. Liming James A. Elgass REUNION CHAIR 
Arthur Patrick Alcarez Stewart L. Mandell DouglasS. Ellmann Douglas S. Ell mann $2,500-$4,999 
Kevin D. Anderson 
Karen Sani Ali David McFarlin Mary McFarland Fisher 
Harold W Bulger II 
Bruce G. Arnold Kenneth C. Mennemeier REUNION COMMITTEE Joel Jay Goldberg 
Andrew Varnum Beaman Christopher H. Meyer James E. Brandt Timothy C. Hester Steven Samuel Diamond 
Mitchell Dunitz 
David George Beauchamp James A. Morgulec Kathryn Weg Brandt David S. Inglis 
Stuart L. Gasner 
Christopher B. Beaufait Kazuya Murakami L. Joseph Genereux Jeffrey D. lzenman 
Deborah E. Greenspan 
Teresa A. Beaufait Darlene M. Nowak Matthew J. Kiefer Barry Lee Katzman 
Robin L. Harrison 
Andrea Beggs Dennis M. O'Malley Patrick J. Lamb David J. Lauth 
Douglas B. Levene 
Steven D. Brown Susan McKee Pavlica David J. Lauth Kenneth B. McClain 
Michael Ostroff 
Paul Bradford Burke Alan A. Pemberton John M. Lummis Michael P. McGee 
Gary C. Robb 
Benjamin Calkins Vito C. Peraino John V. McDermott Randall K. Rowe 
Glenn A. Shannon 
Robert Iddings Chaskes Steven R. Porter Richard J. J. Scarola Richard J. J. Scarola 
John M. Sloss 
Robert R. Cowell Yves P. Quintin John K. Schwartz Dale E. Stephenson 
Ronald William Crouch Raimund Theodor Raith James L. Tilson Robb L. Voyles 
$ 1,000-$2,499 David L. DeBruin Ernest M. Robles George H. Vincent Wayne B. Weisman 
Steven G. Adams Mary Ann Denton Linda A. Rothnagel Richard I. Werder Jr. Richard I. Werder Jr. 
Rudolph B. Chavez Sharon Wicks Dornfeld Steven J. Schooler Sara E. Werder Sara E. Werder 
Natalia Delgado John M. Dorsey Ill Cary Schwimmer Myint Zan Avery K. Williams 
Charles Murray Denton Augustin Douoguih William Fisher Seabaugh 
6 See Spring LQN John Wilson Finger William R. Drexel Lawrence Alan Serlin 
for reunion totals Karl R. Fink Philip L. Dutt Lawrence M. Shapiro 
$1-$999 
David C. Bahls 
Nancy II. Welbcr Barr 
Richard A. Barr 
Jeffrey A. Becker 
Jeffrey A. Berger 
Joseph Blum 
Quentin R. Bo;-ken 
Brian II. Boyle 
Michael P. Coakley 
Stephen E. Crofton 
Ross L. Crown Jr. 
Paul A. Curtis 
Stephen D. Davis 
Jeffrey A. DeVree 
Janice M. Dinner 
Thomas A. Ell 
Gershon Ekman 
William D. Ellis 
Barry II. Epstein 
Bryant M. Frank 
J. Kevin French 
Steven Gcrsz 
Stuart Jeffrey Goldring 
Arthur N. Gorman 
Ellen Guerin 
Robert M. Gurss 
Shane B. Hansen 
Mark Leonard Harris 
Douglas E. Hart 
Bonnie L. !loll 
CraigW. Horn 
Paul J. Houk 
Deborah S. Howard 
Blair B. Hysni 
David P. lrmscher 
Matthew J. Kiefer 
Richardo I. Kilpatrick 
Nancy F. Krent 
Richard W Krzyminski 
Catherine Jam es LaCroix 
Kevin M. LaCroix 
Kyle E. Lanham 
Mary Jo Larson 
Michae l A. Levey 
Jonathan A. Levy 
Peter M. Lieb 
Susan Block Lieb 
Peter C. Manbeck 
EllcnT. McKnight 
Da,·id E. McLay 
Rolando V i\l!edalla 
David G. Moore 
Portia Renee Moore 
Richard \V. Murphy 
Robert M. Neustifter 
Catherine Ann Nm·clli 
Larrv Pachter 
Jam~s Gregory Pachulski 
John Sanford Palmer Jr. 
Janet L. Parker 
Glendon B. Pratt 
Kevin C. Randall 
Robert L. Rosenfeld Jr. 
Laurie Laidlaw Roulston 
Richard H. Sauer 
Sue A. Sikkema 
James R. Sobieraj 
MichaelS. Sperling 
Steven M. Stankewicz 
Daniel J. Stephenson 
Ray Sterling 
Peter Swiccicki 
Thomas T. Tate 
Dean R. Tousley 
Rebecca K. Troth 
Daniel B. luke! 
James E. VanValkenburg 
George II. Vincent 
Paul M. Wyzgoski 
GifTord R. Zimmerman 
Sara Zivian Zwick! 
LSF Dollars 
Total Class Giving 
CLASS AGENT 
II. Mark Stichel 
Donors to the 
Law School 
$50,000+ 
William J. Newell 
$25,000-$49,999 
Michael Jeffrey Le,·itt 
$1 0,000-$24,999 
Ernest J. Newborn II 
$5,000-$9,999 
Jonathan B. Eager 
Mark E. Ferguson 
Paul llamburgcr 
Jodie W. King 
Anne T. Larin 
Mark J. Stein 
Barbara A. Welke 
William R. Welke 
$2,500-$4,999 
Deborah M. Chaskes 
Paul T. Denis 
John A. Denniston 
$140,653 
186,602 
Karen Fagerstrom Albright 
John B. Frank 
William J Gillett 
Anne Baldwin Gust 
Diann H. Kim 
Camille A. Olson 
John C. Petrovski 
$1 ,000-$2 ,499 
David B. Alden 
Claudia Roberts Ellmann 
joel Jay Goldberg 
David A. Handelsman 
Colleen M. Hanlon 
Robert J. Krueger Jr. 
Deborah A. Marlowe 
Richard C. Morrissey 
Gina K. Perry 
\,Villiam K. Perry 
John C. Person 
Barton R. Peterson 
R. Claybourne Petrey Jr. 
Laura J. Remington 
H. Mark Stichel 
!!award S. Suskin 
Michael D. Va le 
J. Greg Whitehair 
$1-$999 
Miriam R. Arfin 
Jack M. Beard 
James M. Belin 
Clifford Henry Bloom 
Timothy R. Butler 
john V. By! 
WalterS. Calhoun 
Kenneth L. Crawford 
William D. Dahling Jr. 
Kathleen Dempsey Boyle 
Katherine A. Erwin 
Anne E. Bachle Fifer 
Victor P. Filippini Jr. 
William C. Foureman 
Judah B. Garber 
Patricia D. Gardner 
Matthew James Gehringer 
Michelle ll acker Gluck 
Craig L. Godshall 
William B. Goodspeed 
Christopher J. Graham 
Marjorie A. Harris 
Mark E. Herrmann 
Van E. Holkeboer 
Jonathan Hollingsworth 
Peter A. Jackson 
Broderick D. Johnson 
Frank T. Judge Ill 
Thomas C. Judge 
Mark L. Kaltenrieder 
Jeffrey C. Kauffman 
Frederic L. Kenney 
Mark L. Kowalsky 
Pau l B. Landen 
Michael R. Lied 
Thomas R. Letterman 
Kyle B. Lukins 
Peter E. Manis 
James G. Martin 
Thomas James McDonald 
Erica Anne Munzcl 
Daniel Allen Murray 
Stephen M. Nolan 
Thomas W O'Connell 
Richard N. O lshansky 
"!Crcsc E. Pcisner 
Justin II. Perl 
Nathan P Pcucrson 
Sylwcster Picckowski 
Kenneth Fredrick Posner 
Mathias VV. Reimann 
john P. Reiman 
Scott M. Riemer 
Robert J. RosoiT 
Cecilia A. Roth 
Barbara Zahs Rothstein 
Ira B. Rubinfeld 
John F. Schippers 
Scott J. Schoen 
Terri L. Stangl 
MarkS. Stein 
JcfTre;' W. Stone 
Barbara L. Strack 
Karen S. Strandholm 
Anne Sutherland 
Wayne D. Swan 
Pauline C.lcrrelonge 
Paula Tironi 
Carl A. Valcnstein 
janet A. VanC!e,·e 
AI VanKampen 
Linda M. Wakeen Walker 
Craig Walker 
Judith W. Weintraub 
Barbara Weitz 
Timothy L. Williamson 
Stephen E. Woodbury 
John S. Yun 
*Deceased 
Charles T. Munger's Gift Will Brighten Hutchins Hall and Legal Research 
W hen ChariesT. Munger, vice chairman of Berkshire Hathaway Inc., visited the Law School in May 2006 as part of a campus tour, he was amazed by the lighting in the School's public areas - or, more 
accurately, the lack of it. 
A year later, Munger, of Los Angeles, made a $3 million gift to the Law School for lighting improvements 
in the Law Quad. The unique gift resulted from his recognition that he could add the greatest value to the 
historic complex through improving its lighting for future generations of students. 
The gift will help fund lighting upgrades in the public areas of the William W. Cook Legal Research Building, 
including the Reading Room listed as one of America's ISO most famous buildings in a recent survey by 
the American Institute of Architects and of Hutchins Hall. Work has begun on the project, which is 
scheduled for completion in 2009, when the Law School celebrates its !50th anniversary. 
"Charlie Munger is one of the world's most knowledgeable and respected investment managers," said 
President Mary Sue Coleman. "We arc grateful that he has chosen to invest his visionary gift to enhance the 
beauty and functionality of one of the University's signature buildings, the William W. Cook Law Quadrangle." 
Dean Evan Caminkcr said Munger's gift will result in a dramatic improvement of the student experience. 
"Our beautiful and grand Gothic buildings create one of the most inspiring settings for higher education anywhere in the 
country, but traditional Gothic architecture often undervalues the importance of interior lighting, and hence leaves its inner 
beauty undcrapprcciated," said Caminker. "Thanks to Charlie, the public areas of the Law School will be more cheerful, bright, 
and accessible than at any time in the School's history. After these improvements, students, alumni, and Yisitors will be able 
to sec all the wonderful architectural details in the Reading Room and other areas in a new light, so to speak. We are deeply 
appreciative of this generous gift." 
Since his days as an undergraduate student at the U-M, Munger has always had an app,-cciation for the Law Quadrangle, 
dedicated June 15, 1934. A natiYc of Omaha, Ncb., Munger studied mathematics at Michigan in the 1940s. He graduated 
from Harvm-d Law School in 1948 and founded the Los Angeles law firm of Munger, Tolles & Olson, with which he was 
associated until 1965. 
Highlights of the work at the Law School include the refurbishment of the chandeliers in the Reading Room and the cleaning 
of its 60-foot vaulted ceiling. In addition, the 1930s-cra wiring in all the public areas of Hutchins Hall and the Legal Research 
Building will be replaced and new fixtures will be installed. 
Roy & Jean Proffitt - Friends to the law School for Over 50 Years 
I n his 30-ycar career at the Law School, Professor Emeritus Roy F. Proffitt, JD '48 , wot-e 
many hats. 
Officially, he was hired in 1956 as a faculty member and the School's first assistant dean. He later 
served as associate dean until his retirement in 1986. 
But ask students of that era what they remember of Proffitt, and they don't talk in institutional 
terms. They talk about how Proffitt's kindness, thoughtfulness, and generosity changed lives . 
"He was instrumental in keeping many of us in law school," says John Galanis, '63, of Milwaukee. 
"He was very much appreciated." 
Proffitt taught courses in criminal law, criminal procedure, and admiralty law. For decades, he also ran the School's scholar-
ship and loan program, which gave him the ability to say "yes" to top students and others who, without help, could not have 
afforded a Michigan legal education. 
"It seemed to me that if we were going to make it as one of the outstanding schools in the country, we had to bring in the 
brightest students," says Proffitt, who in 1989 retired to Chapel Hill, North Carolina, with his wife, Jean. 
But the help didn't end there. The stories arc legion of Proffitt loaning students the necessary funds - sometimes from his 
own pocket - to make a rent payment, buy groceries, or pay the electric bill. Proffitt recalls the time he loaned a student the 
airfare to travel to New York for a firm interview. 
Proffit also taught responsibility, asking students who received grants to sign statements of moral obligation agreeing to pay the 
Law School back when they could - and they did. (The student who borrowed the airfare paid Proffitt back with a $100 bill.) 
More than that, the well-known dean was often the first point of contact for students with problems of any kind, academic and 
personal as well as financial. 
"All the students loved Roy," recalls Professor Lawrence W Waggoner, '63. "Everybody loved Roy." 
Proffitt had responsibilities for alumni activities, staying in touch with graduates through visits and extensive personal corre-
spondence. He is credited with being the architect of the Law School Fund, an achievement he disclaims. What's certain is that 
he built an extensive network of volunteer fund raisers for the Law School, relying on the bonds he had forged with them as 
students. (Galanis, for one, has been a class agent since graduating 44 years ago.) 
He also generated an enormous pool of good will. 
"I kept hammering home that it is your Law School, and it is important to you that it stay strong," says Proffitt. 
For her part, Jean Humphrey Proffitt remained active at the University with the Faculty Women's Club and the University 
Hospital volunteers, co-founding the hospital gift shop and helping in the Well Baby Clinic. 
The Proffitts have been generous to the Law School with their resources, giving to the research professorship that honors both 
of them and remembering the School in their estate plan. 
Two classes that felt especially close to Proffitt wanted to ensure that his name and that of his wife live on. The Class of 1959, 
which came to the Law School when he did, honored him at their 25th reunion by creating the Roy F. Proffitt Loan Fund. The 
Class of 1963 endowed the Roy F. and Jean Humphrey Proffitt Research Professorship of Law. 
"His good works led to good feeling, which led to giving," Galanis says. 
Hands Join Across Borders to Endow the Eric Stein Collegiate Professorship 
T he creation of the Eric Stein Collegiate Professorship is a truly trans-Atlantic endeavor. That is appropriate, since Stein, '42, the HcssclYntcma Professor of Law Emeritus, is a towering figure 
in the field of international law, specifically European integration law. 
Stein escaped azi-controlled Czechoslovakia in 1938 and came to study at Michigan, later joining the 
Law School faculty after sen-icc in the U.S. Army. During his distinguished seven-decade career, he has been 
instrumental in bringing a compat-ativc dimension to teaching and scholarship in American law schools, 
an approach that pervades almost all of his work. That is particularly true with regard to the understanding of 
post- World War II Europe, much of which American legal scholars owe to Stein 's intellectual contributions. 
But as highly as Stein is esteemed for his teaching and scholarship, he is equally well known as a wat-m 
and generous mentor, colleague, and friend. Countless alumni, faculty, and friends cherish memories of Stein 
and his wife, Ginny, who for years have nurtured t-clationships in the Michigan Law community as well as 
the international scholarly and legal communities. 
In the 2007 fiscal year, the Stein Professorship became a reality, thanks to the generosity of 23 alumni and friends on both 
sides of the Atlantic who committed a total of more than $625,000 to create the chair. In celebration, a dinner was held at the 
Law School in May honoring Eric and Ginny Stein. More than half the alumni and ft-iends who had supported the Stein Chair 
to date gathered in Ann Arbor for the occasion, with two guests flying in from Europe. 
The evening was filled with tl-ibutes to the Steins, and Eric Stein rose to acknowledge the accolades in several minutes of 
scintillating remarks. In another of the e\·ening's highlights, Wolfgang Knapp, MCL '71, of Cologne, Germany, presented Stein 
with a chunk of the Berlin Wall that Knapp had personally chipped off 17 years before; the piece of history was better served 
on his mentor's desk, Knapp said, than on his own. 
Those who made the chair possible are: Jean-Francois Bellis, LLM '74, of Brussels, Belgium; Marco C.E.J. Bronckers, LLM 
'80, of Brussels; Roberto S. Casati, LLM '74, of Milan, Italy; William C., (JD '56) and Janet E. (BA '56) Cassebaum, of Ann 
Arbor; John Deutch, of Cambridge, Mass.;Timothy L. Dickinson BA '75, JD '79, of Ann Arbor; Alain A. Gloor, LLM '80, 
of Zurich, Switzerland; RobertT. Greig, JD '70, of Paris; James S. Hilboldt, Jr., JD '81, of New Canaan, Conn.; Joan L. and 
Emeritus Professor John H. Jackson, JD '59, of Chevy Chase, Mel.; Jean-Louis Joris, of Brussels; Wolfgang Knapp, MCL '71, 
of Cologne; Jon H. Kouba, BA '62, JD '65, of San Francisco; Hans Kruger, of Strasbourg, France; Jerome B. Libin, JD '59, of 
Washington, D. C.; Terence Murphy, O.B.E., JD'66, of Bethesda, Md.; Edna C. Rossenas, of Muir Beach, Calif. (in memory of 
her brother, Herbert Sott, BA '40, MBA '42, JD '43); Giuseppe Scassellati-Sforzolini, LLM '87, of Rome; Oliver E. Seikel, JD 
'62, of Cle\'cland, Ohio; Jeffrey H. Smith, JD '71, of Reston, Va.; and John A. Wise, JD '62, of Grosse Pointe, Mich. 
The Law School is seeking to fund the Eric Stein Collegiate Prrifessorship to the fullest extent possible in order to ensure its continuance as well as its 
excellence. For iriformation on how you can make a gift to support the Stein Chair, call Brodie Remington at 734.615.4517 or email bremingt@umich.edu 
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Total Class Giving 
Donors to the 
Law School 
$25,000+ 
Mary E. Snapp 
flarry M. Wolf 
$5,000-$9,999 
Laura A. Chamberlain 
Kirk A. Da,·cnport 
Stephen G. Tomlinson 
Elizabeth B. Yntcma 
$2,S00-$4, 999 
Sandra A. Bulger 
Sue 0. Conway 
$106,441 
$131,971 
James A. Da,·idson 
Jennifer L Duchene 
Gregor) S. Gallopoulos 
Gary A. Rosen 
Daniel M. Sandberg 
Rex L. Sessions 
$1 ,000-$2 ,499 
Marjorie Sybul Adams 
Daniel R. Bronson 
Scott C. Dew 
Michael J. Erickson 
Thomas J. Frederick 
Helen R. !Jaynes 
Kay Adele Kornrnan 
Stephen M. Merkel 
Russell 0. Stewart 
$1-$999 
Allan M. Bittker 
David P. Blanke 
John B. Bulgozdy 
Terrence E. Burns 
Stephen Kent Bushong 
Thomas J. Clemens 
Ann M. Cooper 
Carey A. Dewitt 
Thomas E. Dixon 
Stephen T. Erh 
Paul T. Fitzpatrick 
Peter B. Fricdrnan 
Gregory K. Frizzell 
Stc\'cn Eliot Goren 
Kyle A. Gray 
K. Llrs Gruttcr 
Jeffrey T. Harbison 
Steven R. !Ieacock 
Robert A. !Ieath 
13radlcy D. lleinz 
Michael J. Hernandez 
Stua rt llcrshman 
Rolando Hidalgo 
Michael II. lloiThcimcr 
William F. lloward 
Robert M. jackson 
James P. Jacobson 
Charles E. Jarrett 
Robert 13. Johnston 
Kim P. Jones 
Steven M. Kaufmann 
Lori W. Ketcham 
Christopher Klimko 
David W. Koch 
Da,·id Allen Kotzian 
George LaHias 
George C. Lombardi 
Thomas R. Lucchesi 
Stephen L Marsh 
David L Marshall 
Kurt Micklow 
Kathryn Montgomery Moran 
Elizabeth A. Morris 
Martha D. Moses 
Leonard M. Niehoff Jr. 
Paul J. Novack 
Ann M. Parrent 
Steven Clark Poling 
Mark D. Pollack 
Richard Lee Pomeroy 
Robert J. Portman 
Jacob C. Reinbolt 
Marc S. Rock ower 
David J. Schlanger 
Megan Scott-Kakurcs 
David D. Shoup 
Adricn L. Silas 
Lawrence A. Sil vcstri 
Rochelle P. Slater 
Joan P. Snyder 
Deborah A. Somervi lle 
Robert C. Stoddart 
Kathryn E. Szmuszkov icz 
Lynn C. Tyler 
PhilipS. Va nDer Wcele 
Gregoria Vcga-Byrncs 
Julie A. Waddell 
Peter II. Woclkcr 
Kurt G. Yost 
john F. Zabriskie 
1985 
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Jerome F. Elliott 
Constance A. Fratianni 
James R. Lancaster Jr. 
Donors to the 
Law School 
$50,000+ 
Carla Schwartz Newel l 
S I 0,000-$24,999 
Stuart M. Finkelstein 
$5,000-$9,999 
Samuel J. Dimon 
William 13. Sailer 
S2,S00-$4,999 
Steven J. Aeschbachcr 
John P. Buckley 
Kimberly M. Cahill 
David A . Heiner 
Robin A. Walker-Lee 
s 1,000-$2,499 
Mark H. Adelson 
Denise Area 
Emil Area 
Erika l-orcione Bucci 
Jeffrey R. Coleman 
Jerome F. Elliott 
Dwayne M. ll orii 
Mark S. Molina 
Michael J. Mueller 
$1-$999 
Donald F. Baty Jr. 
Christian F. Binnig 
Kathleen M. Binnig 
Randall S. Blumenstein 
Charles B. Boehrcr 
StcYen L. Brenneman 
Arnold E. Brier 
Carl A. Butler 
James W. Clark 
Thomas R. Cocrdt 
Joseph M. Cohen 
Janet S. Crossen 
Da,·id T. Daly Sr. 
Don G. Da,·is 
Mark A. Finkelstein 
Anthony R. Flores 
Leslie J. Ford 
Jam es Colin Fowler 
Jonathan 13. Frank 
Constance A. Fratianni 
Andreas Fuchs 
Gregory ll enry Gach 
Jeremy S. Garber 
Thomas J. Gibney 
Judith M. Gimik 
Caro line Seibert Goray 
Steven Gorosh 
Arnold S. Graber 
Christine A. Green 
Charles M. Greenberg 
julie A. Greenberg- Hazan 
Daniel J. Harris 
Marjorie A. Heiss 
David John Herring 
James W. Houck 
David L. Huntoon 
Masami Ichikawa 
Marcia A. lsraeloiT 
Craig J. Jones 
Barbara A. Kaye 
Eugene Killian 
J ciTrey D. Kovar 
Daniel A. Ladow 
Ronald Anthony Lang 
Stephen F. Lappert 
Margaret E. Lennon 
Lauren Barritt Lisi 
BadJara J. Martin 
Kent K. Matsumoto 
Alexander G. McGcoch 
David K. McLeod 
Deborah Alfred Monson 
John M. Newell 
Ronald S. Okada 
Frank W. Parkinson 
Stc,·en William Pelak 
William F. Piper 
Paul E. Pirog 
Philip J. Quagliaricllo 
Marc M. Radell 
Camille A. RaiTa-Dictz 
Marvin L. Rau 
Sheila M. Reynolds 
James K. Sams 
Douglas F. Schleicher 
David W. Schrumpf 
j erry sc,·y 
Carolyn K. Seymour 
Rex Arthur Sharp 
Robert J. Silverman 
John M. Spi lm an Jr. 
EdwardS. Stokan 
Da,·id S. Stone 
Duncan A. Stuart 
Dennis G. TCrcz 
Richard S. -!om 
Ernest E. Vargo 
Neal C. Vi llhauer 
Richard B. Wer ner Jr. 




Total Class Giving 
CLASS AGENT 
W. Todd Miller 
Donors to the 
Law School 
$25,000+ 
Kerry A. Galvin 
$5,000-$9,999 




Michael N. Burlant 
Karin Day Kingsley 
Peter G. Fitzgerald 
W)cliiTe K. Grousbeck 
Timoth)· R. Hanigan 
Yogo Kimura 
Andrew G. KJc,·orn 
Dean N. Menegas 
W. Todd Miller 
Mark Astley Moran 
S I ,000-$2,499 
Christopher J. Caywood 
Michael T. Edsall 
Andrew M. Gaudin 
Gregory M. Gochanour 
Lynne QJi,·er Gochanour 
John G. llale 
LydieA.IIudson 
Audrey L. Krasnow Gaynor 
ll olly H. Levinson 
Steven A. Roach 
Margaret K. Seif 
Robert R. Shuman 
Kevin Tottis 
Karl T. Wi ll iams 
David J. Zott 
Sl-$999 
Gary M. Arkin 
Karen L. Baril 
Ronald S. Belman 
Eric D. Brandfonbrcncr 
Arthur D. Brannan 
Susan E. Brock 
Anne E. Campau 
Patrick C. Cauley 
Timothy J. Charvat 
James R. Collett Jr. 
Lee C. Cook 
Susan A. Da' is 
Man R. DeYoung 
Richard N. Drake 
Susan Maureen Falahcc 
Amy S. Farrior 
Eric M. Fogel 
Geoffrey R. Gist 
Anne E. Gold 
Martha J. Gordon 
Robert B. Gordon 
Cecelia A. Grace 
Michael K. Grace 
Abner S. Greene 
Eric C. liard 
John J. II ern 
Kimberly K. lludo lin 
Roberts E. hweiss 
Mary E. !tin Kors 
Donald M. ltzkoff 
I toward B. lwrey 
Michael L. Johnson 
llarlan D. Kahn 
Mark A. Kaprelian 
Lawrence 1. Kiern 
Kcnwyn A. Kindfullcr 
Amy S. Knopf 
Lawrence J. Knopf 
SteYcn V Krauss 
Joan M. Kripke 
Peter C. Krupp 
Ramona C . Lackorc 
Warren C. Laski 
Fn- C. Lerman 
Richard A. Levy 
Michael C. Lieb 
Veronique M. Licm 
Michael A. Lisi 
Lisa S. Mankofsk )" 
Linda S. F. Marshall 
Da,·id M. Matuszewski 
Lori A. McAllister 
Melody L. McCoy 
Lynn M. McGO\ern 
Ralph R. McKee 
John R. McLain 
James R. Modrall 
Thomas R. Morris 
Scott Edward Munzel 
Paul C. Night ingale 
Megan Pinney Norris 
at L. Pcrnick 
Kiat Poonsombudlert 
Kevin V. Recchia 
Christopher L. Rizik 
Nancy G. Rubin 
Edward H. Shakin 
Arthur H. Siegal 
Thomas M. Skelly 
Joseph E. Slater 
Sheila M. Spalding Blakney 
Mark D. Toljanic 
Michael D. Turner 
Mary K. VanderWeele 
R. Jeffery Ward 
Jean MacDonald Weipert 
Milton L. Williams Jr. 
Bruce A. Wobeck 
1987 
- !::. 20th Reumon 
LSF Dollars 
Total Class Giving 
CLASS AGENTS 
Diane V. Dygert 
Michael L. lluyghue 
Reginald M.Turncr Jr. 
REUNION CHAIR 
Diane V. D:·gert 
FUNDRAISING CHAIR 
Thomas J. Knox 
REUNION COMMITTEE 
Sallv Churchill 
Ma;cus R. Colwe ll 
Todd G. Frank 
James II. Gale 
$22,075 
S27 ,450 
Douglas R. Ghidina 
Gretchen J. Hudson 
Kimberly Wyche 1-luyghue 
Michael L. lluyghuc 
M. Elaine Johnston 
Jan Kang 
Jam es L. Komie 
Da1·id A. Lullo 
John Mucha Ill 
Carol Shuman Portman 
James S. Portnoy 
J. Adam Rothstein 
Kc1·in F. Ruf 
Mary Ann Sarosi 
Giuseppe Scassellati-
Sforzol ini 
Reginald M. Turner Jr. 
Robert W. Woodruff 
John s. z.,·itsanos 
Donors to the 
Law School 
$2,500-$4,499 
M. Elaine Johnston 
Giuseppe Scassellati-
Sforzolini 
S I ,000-$2,499 
Sally Churchill 
Marcus R. Colwell 
James L. Komie 
Michael J. K ron 
Debora L. Osgood 
Thomas Schucrrle 
Tina S. VanDam 
Sl-$999 
Charles E. Armstrong 
Julie M. An·o MacKenzie 
Lynn Pope 13ikowit7 
Robert G. Branca Jr. 
Pascale G. Bullitt 
William L. Burakoff 
John R. Cahi ll 
Robert L. Cohen 
Suzanne Cohen Hard 
Kendall Welch Daines 
Scott Kleinman Daines 
Kathryn A. Donohue 
Diane V. Dygert 
Rodney S. Edmonds 
Cheryl Fackler Hug 
Todd G. Frank 
James 1-1 . Gale 
Justin A. Gerak 
Rebecca A. Ginsburg 
Mary Rogers Gordon 
Troy \V. Gordon 
Ste\'CI1 Greene 
Frances \V. Hamcrmcsh 
Domenica N.S. ll artman 
Robert J. Hill 
Max M. Hirschberger 
Gretchen J. Hudson 
John D. Hudson 
Kimber!)· Wyche lluyghue 
Michael L. Huyghue 
Alexander W. Joel 
Constance L. jones 
\Vinston K. Jones 
Jan Kang 
Anne S. Kenney 
Thomas J. Knox 
6 See Spring LQN 
for reunion totals 
jon M. Lipshultz 
William F. Little 
Scott L. Long 
David A. Lullo 
Douglas A. Mielock 
Shelly A. Mishal 
john Mucha Ill 
Nancy L. Nagel 
Richard Nagle 
Deirdre C. Newton 
Callie Georgeann Pappas 
Andrew F. Perrin 
Linda A. Petersen 
Steven P. Petersen 
Mark C. Pomeroy 
Herbert F. Riband 
Dale R. Rietberg 
lOmaz Rizner 
J. Adam Rothstein 
Mary Ann Sarosi 
Jordan S. Schreier 
julie M. Sheridan 
Matthew G. Shirley 
Edward J. Strong 
Patricia J. Thompson 
Lee M. Tumm inell o 
Reginald M . Tunner Jr. 
Bradley C. Weber 
Lee A. Wendel 
john M.West 
Robert W Woodruff 
David L. Wunder 
John S. Zavitsanos 
1988 
LSF Dollars 
Total Class Giving 
CLASS AGENTS 
Bruce A. Courtade 
Doug A. Graham 
Krista D. Kauper 
$42 ,965 
$43,165 
Donors to the 
Law School 
$2,500-$4,999 
Todd M. DuChene 
jeffrey A. Hall 
Seth E. Jacobson 
Gary A. MacDonald 
jeffrey D. Nickel 
Aidan j. Synnott 
$1 ,000-$2,499 
Elizabeth M. Barry 
Nico le VanAckere Colwell 
Donn M . Davis 
Scott W Fowkes 
Robert M. Gerstein 
Gregg A. Gilman 
Arnold Gonzales Jr. 
Marlene Van Dyk Greenberg 
Ward A. Greenberg 
jay R. Jolliffe 
Katherine Frank Lauer 
Melissa H. Max man 
Ellen November Rigby 
Rick Silver man 
Scott A. Sinder 
Sl-$999 
Jennifer Zinn Andreasen 
Cynthia A. Baker 
Karen L. Barr 
Mark S. Bernstein 
George H. Boerger 
Linda K. Burakoff 
Scott W Campbell 
Lynda K. Chandler 
Gabriel J. Chin 
Julia A. Cart 
Bruce A. Courtade 
Maureen A. Darmanin 
jennifer De Lessio 
David C. Forman 
jeffrey E. Friedman 
Thomas C. Froehle Jr. 
Debbie J. Gezon 
David L. Goret 
john j . Gregory 
Elizabeth M. Grimm 
Craig W !Iammond 
Mark T. I Iohnes 
Scott A. Huizenga 
Charlotte Hawkins johnson 
Gregory A. Kalscheur 
Krista D. Kauper 
N. Peter Knoll 
Scott M. Kosnoff 
Richard S. Kuhl 
Brad Lane 
Jui -Lin Liu 
Margaret A. Lynch 
Mari lyn K. Mann 
W David Mann 
jonathan H. Margolies 
Marjorie M. Margolies 
Mark R. Mazanec 
Dona ld P. Moore 
Mark R. Morton 
Gregory j. Murphy 
Martin J. Murray 
Brian J. Ncgele 
Pau line C. Onycmaechi 
Lisa M. Panepucci 
Jan iceK. Procter-Murphy 
Terry F. Quill 
Mitchell J. Rapp 
David A. Robinson 
Steven Roth 
Frank C. Shaw 
Mark R. Soble 
Nicholas J. Stasevich 
Craig L. Sumberg 
Gail Harris Thomason 
James L. Thompson 
Timothy H. Thompson 
Catherine Cimpl Van Kula 
George Van Kula Ill 
Ena L. Weathers 
Elisa J. Whitman 
Richard G. Ziegler 
1989 
LSF Dollars 
Total Class Giving 
CLASS AGENT 
Rebecca J. McDade 
Donors to the 
Law School 
SS,000-$9,999 
Robert R. Kimball 
J. May Liang 
$2,500-$4,999 
Keiji lsaji 
Scott A. Roney 
$1,000-$2,499 
Diane I. Bonina 
Charles A. Browning 
Allen C. Dick 
$24,415 
$41 ,215 
Lydia Barry Kelley 
Stephen W Kelley 
Creighton R. Meland Jr. 
Eric A. Pierce 
Andreas P. Reindl 
Daniel J. Sheridan 
Bruce G. Tuchman 
$1-$999 
David 1-1. Baum 
Margaret L. Bazany 
MichaelA. Bazany Jr. 
Jasper A. Boven berg 
Anne Campbell Kiley 
Margaret A. Cernak 
Steven J. Cernak 
Bruce M. Chancn 
Cynth ia L. Corbett- Hoffman 
Catherine J. Courtney 
Marce lla David 
Camille De Galan 
Sharlene Deskins 
Steven R. Englund 
Paul E. Escobar 
jonathan T. Foot 
Albert E. Fowerbaugh Jr. 
Michael S. Gadd 
Ronna E. Garelick 
McNamara 
Lisa S. Gelb 
Grant P. Gilczan 
Lawrence L. Hafctz 
David L. Jenny 
Elizabeth Jolliffe 
Donald M. Kerwin 
Michael L. Kidney 
John Otto K nappmann 
Donald j . Kula 
Steven C. Lee 
Alex M. Liberman 
Robert D. Lo Prete 
David N. Lutz 
janet A. Marvel 
Rebecca J. McDade 
Daniel M. Mill er 
Kathryn A. Mrkonich Wilson 
Richard L. Mugel 
Victor A. Pappalardo 
Thomas J. Piatak 
Ethan M. Posner 
Todd W Rahmes 
Anne E. Read-Andersen 
Timothy S. Reiniger 
Mark L. Rickard 
Steven J. Rindsig 
Lucy Sankey Russell 
Jeremy R. Salesin 
James E. Schaafsma 
Eric Schnaufcr 
Samuel W Sil ver 
Paul G. Thompson 
j ohn D. Tower 
Fred T. Tsao 
john A. Ugl ietta 
Kr istin Mary Vanden Berg 
Damon N. Vocke 
Sara Engle von Bernthal 
MarijaA. Willen 
Jack M. Wi ll iams 
Ruth E. Zimmerman 
1990 
LSF Dollars 
Total Class Gi ving 
CLASS AGENTS 
Valis.sa A. Tsoucaris 
Kenneth A. Wittenberg 
Donors to the 
Law School 
S2,500-S4,999 
Peter P. Murphy* 
Jonathan K. Sobel 
S 1,000-$2,499 
Jong I I. Choi 
AndrewS. Doctoroff 
Mary B. Elrick 
Paul E. Glatzer 
John 1'. Klein 
Richard K. Kornfeld 
s 1-$999 
Elinbeth R. Abrams 
StaCC)' Anthony 
E:ric A. Barron 
$21 ,452 
$23, 112 
Raymond E. Beckering Ill 
Timothy W. Brink 
I Jarold R. Burroughs 
Christine M. Castellano 
James J. Cha 
Pamela G. Costas 
Tracy D. Daw 
Ronald G. DeWaard 
Jamal I . El-l lin<li 
Andrea C. Farney 
Michael F. Flanagan 
Da-·id L. Fleisher 
GcofTrey H. Genth 
Lois A. Gianncschi 
Stephen I~ Griebel 
Susnn Marie Guindi 
William J. I loffman 
TinlOthy L. Horner 
Kathryn L. Johnson 
Da' id J. Kaufman 
James fl Kimmel 
Pamela R. Kittrell 
Stephen A. Klein 
Jenifer A. Kohout 
I lideaki Kubo 
StcYcn M. Levitan 
Timothy J. Martin 
Charles Mcl'hedran 
Kathryn I I. McRay 
James C. Melvin 
Richard C. Mer\' 
MaryBeth Murphy 
Serge D. Nehama 
Steven J. Olson 
Tyler M. Partkau 
Sanford E. Peri 
Michael G. Redstone 
Michael N. Romita 
Jocelyn Rouse 
lvtelanie Sabo 
Dianne l3. Salcsin 
T. Malcolm Sandilands 
Graeme E. V. Sharpe 
Stephen J. Siegel 
Anthony L. Simon 
I liroo Sono 
Melanic I I. Stein 
Robert K. Steinberg 
Moll) McGinnis Stine 
Kathryn A. Swiderski 
Patrick E.'lolan 
Valissa A. ·rsoucaris 
John F. Ward Jr. 
Stacy I I. Winick 
Kenneth A. Wittenberg 
Mark D. Wood 
Colin J. Lick 
1991 
LSF Dollars 
Total Class Giving 
CLASS AGENT 
Barbara L. McQuade 
Donors to the 
Law School 
S2,500-S4,999 
David K. Callahan 
s 1,000-$2,499 
Kc,in T. Conroy 
Sheila M. Conroy 
JamcsT Grant 
l'ran Jha 
Albert L. Vreeland II 
S I-S999 
M. Suzanne Anderson 
Gregg M. Audet 
Charles P. Bacall 
Joan Kooistra Brush 
William R. Burford 
Michael R. Byrne 




And rc\\' M. Cohen 
Elizabeth Sch<dcr Cohen 
Sergio D. Costa 
Lynn Williams Davenport 
Edward T DeLaLoza 
Kathryn Dessaycr Whittaker 
Theodore E. Deutch 
Anthony J. Feldstein 
James A. Flaggert 
l::ran N. Gaska 
Robert J. Gilbertson 
Steven F. Ginsberg 
lolizabcth A. Grossman 
Mark G. Johnston 
M ichacl T. Kay 
John M. Kennedy 
Margo S. Kirchner 
A my 1:. Kosnoff 
Joseph Z. Kowalsky 
Sco\1 C. Lewis 
Bernard T. Lourim 
Paul R. MagufTee 
Sarah R. MagufTec 
Ellen L. Marks 
PhilipS. McCune 
Barbara L. McQuade 
Ann I. Menncll 
Edurne Na\'arro-Varona 
Jill D. Neiman 
CharlcsV. O'Boylc 
Robert R. Ouellcuc 
llaruko 07cki 
Eunice Park 
Eric D. Pearson 
Carl R. Pcbwortl1 
JcfTery J. Qualkinbush 
Molly Reilly 
Eric N. Richardson 
Kimberly J. Rudy- Winbush 
Laralyn M. Sasaki 
Adam C. Sloane 
Craig T. Smith 
Vanessa I . Smith 
Sarah J. Somers 
Jennifer Lee Taylor 
David M.Thimmig 
William G.TishkofT 
Sadhna G. True 
Mauhcw T. VandenBosch 
Christopher A. White 
Samuel C. Wisotzkcy 
1992 
15th Reunion 6 
LSF Dollars 
Tota l Class Giving 
CLASS AGENTS 
CraigY. Allison 
Michelle M. Gallardo 
Rachel D. Godsil 
Lydia Pallas Loren 
Stephen D. Scncer 
REUNION CO-CHAIRS 





Michael A. Manuchi 
REUNION COMMIITEE 
Corinne A. Beckwith 
I lenry R. Chalmers 
Peter F. Donati 
David M. Glaser 
Jeffrey P Hinebaugh 
Amy A. Laughlin 
Lydia Pallas Loren 
Patrick F. McGaw 
Edwin W. Paxson Il l 
Amy Lauren Rosenberg 
Stephen D. Scnccr 
Syh·ia A. Stein 
Rocco E. Testani 
Nancy Brigner Waite 
Sarah C. Zearfoss 
Donors to the 
Law School 
s 1,000-$2,499 
Margaret G. Beck 
Kristina M. Dalman 
Myles R. I Jansen 
Amy A. Laughlin 
Michael D. Martin 
Michael A. Mazzuchi 
Amy Wintersheimer Findley 
Sarah C. Zearfoss 
D. See Spring LQN 
for reunion totals 
$1-$999 
CraigY. Allison 
Christopher A. Ballard 
Corinne A. Beckwith 
Beth A. Behrend 
Thomas E. Bejin 
Daniel C. Brubaker 
ll cnry R. C halmers 
John W Christopher 
Mark Howard Colton 
Elizabeth C. Coombe 
Ted C. Craig 
Kathleen L. Davis 
C hristopher DeLuca 
Peter F. Donati 
Wil liam J. Dubinsky 
David R. Eberhart 
El iot S. Ephraim 
Bruce J. Goldner 
Gregory P. Gulia 
Jeffrey P. !Iinebaugh 
Thomas P. Howard 
Carolyn C. Jackson 
Jeffrcv S. Kim 
Lydia Pallas Loren 
Charles K. Maier 
Patrick F. McGaw 
David A. acht 
David Newmann 
Linda Popm·ich Nicastro 
Robert E. Norton II 
John W Ogilvie 
Kelly Browe Olson 
Charles C. S. Park 
Robert A. Pearlman 
Mark T. Phillis 
Amy B. Judge-Prcin 
Edward J. Pre in 
Gary W Reinbold 
Matthew J. Renaud 
Neil A. Rieman n 
13. Andrew Rifkin 
Sinisa Rodin 
MargaretT. Sassaman 
Stefan J. Scholl 
Scott A. Schrader 
Robert A. Seltzer 
William E. Smith IV 
Sylvia A. Stein 
Craig C. Ste,·cns 
lliroto TCrashima 
Rocco E. Testani 
Thomas D. Titsworth 
Joanne 1-1. Turner 
Marc A. VanAllen 
Nancy Brigner Wai tc 
Valerie J. Wald 
Gretchen M. Wallackcr 
Michael D. Warren Jr. 
Michael G. Weisberg 
D. Peters Wilborn Jr. 
Sandra L. Wright 
Steven A. Wright 
1993 
LSF Dollars 
Total Class Giving 
CLASS AGENTS 
Bruce R. Byrd 
Daniel M. Israe l 




Jonathan A. Barney 
$1 ,000-$2,499 
Joanne M. Barbera 
Lauric M. Stegman 
$1-$999 
Dirk A. Beamer 
Paul A. Bondor 
Kevin J. Bonner 
Sharon K. Brady 
$15,700 
$16,875 
Liese! E. Brand Ste,-cns 
Bethany A. Brectz 
Mary E. Rritton 
Bruce R. Byrd 
David M. Byrne 
Thomas D. Col is 
Chri sti ne R. Deutsch 
Maureen M. Duffy 
Kim A. Fordc-Mazrui 
Ron D. Franklin 
Susan F. Gallagher 
Cynthia F. Gilbertson 
Gregory J. ll enchel 
Lauren M. Hollender 
Daniel M. Israel 
Molly McMahon Israel 
!!-Won Kang 
Margaret Nemeth Kent 
Deborah A. Kop 
Martin James LaLonde 
Suzanne M. Lambert 
Da,·id J. Lcdcrmann 
Joseph 13. Levan 
Julie Manning Magid 
Susan Michele Marsch 
Lance E. Mathews 
Anthony J. Mavrinac 
Brian D. McCabe 
Jeffrey Moss 
Christopher R. N icastro 
Jamie C. l lccht N isidi s 
A Icc D. Rogers 
LaurenZ. Rose 
Ilana B. R. Rosenzweig 
llowarcl M. Scndrovitz 
Lynn M. Shotwel l 
James P. Silk 
Paul A. Slager 
Cheryl Sulkowski 
Joseph A. Su llivan 
Bhamati Viswanathan 
Gregory G. Volan 
Tracy S. VVcissman 
Paul N. Wenger t 
James R. Wierenga 
i'v\ichellc Wood 




Total Class Giving 
CLASS AGENT 
Liam B. Lavery 
Donors to the 
Law School 
$1 ,000-$2,499 
Aa ronS. Ahola 
Cara A. Ahola 
Gordon E. Devens 
!leather K. Gerken 
Cheryl A. llipp 
Ch ristopher M. Nolan 
Marcos A. Ramos 
$1-$999 
Courtney W. Angeli 
Jeffrey D. Appelt 
Ina J. Barish 
Steven M. Baumer 
Otto Beatty Ill 
Matthew F. Bergmann 
Sarah A. llessin 
$15,850 
$16,400 
Jennifer L. Blickenstaff 
Dean Bochner 
Nader R. Boulos 
Valerie Ke lle r Brennan 
Jeffrey J. Brookncr 
Mark J. Carpenter 
Douglas C hoi 
AndrewS. Cohen 
Daniel A. Cohen 
J .T. Crane 
Julia L. Ernst 
Christopher R. Falk 
Stacy K. Feczko 
Daniel M. Feeney 
Benson K. Friedman 
Scan W. Gallagher 
Susan F. Gallagher 
Tamilla F. Ghodsi 
Joseph K. Grekin 
Wendy A. ll allgrcn 
Rehecca Ross Haywood 
Teresa lloldcrcr 
Rick llsu 
Brian J. Kelly 
Dennis R. Kiker 
Rachel H. Klayman 
Jeni·cy A. Koppy 
Nate Kowalski 
Ann M. Kraemer 
Anne G. LaLonde 
Lance S. Lankford 
Liam B. Lavery 
Tina M. Lessani 
Jane II. Marshall 
Jenn ifer J. Miller 
!leather Mueller 
Max J. Newman 
Leslie Co llins Overton 
Anncmaric G. Pace 
Mona J. Patel 
Christopher J. Peters 
Mary Lou Peters 
Erika Powers Appelt 
Elaine Murphy Rice 
Elizabeth M. Rosenfeld 
Michae l D. Si lverman 




Alan G. Waldbaum 
Michael L. Weissman 
Barbara J. Wells 
David 13. Williams 
Margaret C. Wilson 
Robert G. Wilson 
Andrew M. Winograd 
Da,·id M. Wisscrt 
Da,·id C. Wood 
I leather Martinez Zona 
1995 Daniel J. Greiner Sophia S. llartch 
LSF Dollars $ 15,649 Timothy E. llartch 
Total Class Giving $ 17,194 
CLASS AGENT 
Adam J. Nordin 
Donors to the 
Law School 
$2,500-$4,999 
Michele R. Chaffee 




Roger A. Hipp 
Stc1·en J. Olson 
S l-$999 
Elizabeth Feeney Asali 
Katherine D. Ashley 
Anne Auten 
Andrea D. Axel 
Bradford J. Axel 
Daniel D. Sarnowski 
Stc\'cn D. Barrett 
Peter C. Beckerman 
Shelley E. Bennett 
Andrew P. Boucher 
Jon R. 13randon 
Amy M. Brooks 
Matthew P. Brummund 
Michael A. Carrier 
Christine Chang 
Ste,·en C. Collier 
Ellen E. Crane 
Judith G. Deedy 
Christine N. Esckilsen 
Samuel L. Feder 
Michael T. Frank 
Scott L. Garland 
Darren J. Gold 
Devon A. Gold 
Mitchell H. Gordon 
Eric J. Gorman 
Russell J. llen·on 
Nina L. Jczic 
Rccm F. Jishi 
Richard Klarman 
Dawn R. Krcysar 
Jonathan A. Lax 
Gerald F. Leonard 
Melissa A. Leonard 
Seth J. S. Leventhal 
Jennifer VV Lewis 
Lynne 0. Lourim 
David A. Luigs 
Deborah L. McKenney 
Warren II. Mondschein 
John B. Morris 
Brian O'Donnell 
Andrea C. Okun 
D. Andrew Portinga 
Laurel E. Queena 
Mark V Roeder 
Gary L. Rogers 
Da\'id L Schwartz 
S1·ati M. Shashank 
Kirsten K. Solberg 
Andrew Z. Spilkin 
Thomas II. Strong 
J>aul J. ·raubcr 
Aylice M.Toohey 
Joseph P. Topolski 
M .. loddWade 
Nicole Jennings Wade 
Daniel A. Wentworth 
Melanic M. West 
Vincent J. W ilk 
Patricia jones Winograd 
James M. Wyman 
Kristine Johnson Zayko 
1996 Daniel P. Ginsberg Stephanie J. Gold 
LSF Dollars $27,200 Deborah L. Hamilton 
Tota l Class Giving $29,850 
CLASS AGENT 
Carol E. Dixon 
Donors to the 
Law School 
$5,000-$9,999 
Drew N. Grabel 
$2,500-$4,999 
David B. Cade 
Maureen E. s,,·ecney 
Adriana V. Vlasic 
$1 ,000-$2,499 
Harold E. Ford Jr. 
Jesse S. Reyes 
Ross Romero 
$ 1-$999 
Rebecca L. Arcloline 
Carol J. Banta 
Benjamin II. Barton 
lleicli M. Betz 
Lisa J. Braun 
Emma B. Rodriguez Brittain 
Louise S. Brock 
Kincaid C. Brown 
Marisa lOso Brown 
Nathaniel Cade Jr. 
Susan Mosser Caperton 
Amy O'Meara Chambers 
Richard Earle Charlton Ill 
Bruce M. Ching 
Thomas B. Cochrane 
Maria Comninou 
Jason A. Crotty 
Daniel P. Dain 
Kate DeVries Smith 
Carol E. Dixon 
Richard J. Fine 
Carrie J. Fletcher 
Anna L. Francis 
Katherine 1-1. Han 
Paul J. !luff 
Jill M.lrvin 
JacGueline Lee Kaelin 
Matthew B. Kall 
Naomi F. Katz 
Akimoto Kawamura 
Margery Siegel Klausner 
Peter J. Krumholz 
Stephen M. Kuperberg 
Jennifer L. Lanoff 
Dina J. Leshctz Bakst 
Catherine E. Maxson 
Brad Miller 
Richard J. Mrizek 
Francis X. Neuner 
Richard A. Norwitt 
Jong-Koo Park 
Eric R. Phillips 
Lauren 13. Raphael 
Jeffrey A. Rossman 
Stephanie Schmelz 
Robert C. Sepucha Jr. 
A mit Shashank 
Daniel Shenkman 
Eric M. Sherman 
Randall L. Shoemaker 
James E. Southll'orth 
Erik S. Stamell 
Trent J. Taylor 
Jessica Toll 
David L. Trygstad 
Timothy D. Vandenberg 
Pascale C. Walker 
Joseph P. Wallace 
Thomas 1'. Ward 
Donald W. Wiest 
1997 
10th Reunion 6 
LSF Dollars 
Tot al Class Giving 
CLASS AGENTS 
Freeman L. Farrow 
l lardy Vieux 
REUNION CO-CHAIRS 
Freeman L. Farrow 
KelliS. Turner 
REUNION COMMITTEE 
Kiana W. Barfield 
Rebekah Eubanks 
Michael D. Leffel 
Kathleen M. Olin 
llardy Vieux 
Donors to the 
Law School 
$2,500-$4,999 




Elizabeth H. Graham Olson 
Kathleen M. Olin 
Robert B. Olin 
Matthew J. Russo 
KelliS. Turner 
$500-$999 
Carrie M. Garcia 
Michael D. Leffel 
Jonathan Brennan 
Timothy M. Pinto 
Y vctte M. VanRiper 
HardyVieux 
$ 1-$499 
Todd S. Aagaard 
Laura A. Adderley 
Arvie J. Anderson 
Steven J. Azzariti 
Elizabeth R. Bain 
Alexander D. Baldwin 
Artllllr K. Bartlett 
*Deceased 
/:::, See Spring LQN 
for reunion totals 
Jonathan Brennan 
Angie Chen 
Patrick G. Curley 
Rebekah Eubanks 
Freeman L. Farrow 
Vicki E. l' ishman 
Kristen M. Flynn 
Jennifer A. Gallagher 
Jeffrey 1-1. Kahn 
Da\'id R. Karasik 
Daniel J. Kheel 
Helene T. Krasnoff 
Todd H. Lebowitz 
Joshua W Leichter 
Matthew A. Lipson 
Joshua D. Luskin 
Lies\ A. Maloney 
Emi ly McCarthy 
Sarretta C. McDonough 
Neil J. McNabnav 
Cristina G. Nicc~lini 
Koji Nonomura 
Angela I. Onwuachi -Willig 
Nikolaos M. Peristerakis 
Dara Diomandc Pincas 
Rachel L. Sagan 
Jacqueline S. Stamell 
Matthew J. Thomas 




Andrew T. \Nise 
1998 
LSF Dollars 
Total Class Giving 
CLASS AGENT 
Carri e L. Newton 
Donors to the 
Law School 
s 1,000-$2,499 
Geoffrey R. Entress 




Richard M. Assmus 
Susan E. Mortensen 
Jam es E. Myers Jr. 
Vonda L. Tracey 
Erinn M. M. Waldner 
$1-$499 
Jeremy D. Bisdorf 
Michael Bobelian 
Jennifer S.E. Boulton 
John M. Breza 
Alison M. Butler 
Michac\T. Cahill 
Sarah Loomis Cave 
C. Lewis Coll ins 
Ethan D. Dettmer 
Leon or Y. Oicdican 
Michael 13. Fisch 
Gillian N. Flory 
Susan \V Fox man 
Da\·id S. Gingold 
Noah D. flail 
Ronald E. llall Jr. 
Marcia A. Hatch 
Scot A. Hill 
Brian R. Hinton 
Keiko lchiye 
Stasha Jain 
Kirk D. Johnson 
Nancy K. Klain 
Joellc C. Lumish 
Robert J. Maguire 
Ron E. Meisler 
Jason D. Menges 
Alexandra W Miller 
Jonathan D. Morris 
Kristin A. 0 \bertson 
Dimosthenis Papakri,·opoulos 
Mark 13. Periard 
Scott D. Pomfi·et 
Nicole B. Porter 
Zachary M. Ratzman 
Ann Reyes Robbins 
Barbara M. Russell 
Max E. Salazar-Quintana 
Carl J. Schifferle 
Kelly L. Schmitt 
Sarah 0. Schrup 
Raj N. Shah 
Erin S. Shaw 
Allison W Shuren 
Jeffrey E. Shuren 
jessica M. Si lbey 
Amy E. Smith 
George M. Strandcr 
Andrew J. Tavi 
PhillandasT. Thompson 
Susan VV. VVaesco 
Christopher L. Wendt 
Andre\v W. Worseck 
Elin ll. Young 
1999 
LSF Dollars 
Total Class Giving 
CLASS AGENT 
David C. Kirk 
Donors to the 
Law School 
s 1,000-$2,499 
David E. A man Jr. 
Kyle M. DeYoung 
Benjamin Su 
$500-$999 
Gregory W Cooksey 
Jon R. Fetterolf 
Sl 0,480 
$11,580 
George E. Gurrola 
Kathleen Raven Gurrola 
03\·id C. Kirk 
Em ily K. Paster 
Elliot M. Rcgenstein 
s 1-$499 
Katherine Y. Barnes 
James S. Birge 
Jason K. Bowler 
Lacey Cal houn Sikora 
David B. Charnin 
H. ll e len Chen -Schneider 
john A. Chi lson 
Sally K. Scars Coder 
Adam B. Cox 
Amy 0. Duerk 
William L. Ernerson 
Adam B. Fine 
Jenny L. Floyd 
Matthew R. Fow ler 
Charlotte J. Gibson Zavos 
jc!Trcy Gifford 
David R. Grand 
Adam D. Harris 
Troy J. Hickman 
Andrew R. Isidore 
Vaughn N. johnson 
Ri chard A. Kline 
J. Chris Larson 
Timothy Leiman 
Cam i lie C. Logan 
Evan K. Makela 
Michael J. Mclaughlin 
Kendra D. Miller 
Elizabeth W. Milnikel 
Christina M. Parker 
Matthew J. Perry 
Kevin J. Piecuch 
Jasmine Povvers 
Marc L. Robinson 
Carolyn C. Russell 
Elizabeth Seabury 
Aaron Caspe Singer 
MatthewS. Sosin 
joshua S. Spector 
Brian M. Steinhardt 
Bizunesh K. Talbot 
David D. Tawil 
Steven K. Taylor 
Irene L. Wolfe 
Nicholas R. Zavos 
2000 
LSF Dollars 
Total Class Giving 
CLASS AGENT 
Chr istopher G. hers 
Donors to the 
Law School 
s 1,000-$2 ,499 
William G. Jenks 
Michael L. Simes 
Nicole M. Simes 
$500-$999 
Dan icl Bamdas 
Abhijit Das 
Alessandra Denis 





Rahmah A. Abdulaleem 
Philip M. Abelson 
Pamela Alford 
Paul J. Asto lfi 
Adam M. Becker 
Trevor J. Belden 
Christopher J. Burke 
Marla Schwa ll er Carew 
Rodger K. Can·cyn 
Rochelle Tedesco Charnin 
C li fford I-1. Chen 
Jennifer A. Chin 
J'vlatthew C lash- Drexler 
Sara W. Clash -Drexler 
Rachel E. Croske ry-Roberts 
Stephen E. C rowley 
Anne K. Cusick 
Jeannine E. DelMonte Kowal 
C. Ferdinanda Emanue le 
Christopher G. he rs 
Andrew H. J' e ller 
Joseph 1'. l' ie lder 
Lynda S. Flood 
Harri s T. ll artman 
Joseph I-1. Heckendorn 
Dec L. 1-Ieugly 
Rachel L. Hong 
Catherine R. Jones 
!han Kim 
Shannon L. Kimball 
Denise Kirkowski Bowler 
Jeffrey Klain 
Joshua R. Lake 
Lloyd J. Lemmen 
Lynn A. Lyndon 
Alison B. Macdonald 
Alexandra T. MacKay 
Russell M. McGlothlin 
David C. Mitchell 
Eric R. 0 !son 
Nathaniel O'Seep 
Seong-Soo Park 
Mitchell A. Price 
Carolyn Barth Renzin 
Tom I. Romero II 
LuisA. Rosario Jr. 
Marc K. Salach 
Lauren E. Schmidt 
Hartmut Schneider 
Caroline K. Sheerin 
Elizabeth A. Stephan 
Corin R. Swift 
Liv N. Tabari 
Jean Taylor 
Gael D. Tisack 
Matthew R. VanderGoot 
Shani N. VVarner 
Brian D. VVerner 
Michael J. Willis 
2001 
LSF Dollars $ 17, 170 
Total Class Giving $20,770 
CLASS AGENT 
John G. Knepper 
Donors to the 
Law School 
$ I ,000-$2,499 
John A. A mash 
George A. Avila 
Eve L. Brensike 
Deborah A. Haase 
Julianne M. Hartzell 
Michael J. Riela 
$500-$999 
Elizabeth H. Goldman 
Kelly O'Donnell 
Tirrell J. Paxton 
Charles D. Riely 
Neal E. Sawatzke 
Bonnie I-1. Walker 
$ 1-$499 
Guido G. Aidenbaum 
Kristen M. Beutler 
Miriam Bitton 
Thomas N. Blanchard 
Howard W. Burdett Jr. 
Jason H. Casell 
Nakisha N. Chaney 
Shayna S. Cook 
Jean-Marc Corredor 
Thomas J. Cosgro1·e 
KeY in M. Costantino 
Andrew B. Demers 
Paul A. Diller 
Paul J. Dutton 
Brian W. Farmer 
Aaron A. Fate 
Allison A. Fink 
Cristen S. Frankel 
Todd A. Frankel 
David P Giles 




Daniel J. Kelly 
Sarah P Kelly 
Susan J. Kipp Smith 
Chad 0. Langley 
Kelly M. Lindland 
Scott A. Martin 
Bonnie Schroeder McGuire 
Joshua A. McGuire 
Robert A. Mikos 
Angelica M. Ochoa 
Mark W. Pletcher 
Frederick M. Ralph 
Eric E. Reed 
Sarah Riley Howard 
Jessica Gibson Rosen 
Jacob Russin 
Marcela D. Sanchez 
Amy L. Sankaran 
Vivek S. Sankaran 
Wei Shcn 
Rebecca L. Shu!Tain Sipowicz 
JoAnn K. Slater 
Joshua M. Smith 
Joshua S. Smith 
Chris J. Stathopoulos 
Caroline L. Stevens 
Theodore H. Swanson 
Sally Jean Tews Penna 









Eric A. Baker 
Catherine S. Carrigan 
Rasheeda N. Creighton 
Chandra F. Davis 
Renee Dupree 
Lindsey L. Mehan 
Nicholas A. Smith 
An<lrew R. Toftey 
REUNION CO-CHAIRS 
Rasheeda N. Creighton 
Vernon P Walling 
REUNION COMMITTEE 
Catherine S. Carrigan 
Jessica S. Champa 
Chandra Davis 
Renee Dupree 
John Gaddis Jr. 
TaricJ S. Hafeez 
Markeisha J. Miner 
Mariela Olivares 
Shannon N. Salinas 
Federick G. Sandstrom 
David B. Sikes 
Andrew R. Toftey 
Donors to the 
Law School 
$2,500-$4,999 
Elizabeth L. Carr 
S I ,000-$2,499 
Frederick G. Sandstrom 
$500-$999 
Ryan M. Harding 
Tamara Gray Jain 
Neill P Jakobe 
Stacy S. Jakobe 
Jeffrey D. Klingman 
Lawrence M. Markey Jr. 
$ 1-$499 
Alvaro M. Alvarez 
Marina Lamps A I varez 
Hector Arangua Lecea 
Eric A. Baker 
AnneS. Becker 
Christina L. Brandt- Young 
Joshua A. Brook 
Stephanie L. Browning 
Jennifer Buckley Deibel 
Bridgette A. Carr 
Jon C. Clark 
Linda K. Clark 
Joshua A. Creem 
Sarah D. Creem 
Rasheeda N. Creighton 
Jeanine Han·ey Dankoff 
Ryan J. Danks 
David F. Dologite 
Charlotte E. Gillingham 
Eric R. Goodman 
Elizabeth B. Harned 
Lindsay James 
Laura E. Juhnke 
Tremr J. Koski 
Ricardo J. Lara Jr. 
Noah S. Leavitt 
Breton Leone-Quick 
AmyY. Liu 
James L. Mathewson 
Jessica P. Mathewson 
Benu Mchra 
Nahced Amdani 
David E. Mills 
Markeisha J. Miner 
Benjamin C. Mizer 
Michael P Moreland 
David H. Mulle 
Brian C. Neal 
Peter B. Nemcrovski 
Eri Nishikawa 
Mariela Qli,·ares 
Anthony E. Orr 
Lora M. Reece 
Matthew M. Riccardi 
Jordan B. Schwartz 
Andrew J. Silverman 
Jason A. Spak 
Leslie A. Stern 
Jalyn M. Sweeney 
Peter P. Tomczak 
James R. Whitney 
Brian C. Wilson 
Jane H. Yoon 
• • 
Class 
G v g 
.. . .. 
2003 
LSF Dollars 
Total Class Giving 
CLASS AGENTS 
Nicholas S. Janiga 
Melissa M. Mallery 
Neal Reenan 
Billy E. Wells III 
Donors to the 
Law School 
$1,000-$2,499 
Nicholas S. Janiga 
Anna-Rose Mathieson 
$500-$999 
joshua A. Doan 
David H. Kaplan 
Emily S. Palmer 
Neal Reenan 
s 1-$499 




Santosh S. Aravind 
David Azcue 
Ashley M. Bauer 
Philip K. Bayer 
Christina M. Berish 
Matthew K. Bishop 
Pippin C. Brehler 
Marianne Congdon-Hohman 
jennifer L. Conter 
Olga V Danilenko 
R. Weston Donchowcr 
Andrew T. Dustin 
jessica Falk 
Seth A. Gastwirth 
Nina Gawne Ward 
Nathaniel A. Gi lder 
Ellen A. Gish 
Kenneth j. Gish Jr. 
Sean j . Hartigan 
jan L. Hewett 
JacobA. Hill 
Me lissa M. llinds 
Ryan Hochgesang 
Ray llorng 
Stephanie Y. Hu 
Brian R. Hylander 
jessica S. Hylander 
Ryan D. Junek 
Benjamin H. Klein 
Dani el A. LoefTier 
Renee D. Martinez-Junek 
Ryan J. Mason 
Christina M. McG ill 
Megan P. Mc Knight 
Alison Vratil Mikula 
Brian A. Miller 
Virginia Morrison 
AdamS. Nadelhaft 
N eel P. Parekh 
Elizabeth K. Pietsch 
Amy P. Purcell 
Daniel Raetchi 
Catherine A. Reed 
Catherine Ziroli Romanchek 
jennifer L. Scheller 
Sarah G. Schwartz 
Hillary J. Spike Fordice 
Alex E. Spjute 
Roger H. Stetson 
Travis T. Townsend 
Daniel M. Traum 
JianminYi 
Brian A. Young 
2004 
LSF Dollars 
Total Class Giving 
CLASS AGENTS 
Andrew C. Daly 
Nathan J. Kavlie 
Harpreet K. Khera 
Katherine C. Lorenz 
Maren R. Norton 
$5,291 
$5 ,729 
Donors to the 
Law School 
$500-$999 
Anne E. Kanyusik 
$1 -$499 
Selia M. Acevedo 
Joshua A. Agen 
Andrea M. Archie 
Kavitha J. Babu 
Sarah A. Binder 
Eric J. Carsten 
GaryY. Chyi 
Joshua D. Dick 
Seth A. Druc ker 
john G. Fedynsky 
Elizabeth L. Fine 
Jessie M. Gabriel 
Adam A. Hach ikian 
Brian C . llagert y 
Ruth E. Hartman 
Nagamasa Honda 
Landon Y. Jones 
Matthew A. Katz 
Nathan J. Kavlie 
OmarA. Khondker 
Niketa S. Kulkarni 
Lisa S. Lauer 
David C. Lindquist 
Daniel W. Linn a Jr. 
Katherine C. Lorenz 
Robert W McHenry 
Jennifer A. McNeil 
ScottS. Minder 
Darren T. Nakata 
Maren R. Norton 
Mackenzie K. Phillips 
Melissa L. Schwab 
Louis M. Segreti 
Joseph E. Simpson 
Hope M. Spencer 
Jared S. Stein 
Cynthia J. Black S1·enson 
John j. Teped ino 
Laura E. Ward 
jennifer R. White 
Amanda R. Whitman 
Thomas G. Wilhelm 
Jam es A. Wright Ill 
Daniel A. Zibel 
2005 
LSF Dollars 
Total Class Giving 
CLASS AGENTS 
Umbreen S. Bhatti 
Marisa Bono 
M. Ryan Calo 
Syed M. Karim 
Andrew R. Lin 
Nicole A. Pazona 
Stephen S. Sanders 
Ali H. Shah 
Darcie A. Tilly 
Donors to the 
Law School 
s 1,000-$2 ,499 
Cathryn C. Fayard 
$500-$999 
jus tin A. A mash 
Alicia M. Gimenez 
Edwin J. Kilpela 
Nicholas J. Lezak 
Ali H. Shah 
Stephanie D. Zameck 
$1-$499 
Nada K. Abu- lsa 
Bethany C. Ace 
Flavio A. Acerbi 
Mark E. Ashton 
Sosun Bae 
Jonathan M. Barkey 
Marlin F. Barna 
Megan C. Barnard 
Beatriz Biscardi 
Lisa T. Blackburn 
Christine M. Bresco ll 
Gary K. I3rucker 
Andrew D. Cattell 
Grace M. Chu 
Russell L. Cole 
Jere my S. Dyme 
$11,682 Te rrence Finne ran 
$13 ,699 Alicia Frostick 
)erma M. Goldenberg 
Robbin P. Gonzalez 
Pamela Grewal 
Sarah K. llarnilton 
Stephanie L. Hankin 
Johanna K. Hartwig 
Tammy L. Helminski 
Kristen M. Jacobv 
joshua M. Kalb ' 
Cynthia S. Kao 
Jeffrey T. Karek 
Srikanth Katragadda 
Autumn C. Katz 
Michael Y. Kieval 
Lesley S. Kim 
Jennife r L. Klem 
Cor in M. Korenaga 
Jennifer S. Kozar 
Eric Laufgraben 
Jeremy C. Lay 
Alison S. Lievcnse 
Anne E. Linder 
Maurice Loebl 
Megan Mardy 
Megan C. McCulloch 
Sarah S. McDonald 
Ryan T. McFarland 
Daudcline Memc 
jason M. Moff 
Courtni E. Molnar 
Christina j . Murdoch 
M. Amelia Myers 
Alexis Kumari Nelson 
Jason C. Nelson 
Nentcho I~ Nentchev 
Hector G. Bladueii -Rosado 
Joclle K. Blomc1uist 
Elisabeth J. Neubauer 
Sarah L. Niemiec 
Aaron R. 0' Donnell jason R. Bosworth 
Jaime K. Olin 2006 Jason B. Conn Mariana L. Ko"cl Elizabeth S. Ruiz Erick K. Ong Drey A. Cooley JanaLcc S. Kraschncwski Douglas R. Sargent 
Maureen C. Onyeagbako LSF Dollars $ 11,233 Trent S. W. Crable Justine Lazarus A moun V. Sayaovong 
Aaron A. Ostrovsky Total Class Giving $ 12 ,098 Clifford S. Da-·idson Bonjwing Lee Colin E. Schreck 
Andrea D. Ostrovsky 
CLASS AGENTS 
Joshua A. Deahl J.H. Jennifer Lee Jeffrey M. Schwab 
Jennifer M. Pence 
Joshua A. Deahl 
Melissa A. DeGaetano RichardS. Lee Jeremy M. Schwartz 
A mer S. Pharaon Rachel C. Dobkin Sonah Lee Nadia A. Shash 
D. Andrew Pietro 
Collin Foulds 
Chad R. Doobay Stephanie M. Lee Rachael T. Shenkman 
Barbara Hou 
Michael A. Ponzoli 
Amanda J. Legal 
Talia C. Dubovi Amanda J. Legal Jeannine D. Sims 
Matthew D. Pryor 
Elizabeth I. Lintz 
Kathleen K. Duffy Amy A. Lehman Adam C. Smith 
Ryan J. Rettmann 
Matthew J. Nolan 
John R. Edwards Rebecca C. Levin Mia 0. Solvcsson 
Trisha M. Rich Bernard A. Eskandari Damon M. Lewis Ariel L. Stillman 
Maria C. Ri,·cra Eunice II. M. Rho Glenn J. Favreau Jason L. Lichtman Stephen M. Stine 
Sarah J. Rykowski 
Matthew L. Rojas 
AnneN. Finken Elizabeth I. Lintz Jennifer J. Theis 
Beverly J. Ryskamp 
WilliamTran 
Anne C. Fitzpatrick Gussie A. Lord Rebecca B. Torres 
Douglas L. Sanders Donors to the Dallan F. Flake Tyler A. Mann WilliamTran 
Stephen S. Sanders Law School Gregory R. Flax Laura II. Manschreck Jeffrey R. Tucker 
Andre"· D. Schlichter Alaina R. Fotiu- Wojto,.~.·icz Melissa B. Marks Eric R. Veenstra 
Daniel C. Scripps $500-$999 Collin Foulds Jenny I. Marsh Kim T. Vu 
Joseph R. Sgroi Patrick T. Jordan Toni L. Gantz Mary Catherine Martin Elizabeth Y. Waterman 
Catherine S. Shea Amanda K. Garcia-Williams Daniel E. Martinez Amy M. Wells-Morgan 
Ming Shui 
$1 -$499 
Nadine A. Gartne r David McGee Charlotte M. Wheeler 
Elizabeth B. Simson 
Sharon D. Armstrong 
David R. Geerdes Alexandra L. Mertens Daniel A. Wolf 
Melanie Sonnen born 
Joseph Ashby 
Anna P. Gcrcas Hatsuki Miyata Timothy j. Wyse 
Henkie F. Barron 
Lisa M. Spreitzer 
Aaron M. Bartell 
Elizabeth A. Gobeski Leakhcna Mom Laura D. Yockey 
Wesley E. Stockard 
Justin H. Bell 
Nyasha A. Green Matthew G. Morris Richard J. Zito 
Michael R. Strand 
Sarah Bender-Nash 
Thomas I~ Griffin Michael T. Murphy 
Ona Hahs Tenny 
Kevin R. Bettsteller 
Christian J. Grostic Daniel A. Navejas 
Stephen R. Thorn 
Benjamin Blaustein Megan E. Gruber Matthew J . No lan 
Darcie A. Tilly 
Kristen M. Boike 
Meghan J. Guido Rajee1· M. Patel 
Margaret E. Vincent 
Heidi S. Bond 
Anna C. Haac Jacob Paul 
Genevieve J. Vase 
Sarah R. Bookbinder 
Weston L. Hall Michael A. Pearson Jr. 
Mario J. Weber 
A ron I. Boros 
Adilllag Jessica M. Perry 
Jamie S. Weitzel 
Adrienne R. Brooks 
Leanne E. Hartmann Marisa K. Perry 
Megan K. Whyte j esse M. Calm Zorik Haruthun ian Mark E. Peterson 
Nathan E. Wilhite 
Waltreese H. Carroll 
Lousene M. Hoppe Maureen R. Pettibone 
Dawson D. A. Will iams Il l 
Jennifer D. Carter 
Sophia E. Hudson Justin C. Pfeiffer 
Timothy I. Williams 
Emily L. Cauble Gates S. 1-lurand Brandon E. Reavis 
Adam B. Wo lfson 
Jacob M. Chachkin 
Lisa A. Kaegi Eunice H. M. Rho 
Bryan Yoon 
Felix B. Chang 
Omario S. Kanj i Scott A. Risner 
Mona M. Youssef 
Benjamin S. Chaset Shad R. Kidd Megan H. Roberts 
Mashiho Yuasa 
Emma C. Cheuse Richard C. Kim James W Roble 
Carl-Sebastian Zoell ner 
Sarah M. Chopp 
Cara J . Kitagawa Nicholas A. Roersma 
Robert R. C leary Jr. 
Cheng C. Ko Matthew L. Rojas 
Kathryn G. Cole 
Robert A. Koch Ryan A. Roman 
Winston G. Coll ier 
Laura L. Ko lb Abigail E. Ruettgers 
The Sams Family Continues to Support International Studies 
T he commitment of James F. Sams, '57, to cross-cultural understanding knew no bounds. The international lawyer and businessman started his caree1· as counsel to the American Bar 
Association's Committee on World Peace Through Law and remained engaged in fostering social 
justice and international dialogue until his death in 2005. 
For more than half a century, the Sams family has also been linked with Michigan Law. "Jim 
treasured his Michigan education," says his wife, Betty Hamady Sams, of Bethesda, Mel. Jim served 
on the Committee of Visitors for several years. The couple's son, James K. Sams, is a 1985 
Michigan Law alumnus who works in KPMG's London office. 
In 1998, the couple established the James F. and Betty H. Sams Endowed Fund for International 
Legal Studies at Michigan Law with the hope of deepening understanding of the challenges facing the Middle East. Jim's estate 
plan generously provided for a recent gift to the fund of $250,000. Since its inception, the Fund has supported initiatives in 
refugee and asylum law, a conference concerning the legalities of modern intelligence gathering, and scholarships for students 
from the Middle East. 
Betty Sams, like her husband a descendant of Lebanese immigrants, continues to work on the humanitarian causes that 
were important to the couple. Jim served as Chairman and then as a member of the Board of the Grameen Foundation USA 
for the last ten years of his life, and Betty remains involved with Grameen, which uses microfinance to fight global poverty. 
Interestingly, microfinance was a topic that Jim wrote about in the 1950s while working on his LLM in international 
legal studies. 
"He was always intet·ested in promoting international law as a means of resolving conflicts," says Betty, "and he believed that 
global justice and stability depended upon sound legal institutions." 
Lisman Ahmad Kyle Y. Fagct Joohcc Kahng 
Zuhair Z. Ahmad Dean D. Falcon A II a M. Karagodin 
Margaret I~ Aiscnbrcy Pauline Farmcr- Koppcnol Shari A. Katz 
LuhnaA. A lam Thomas A. l~crronc Emil; C. Keller 
PennieS. Alg<-r K; lc J. Fisher Allison Kent 
James ll. Amler Jordan M. Hake Jamie A. Kerstetter 
Rachael Andersen - \Vat ts Joel A. Haxman Christine A. Khalilihorna 
Jessica 1\\. Andrade Elizabeth A. 1-ranke Kristen C. Klano" 
l_ara Anthony I leather I . Freiburger Katie M. Krajeck 
I aura 1-. App leby Mitoshi II. Fujio-White Eric M. Krause 
llcbba A ref Ron E. Garber Dillon M. Kuehn 
Ryan 1\\. Austin Gavin D. George Poonam Kumar 
Robin J. llaik Nicholas N. George Joshua P. K weller 
Caitl in flair Diana L. Gcscking ErnilyM. Lacroix 
Abhishck Bajoria Adam Gitlin Jeffrey S. Landau 
Ml~ghan K. B<~r-rell Andre\\ C. Goctt Lalo;·a J. Larkin 
Benjamin S. Baum C laire E. Goldberg llria E. LaSalle 
J ennirl~ r A. Berman An ne D. Gordon Robert A. Latham 
Jcs'\ica Bcrr} Daniel L. Gotkin Kch in M. Lawrence 
Aishat\. Bit'rrna Angela M. Gran' ; Stcn.'n K. Le 
Sarah R. Boot Darren J. Greca Joanne J. Lee 
Alissa Branh<~m Adria D. Greene Michael S. Lee 
Kc, in C. Brantley Matthc"T. Gunn ison Grace M. Lee 
Denise 1: . llrogan - Kator Kelly L. Guzman Elinbcth L. Liebschutt 
James A. Bryant Andre" G. llamill Jeanne F. Long 
Timothy P. Caln ll ero llugh E. llandcysid c Thomas J. Loos 
Krbta D. Caner Rhonda R. Ii anna OmarA. Lucia 
Sigurd I . Carlson Malecha llacJ Khalil N. Maalouf 
Alicia C. Carra Robert E !Iarmon Cosm in Maier· 
lc·ri I . Champ John T. !!arrington A bam Mambo 
Jcffi·c; Chang Dadna N. ll arris Paul A. Mala 
Joann S. Chang Brian A. Ha\\ kins Em ilie C. Mathieu 
Yahn -Rurng Chu Osborne L. I laze! Samantha L. Maxfield 
Sara A. Church Jeremy L. ll ckhuis Rradcn K. McCurrach 
Jason M. Clark Jeremiah S. llclm Leah M. McGowan 
Jessica A. Clark Jenn ifer J. Ifill Joshua D. Mceuwsc 
Judith A. Cothorn Milli cent A. llofTman Shelley L. Merkin 
Daniel J. Cousino Chau -Cristiana N. lluyn h John I~ Mertens 
Katherine L. Crosby Sarah L. Iannacone Brandon L. Messina 
Amanda K. Dalla Sabir A. Ibrahim Ryan J. Millccam 
David P. DcKorte JciTrcy Jacobi Jessica L. Mitchell 
Adam D. Dubinsky Neal P. Jagtap Mary F. Mock 
Margaret A. Moeser 
Raghava Murthy 
Shi\ aprasad Nagaraj 
Scan M. Nagle 
Sheila 13. 1 cha 
Ma:sa)'O Nobc 
Tar;n C. Nu ll 
Nncoma V. Nwogu 
I lain K. Olsen 
JclfrcyW. O'Ncalc 
R van B. Parker 
Cristina Parra ll crrcra 
Vladimir Pavlo\'ic 
Breton A. Peace 
Amanda J. Pech-in 
!: Ii zabeth S. Pentecost 
David J. l'cppclman 
An then T. Perry 
Nyron J. 1-\·rsaud 
\Villiam Pien inccrwi 
"lara J. l'lochocki 
Alexandra L. Popoff 
Paul C. Porter 
Bonnie C. Puckett 
Fiza A. Quraishi 
Ali R. Rabbani 
K<~thcrinc E. Redman 
Uizabeth Richards 
Jcrika I . Richardson 
' laylor Q. Rielly 
JaC<Jueline V. Roeder 
Victor A. Rortvcdt 
Noah F. Roth 
Aaron G. Rubin 
Abby Rubinson 
!:Iizabeth M. Rucker 
!:Iizabeth M. Ryan 
David V. Sack 
Raman Santra 
Jennifer L. Scannell 
Lindsey D. Schatzbe rg 
Tracy E. Sch loss 
Students 
Mauhc" D. Schwab 
Nathan J. Scott 
Anna W. Scruggs 
l:rik ). Seide l 
llreanne M. Sheetz 
Karen C. Shen 
Adriana N. Sherwood 
llya N. Shulman 
Jonathan C. Siegler 
A mrthyst C. Smith 
Robert I~ Stockman 
·ra ra M. Sugi)ama 
Je remy M. Suhr 
Mia R. Sussman 
Gcofrrcy D. "talmon 
ll annah I·. Taylor 
I .aura E. ~!Ohm 
Ngan K.Tran 
Cathleen C. Tsu i 
Elizab<'lh G. Urda 
Monica M. Vela 
Benjamin E. Vinocour 
Karen E. \Vabcke 
James C. Wah is 
William K. Walther 
Jessica S. Wang 
Ti enchcn T. Wang 
Jcnnikr D. Rupert 
JillianA.Weiss 
Marcus A. \Vester 
Jennifer R. Whitfield 
Melina K. Williams 
Rrad Icy D. Wi !son 
Amy E. Wise 
Joseph K. Wright 
lengfciWu 
Rhea MyungYo 
Gregory M. York 
Katie P. Zcll 
Sandra C. Zuniga 
More than 200 members of 
our student body 0isted at left) 
made gifts and pledges to the 
Law School in the 2006-2007 
year. The group includes partici-
pants in the Nannes Third-Year 
Challenge, sponsored by john 
M. Nannes, '73. The Law School 
extends special thanks to these 
young donors, who through 
their generosity are already 
adding value to their Michigan 
Law degrees. 
The Class of 2006 Sets a Record Giving Pace 
W hen the dust had settled, the result was clear: the class of 2006 is the most generous first-year donor class in Michigan Law history, surpassing previous classes for total gifts, total donors, and class 
participation: 144 members of the class gave a total $1 2 ,248, a 30.6 percent increase in giving over the 
previous largest first -year donor class. 
Leading the successful charge was Matt olan, '06, a corporate associate with Kirkland & Ellis in Chicago. Eight 
of Nolan's classmates assisted in the effort as fellow class agents for the Law School's annual giving program. 
In fall 2005, Nolan chaired the NannesThird-Year Challenge, a program funded by John annes, '73, of 
Bethesda, Maryland. With other like -minded alumni, annes developed and launched the challenge program 
to foster a spirit of gi,·ing back among the Law School's newest graduates. Today, in return for pledges to 
donate for three years after graduation, participating 3Ls get to designate a portion of annes' gift which he 
doubled to $50,000 in 2005 - to the student organization(s) of their choice. 
Because of the faith annes had shown in upping his commitment, olan was determined to see his class fulfill 
their end of the bargain. He emailcd and phoned pledging classmates who had not yet donated, as well as asking others to do 
the same, and personally contacted more than 70 classmates in the final month to urge them to make their gifts. 
The final tally is a group victory, says Nolan. 
"Michigan Law gives its graduates something that can't be matched anywhere else," he says, "and I'm proud that our class is 
a part of preserving that and growing it for the next generation. The more we, as alumni, can collectively understand how 
crucial our support for the Law School is, the better a place it will become. Next year I hope to make these numbers pale 
in comparison." 
Patrick T. Jordan, 2006 Alum, Honors his Grandmother with a Named Scholarship 
0 n Nov. I I, 2006, Elizabeth H. (Betty) Thieme's 90th birthday, she received a very special gift: The Ann Arbor resident learned that her children and grandchildren had honored her 
by giving to create a scholarship in her name in the Law School. 
Leading the initiative was grandson Patrick Jordan, '06, of Seattle. "My grandmother was so 
passionate about helping other people," says Jordan. "I thought the Scholarship would be a good 
way to honor· her." 
Jordan, who grew up in Ann Arbor, says his grandmother was an important figure in his life. 
After a family crisis that propelled Jordan into a turbulent adolescence, Thieme stepped in to 
provide stability. "She was the only person I would listen to," Jordan recalls. "A lot of my values 
and principles came from her soapbox lectures." 
When Jordan entered Michigan Law at 30, after an eight-year stint as a sales manager, he had the opportunity to move in with 
his grandmother, then 88, to take care of her. "It was a nice relationship. She took credit for my grades," he says with a laugh. 
Although Thieme died in Mar-ch, she lived long enough to know that Jordan's first job after graduation was a clerkship with 
Judge Ronald M. Gould, '73, of the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals, from which her grandson would go on to work in the 
Seattle office of DLA Piper. 
And of course, she knew that the scholarship at Michigan Law that bears her· name would endure in perpetuity. 
3M Company 
Anonyn1ous 
Abbott l ahoratorics 
Acccnturc 
Access Group, Inc. 
Ackanccd JV1icro Devices, Inc. 
Albemarle Corporation 
Alexander & Baldwin 
Amerada I less Corporation 
A mcrican Electric Power Company 
Anadarko Petroleum Corporation 









Bank of America 
Baxter International 
BilK, I tel. 
Becton Dickinson 
Francis Beidler Foundation 
Bergstrom Foundation 
Bcringca, LLC 
Bernstein Shur Go,·c rnmcnt Solutions, LLC 
BP Group 










Frederick A. Coller Surgical Society 
Comcast Corporation 
Committee to Elect Judge Greg Frizzell 
Concord Research & Consulting Group, LLC 
Corporations, Foundations & Organizations 
Con Edison 
Consumers Energy 
Corn Products International, ln_c . 
DaimlcrChrysler Corporation 
Dancer Group LLC 
Deloitte & Touche LLP 
DIRECTV Group 
Dow Chemical Company 
Dow Corning Corporation 




Ernst & Young 
Exclon Corporation 
ExxonMohil 
Faegrc & Benson 
Fannie Mac 




General Electric Company 
General Motors 
GlaxoSmithKiine 
Goldman, Sachs & Co. 
GSC Group 
I Jail Group 
I larris llank 
I lclp Center, I_LC 
lloncywcll llomctown Solutions 
Jl' Morgan Chase & Co. 
Johnson & Johnson 
Johnson Controls 
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation 
W.K. Kellogg f-oundation 
Keyspan Energy 
Kinder Morgan 
LandAmcrica Financial Croup 
Lautrcc, Ltd. 
LcxisNcxis 
Eli Lilly & Company 
Merrill Lynch & Co. 
Martin Marietta Materials, Inc. 
Masco Corporation 
June & Cecil McDole Charitable Fund 








Charles Stewart Mott f.oundation 
Murphy Oil Corporation 
Edward M. Nagel Foundation 
NCR Corporation 
Nebraska Book Company, Inc. 
New York Life Insurance Co. 
Nike, Inc. 
Nomura America 
Northern Trust Company 
Northwestern Mutual Life 
NSTAR 
Occidental Pctrolcurn 
Procter & Garnble 
Da\'id and Lucile Packard Foundation 
Professional Computer Systems, Co. 






Praxis Capital, LP 
Pricc\vatcrhouseCoopcrs 
Principal Financial Group 
Real Networks 
Rockefeller Brothers Fund 
Roscnsticl Foundation 
RPM International Inc. 
S.C. Johnson Co. 
SBC 
Sentry Insurance 
Shea & Carolyn Ltd. 
Skillman Foundation 
Sony Pictures Entertainment, Inc. 
Steel case 
TCF Bank 
Time \Varner, Inc. 
lOyota ~!Cchnical Center, U.S.A. 
United States Steel 
USA Group 
Vcritas Information and Risk Consultants 
\ 'Valt Disney Company 
Wells Fargo 
Wisconsin Energy Corporation 
VVomen 's Economic Club 
Wyeth 
Xerox Corporation U.S.A. 
Yum! Brands 
Akin Gump Strauss !Iauer & Feld LLP 
Baker & Botts LLP 
Baker & llostetlcr LLP 
Barnes & Thornburg LLI' 
Beveridge & Diamond PC 
Bilzin Sumbcrg Bacna Price & Axelrod LLP 
Bodman LLP 
Rraccwcll & Giuliani LLP 
Bunda Stut7 & DeWitt PLL 
Bush Seyferth Kethlcdge & Paige PLLC 
13utzel Long PC 
Cadwalader, Wickersham & laft LLP 
Chapman and Cu tl er LLI' 
Clark Hill PLC 
Cleary, Gottlieb, Steen and llamilton LLP 
Clifford Chance US LLP 
Cooley Godward Kronish LLP 
Cm·ington & Burling LLP 
Cra,·ath, Swaine & Moore LLP 
Crowe ll & Moring LLP 
Dawda, Mann, Mulcahy & Sad ler PLC 
Debe\'Oise & Plimpton LLP 
Dechert LLP 
Dickstein Shapiro LLP 
Dorsey & Whitney LLP 
Dow Lohnes PLLC 
Dykema Gossett l'LLC 
Edwards Burns & Krider LLP 
Ernst & Young 
Faegre & Benson LLI' 
Fcnnemore Craig PC 
Fish & Richardson PC 
Foley & Lardner LLP 
Foley Haag LLP 
Forman Perry Watkins Krutz & Tardy LLP 
Foster, Swift, Collins & Smith PC 
Fredriksen & Byron PA 
Fried, Frank, Harris, Shriver & Jacobson LLP 
Fukunaga Matayoshi Hershey & Ching LLP 
Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP 
Godfrey & Kahn SC 
Goldberg, Kahn, Bell, Black, Rosenbloom & Moritz Ltd. 
Law Firms 
Goodw in Procter & II oar LLP 
Greenberg Traurig LLP 
ll emlc.·son & Long PLLC 
I logan & llartson LLP 
llolland & Knight LLP 
llonigman Miller Schwartz and Cohn LLP 
llughes lluhbard & Reed 
Icc Miller LLP 
Jenner & Block LLP 
Jones Day 
Kattcn, Muchin & Zavis 
Kelley Dr)·e & Warren LLP 
King & Spald ing LLP 
Kirkland & Ellis LLI' 
Larkin Hoffman Daly & Lindgren Ltd. 
Latham & Watkins LLP 
LeBoeuf, Lamb, Greene & MacRae LLP 
Lewis & Munday PC 
Linklaters LLI' 
Lord, Bissell & Brook LLP 
Lovells LLP 
Mayer, Brown, Rowe & Maw LLP 
McCarter & English LLP 
McDermott Will & Emery 
McGuire Woods LLP 
McKenna, Long & Aldridge LLI' 
Milbank, Tweed, Hadley & McCloy LLP 
Miller, Canfield, Paddock and Stone PLC 
Morgan, Lewis & Beckius LLP 
Morgenstein & J ubelirer LLP 
Morrison & Foerster LLP 
Nagashima , Ohno, Tsuncmatsu 
Nelson, Mullins, Riley & Scarborough LLP 
Oh-Ebashi LPC & Partners 
O'Melveny & Myers LLP 
Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe LLP 
Paul, Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton & Garrison LLP 
Paul, Hast ings, Janofsky & Walker LLP 
Pelton & Gunther PC 
Pepper Hamilton LLP 
Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman LLP 
DLA Piper US 
l'roskaucr Rose LLP 
Quarles & Brady Streich Lang LLP 
Quilling, Selander, Cumm iskey & Lownds PC 
Reinhart Boerner VanDcurcn SC 
Robins Kaplan Miller & Ciresi LLP 
Ross, Dixon & Bell LLP 
Schiff !Jardin LLP 
Schnadcr, !Iarrison, Segal & Lewis LLP 
Shearman & Sterling LLP 
Shook, liard)' & Bacon LLP 
Sidle)· Austin LLI' 
Simon, Korachis, Stel la & Zingas PC 
Simpson Thacher & Bartlett LLP 
Skadden, A•·ps, Slate, Meagher & Flam LLP 
Snell and Wilmer LLP 
Sonnenschein, Nath & Rosenthal LLP 
Squ ire, Sanders & Dempsey LLP 
Steptoe & Johnson LLP 
Stroock & Stroock & Lavan LLP 
Sulli\'a n & Cromwel l LLP 
Sutherland, Asbill & Brennan LLP 
Thelen Reid Brown Raysman & Ste iner LLP 
Thompson 1-line LLP 
~rOrys LLP 
Vandeventer Black LLP 
Varnum, Riddering, Schmidt & ll o\\' lctt LLI' 
Vedder, Price, Kaufman and Kammholz PC 
Vinson & Elk ins LLP 
Vorys, Sater, Seymour & Pease LLP 
Warner Norcross & Judd LLP 
Weil, Gotshal & Manges LLP 
White & Case LLP 
Whyte llirschboeck Dudek SC 
Wildman, Harrold, All en & Dixon LLP 
Wiley Rein LLP 
Willkie, Farr & Gallagher LLP 
Wilmer Cutler Pickering !laic & Dorr LLP 
Woolf, McClane, Bright, Allen & Carpenter PLLC 
Faculty & 
Administrators 
Francis A. Allen* 
Todd J'v\. Baily 
David II. Baum 
Laura N. 13cny 
E,·an II. Caminkcr 
Alfred F. Conard 
Edward II. Cooper 
Rachel E. Croskcrv-Roberts 
Donald N. Duc1uettc 
Rebecca S. Eisenberg 
Richard D. Friedman 
Philip M. Frost 
VVhitmorc Gray 
Thomas A. G rcen 
Susan M. Guindi 
Jerold II. Israel 
Douglas A. Kahn 
Yale Kamisar 
Richard 0. Lempert 
John W. Reed 
Donald II. Regan 
Mathias W. Reimann 
Amy L. Sankaran 
Vin~ k S. Sankaran 
Gerald A. Schor in 
A. W. Brian Simpson 
Kimberly Thomas 
Joseph Vining 
Lawrence W. \Vaggoncr 
James 13. White 
Christina B. Whitman 
Sarah C. Zearfoss 
* Deceased 
Faculty & Friends 
Friends 
Anonymous Da,·id W. Calton 
Ked rick D. Adkins Robert M. Carson 
Lynette F. A. Adkins Edward Casmcrc 
Erika Akinycnii Magdalena T. Chavez 
Peter G. Angelos Robert S. Colburn 
Robert Ankeny John D. Cosmich 
Louise M. Applebaum Barbara l3. Crane 
Joantha Argoudclis Joyce Cusmano 
Joan B. Ashford Rosalie A. Dahlen-Hartfield 
Elizabeth R. Axelson Lauren Daitch 
Edith J Baise William W. Decker Jr. 
Peter E. Baker Sarah Demetrowitz 
John Banan John Deutch 
Stuart S. Bandalenc Harriette Dorkin 
Joseph M. Barbeau Charleen Dornheim 
Michael D. Barone Pamela S. Eddy 
Matthew J. Barrett William C. Edmunds 
Gail S. Benson Mindy G. Eisenberg 
Evelyn Bergman Sheila F. Ellmann 
Douglas C. Bernstein Merle Weston Fajans 
Stanley M. Bershad Anne Fitzpatrick 
Judith L. Betz Charles A. Fleischman 
Kenneth D. Bctz Helene L. Fleisher 
Phillip Dominic Bianchini Lawrence H. Fogelman 
Paul A. Bradley Liora Fogelman 
Timothy Brennan Geof Follansbee 
Justin S. Brooks Janet S. Foster 
Charles E. Brown Da,·id L. Frazier Jr. 
Meg Brm,·n Yvonne D. Fu llcr 
William F. Brown Elizabeth Galbraith 
Jackson B. Browning Jr. Joseph Garlock 
Stc,·en T. Budaj Barbara L. Gass 
Frances E. Bu II Claire P. Geil 
Susan Burkhardt Sheila Singer Gerber 
Priscilla Upton Byrns Thomas C. Gibbons 
Joseph Cabot Margaret R. Gilmartin 
John M. Cahill Virginia M. Giokaris 
Rafelle Clatter Cheryl L. Howell 
Barbara Stanton Godfrey Joseph L. Hudson Jr. 
Stuart A. Gold David Hultguist 
Norman P. Goldberg Nag"·a M. Hultguist 
Jessica Gonzalez Mary E. Humann 
Elizabeth T. Good J. Robin Hunt 
Jocelyn K. Good Elizabeth L. Jacobs 
Kenneth J. Good Gilda Z. Jacobs 
Raymond Good Jean Jacobson 
Charles 1-1. Goodman Cherry H. Jacobus 
Linda Goodman Yukari Jones 
Herbert Gordon Paul V. Jordan 
Scott L. Garland Barbara Kaban 
Jonathan Green Robin A. Kaplan 
Nancy Green Julie B. Kaplow 
Zivia Seltzer Grekin Patricia R. Karnjatc 
Penny I. Griffith Douglas P. Katcher 
Marjorie C. Griffin Carol A. Keith 
D3\·id Gubo"· Erica Kempen 
Dorothy Gubow Charles S. Kennedy Ill 
Cathy Guidebeck Florence Kenyon 
Christine Y. Hahn Karen Smith Kienbaum 
Deborah L. Hahn Jung-Kil Kim 
Ruth Hamburger Helen H. Kirk 
Carol D. Handelsman Deborah L. Kirshman 
Edward T. Hart Hermine R. Klingler 
Pamela J. Haynam Sarah Kott 
Patricia Heftier Marian G. Ko,·acs 
Cathy L. Hertzberg Helen Krave 
RobertS. Hertzberg Hans C. Kruger 
Jane C. Higgs* Richard E. Kruger 
Ste,·en H. Hi I finger Judith Mikita Krzyminski 
Adam Hiller Saroj N. Kulkarni 
Ardis Hirt Donald J. Kunz 
Karen Hiyama Jeanne L. Kunz 
Kathleen Horn Debra E. Kuptz 
Ruth Ann Howard Harry Kuptz 
Faculty & Friends 
Ellen J. Labes Donna M. Ivturaskv Alan J. Salle Roberta Tankanow Robert B. Webster 
James Labes Da,·id ~lurphy Carla Girbach Sally John J. Tansey Michael J. Wechsler 
Ellen C. I amond Alan Nathan Barbara Schaller Dec Tavlor Daniel J. Weiner 
Sarah Lampert Craig S. Neckers Daniel L. Schiffer Bruce E. Thai I lyman Weinman 
Seymour R. Lampert Jennifer Nie Neal E. chmale !Jeane S. Thai Be,'erly \Vcinman 
Jerold D. Lax Bernard J. Nussbaum Joch W. Schottenfels Ronald Thayer Renee \.Veinman 
Judith H. Lax lleidi K. Oertle Alan S. Schwartz Kathleen Thayer Robert Allen Weisberg 
Gordon J. LeBrasse Diane H. Oldfather Charles E. Schwartz E. Timothy Thieme Sandra J. Weiss 
Roger Lcemis Chad P. Omon Shirlcv R. Schwartz Eric T. Thieme Debra K. Welch 
Barry P. Lefkowitz Marcie Orlev Fred B. Schwarze Mary Hurnann Thieme Cynthia Brown Wellman 
Jean B. LeGros Robert Orley Theresa M. Serra R. Ke,·inThiemc R. Bruce Wellman 
Donna J. Lchl Pam \Vatts Parrish Tina K. Sessions Virginia Thieme-Jordan 1-Iariolf Wenzler 
Robert F. Liss Helena PetrU\· John Sexton John Thieme Thomas Mar;· Ann Whipple 
Susan Liss Carson Piercv Walter Shapero Sara Thomas Louise Raisch \Viesncr 
Patrice Lock\\ood Kathleen S. Pietrtak Robert Sheehy Irene Tienda-Rumbaut Thomas Patrick \Vilczak 
Rodney M. Lockwood Barry Pinsky Robert S. Sher Ruth Tobias KatJ1ie E. Wilder 
Eric Yale Lutz Mark A. Pittman Gerald A. Shicner Sheldon S. Toll Francis S. Williams 
Ferd R. Macholz Mary T. Pratt Barbara A. Shipman George E. Tomaiko Wilhelmina B. Williams 
Bob Mahon Y ,-es Pszenica Jack L. Shipman* Virginia E. Townsend Be,·erley M. Willson 
Renee Mahler Katie Raab Renee S. Sicgan MichaelS. Tucker Sara G. \Vin"·ood 
Mona K. Majzoub Mitch Raab Gloria Jaffe icgel D3\·is B. Tyner David II. \Volock 
Eileen S. Markzon Man· A. Rabin Man·in D. Siegel Arney Upton Helen P. Wright 
Sallv S. Marx A,·is A. Redwine Rudy Simons Da,·id F. Upton Gertrude \ ·Vurnkes 
Rita McCiumpha Michael H. Reed Eleanor B. Simonson Elizabeth Upton Beverly J. Yamour 
Robert B. McDermott Brodie Remington Tammy L. Sindlinger FrederickS. Upton Thomas S. Yeo 
Ralph E. McDowell Deborah Wood Riley Alan Singer Linda Upton Bennett Zarren 
James\' McTe,·ia Robert H. Riley Kenneth M. Singer Stephen E. Upton 
Robert L. Metzger Shelley Roberts George Anthom· Skestos Edna Urestc 
Alex J. Miller Sophie Rosengard Joan Kennedy Slocum Joanne J. Vancour 
Da,·id M. Miller Edna C. Rossenas Susan Sosnick Janet Ventimiglia 
Judith G. Miller Beverly Kearns Royal Marguerite A. Spaeder* Michael L. \Vall 
Linda A. Miller WilliamS. Rubcnfaer Ruth B. Spangenberg Carol A. Walters 
Mary Beth Miller Robert M. Rubin Mary P. Stadel John \V. Ward 
Naomi R. Miller Ruben G. Rumbaut Sarah Joan Stahly Sandra \V. Wardlaw 
Robert B. Miller Kathleen M. Rushlow Kathleen N. Straus Jill Waterman 
Margaret A. Moeser Gloria Ruskin David Susser Creighton Joseph Weber 
Neil M. Moss Charles M. Ryan Ste,·en L. Swengel Lorraine H. \ ·Veber 
Alumni and friends of the 
Law School, along with law 
firms, corporations, and 
foundations, have created 
endowment funds to benefit 
many facets of the Law 
School's mission. These 
funds, which are part of the 
University's endowment, 
are invested for the long 
term, and their earnings 
sustain the Law School's 
academic excellence by 
supporting student 
scholarships, outstanding 
faculty, and innovative 
programs and learning 
opportunities. 
Endowment Funds 
Law School Professorships 
and Faculty Funds 
Ralph W Aigler Professorship 
Claude Worthington Bencdum Faculty 
Research Fund 
William W Bishop Jr. Research Professorship 
Daniel and Marvin Brenner Faculty Support Fund 
Henry M. Butzel Professorship 
Class of 1964 Faculty Support Fund 
Charles F. and Edith J. Clyne Professorship 
Irwin I. Cohn Professorship 
William W. Cook Professorship 
James E. and Sarah A. Degan Professorship 
Earl Warren DeLano Professorship 
Helen L. DeRoy Fellowship 
Helen DeRoy Visiting Professorship 
Frederick P. Furth Sr. Professorship 
Herbst Foundation Faculty Research Fund 
Paul G. Kauper Professorship 
Kirkland & Ellis Professorship 
L. Bates Lea Visiting Professorship 
Elizabeth A. Long Professorship 
Thomas G. Long Professorship 
Thomas G. And Mabel A. Long Professorship 
Robert and Barbara Luciano Professorship 
Wade H. McCree Professorship 
Frank G.Millard Professorship 
Louis and Myrtle Moskowitz Professorship 
Robert E. Nederlander Faculty Support Fund 
John F. Nickoll Endowed Professorship 
Nippon Life Professorship 
Joseph H. Parsons Professorship 
Roy F. And Jean Humphrey Proffitt Research 
Professorship 
Henry King Ransom Professorship 
Frances and George Skestos Professorship 
Allan F. and Alene Smith Professorship 
Eric Stein Collegiate Professorship 
Chauncey Stillman Professorship 
RobertA. Sullivan Professorship 
Edson R. Sunderland Fellowship 
Edson R. Sunderland Professorship 
Arn Tellem Faculty Research Fund 
Robert P. Tiernan Faculty Fund 
Edwin N. Westl' aculty Recognition Fund 
Julian A. Wolfson Faculty Support Fund 
Marguerite Wolfson Faculty Support Fund 
L. Hart Wright Professorship 
Scholarships, Fellowships, 
and Debt Management 
Funds 
Anonymous Debt Management Fund 
Anonymous Scholarship 
Lysle I. Abbott Scholarship 
Samuel Ackerman Memorial Scholarship 
Barry A. Adelman Scholarship 
James N. Adler Scholarship 
Bertrand F. Aldrich Scholarship 
Hugh Guthrie Allerton Memorial Scholarship 
Almon R. Arnold Scholarship 
Standish Backus Memorial Scholarship 
Harold S. Barron Scholarship 
Richard B. Beemer Merit Scholarship l' und 
David W Belin Phi Beta Kappa Scholarships 
The Bernstein Family and Harriette Heller 
Scholarship 
Kenneth and Judy Betz Debt Management Fund 
Bruce P. Bickner Scholarship 
Stephen M. Blackwell Scholarship 
Alvin D. and Ella Mae Blieden Scholarship 
John DuVall Boyles Scholarship 
William J. Brattin Scholarship 
Eric V Brown Family Scholarship 
Lucille Miller Butler and John Wm. Butler Sr. 
Scholarship 
Herman B. Cass Scholarship 
Judge Lester L. Cecil Scholarship 
llerbert Watson Clark Scholarship 
Class of 1902 Law Memorial Scholarship 
Class of 1904 La"· Memorial Scholarship 
Class of 1907 La"· Memorial Scholarship 
Class of 1908 Law Memorial Scholarship 
Class of 1912 La"· Memorial Scholarship 
Class of 1914 Law Memorial Scholarship 
Class of 1916 Law Memorial Scholarship 
Class of 1922 La"· Memorial Scholarship 
Class of 1924 Law Memorial Scholarship 
Class of 1929 Law Memorial Scholarship 
Gabriel Cohn Scholarship 
James William Com mane Scholarship 
Grant L. Cook Memorial Scholarship 
Carl A. Cooley Memorial Scholarship 
Ransom Cooper Scholarship 
Robert J. Currie Scholarship 
Armcnag, Dirouhi and Carmen Dadrian Scholarship 
Harry C. and Anne Daley Scholarship 
Edward C. P. Davis Scholarship 
Frederick W DeFoe Memorial Scholarship 
Milton C. Denbo Scholarship 
Clyde Alton DeWitt Scholarship 
Robert E. and Carolyn B. Dineen Scholarship 
Martin and Allene Doctoroff Memorial Scholarship 
Brian S. Dombkowski Memorial Scholarship 
Thomas J. Donnelly Scholarship 
Herbert H. and Grace A. Dow Foundation Fellowship 
Clifton G. Dyer Scholarship 
Terrence A. Elkes Scholarship 
Terrence A. and Ruth F. Elkes Scholarship 
Carl E. Enggas Memorial Scholarship 
Josephine Hull Farnsworth Scholarship 
Louis H. Fead Memorial Scholarship 
Jack N Fingersh Scholarship 
Robert B. Fiske Jr. Public Service Fellowship 
Wendell T. Fitzgerald Scholarship 
Marvin W Foote Scholarship 
Give Something Back Scholarship 
Ed" in C. Goddard Scholarship 
William D. and Madeline A. Go\\'ans Scholarship 
James A. Greene Scholarship 
Charles E.Gn·en\\ald Famil)· Scholarship 
Robert D. Gu) Scholarship 
William and lois llallida)· Scholarship 
Pamela and DJ\ id llaron Scholarship 
William Randolph !karst Scholarship 
ll arr; llclfman Scholarship 
J. Joseph llcrbcrt Memorial Scholarship 
Mr. and Mrs. Sher\\ in A. !!ill Scholarship 
RalphS. llirth Memorial Scholarship 
William I awson llolloway Scholarship 
llcnr) K. llubtr Scholarship 
Ernra II. Ireland Scholarship 
Isackson Biller Scholarship 
Jackson I e" is Scholarship 
Benjamin D. and Ann JafTe Memorial Scholarship 
James R. and Anita II. Jenkins Scholarship 
Verne D. Johnson Ill Memorial Scholarship 
!: I roy 0. Jones Scholarship 
Richard and Shirle) R. Katcher Family Scholarship 
William Allan Lewis Kaufmann Schobrship 
Robert C. K(•ck Scholarship 
ll onorable Cornelia G. Kennedy Scholarship 
h-ank and Pat rid a Kcnncdy Scholarship 
Thomas M. Kirby Scholarship 
Clifton M. Kolh Scholarship 
Charles Coolidge Kreis Scholarship 
Fa)T Mcl' arland LaC.-·a Scho larship 
I a" School Alumni Scholarship 
Frederick I . Leckie Scholarship 
Lehman Family Scholarship 
Justice La" rL'nt·c B. L indcmcr Scholarship 
Erasmu:-; C. I indley Scholarship 
Gertrude Nadich I iss Debt Management l~ und 
llilda Manko Ann Cohen Scholarship 
McCormick Family Memorial Scholarship 
Michael J . McGuigan Memorial Scholarship 
Robert 13. McKnight Scholarship 
Endowment Funds 
Philip Me Ween)' Scholarship 
JcfTre; and Marsha Mira Scholarship 
Am; Angell Collier Montague and 
James Burrill Angell Scholarship 
Alberto A. and Sharon Muno> Scholarship 
Benjamin Ncmirow Scholarship 
George S. Norcross Scholarship 
Brian P. Patchen Scholarship 
Clarence' K. Patterson Scholarship 
Seymour II. Person Scholarship 
John II. Pickering Scholarship 
Samuel J. Piau Scholarship 
N. Michael Plaut Scholarship 
Anna and E. Miles Prentice Jr. Scholarship 
Y\Onne S. Quinn and Ronald S. Rolfe Scholarship 
Arthur and Lucile Raisch Memorial Scholarship 
Milton M. Ratner Scholarship 
John W. Reed Scholarship 
!· rank G. Reeder Scho larship 
John F. and Martha M. Rice Scholarship 
Cedric A. Richner Jr. Scholarship 
llcnriella E. Rosenthal Scholarship 
Russell Lee Rua Scholarship 
A.D. Ruegsegger/DeltaTheta Phi Scholarsh ip 
Robert 1'. and Martha \\1. Sauer Scholarship 
l·dward W. Schramm Scholarship 
Ralph M. Schwartzberg/T.1u Epsilon Rho 
Scholarship 
Samuel and llarold M. Shapero Scholarship 
Professor and Mrs. Burke Shane I Memorial 
Scholarship 
llonorable Kenneth M. Siegel Scholarship 
Roger C. Siske Scholarship 
Allan E Smith Scholarship 
Call inN. Souther Scholarship 
George E. and Elinbeth S. Sperling Scho larship 
Potter Stewart Memorial Scholarship 
Dean C. Storkan Scholarship 
lktty II. Thieme Scholarship 
Kenneth Evans Thompson Scholarship 
Samuel L. Travis Memorial Scholarship 
Carl F. Truitt La"· Scholarship 
Stefan and Maril)'n Tucker Scholarship 
llo\\'ell VanAuken Memorial Scholarship 
Thomas \\1. and Sharon 1:. VanDyke Scholarship 
llarold S. Voegelin Memorial Scholarship 
Arthur Webster Memorial Scholarship 
Clifford Walter Westerman Scholarship 
Odette A. and Walter Whipple Scholarship 
ll o\\'ard and Cora Wiest Scholarship 
Wildman, llarrold, Allen and Dixon Scho larship 
Robert 13. Willcmin Scholarship 
William G. Wolfram Scholarship 
DaYid P. Wood Scholarship 
Kathryn D. Wriston Scholarship 
llarold B. Lanoff Scholarship 
Dean's Discretionary Funds 
Anonymous Dean's Discretionary Fund 
AlanT.Ackcrman Dean's Discretionary Fund 
Ann and Robert B. Aikens Dean's Discretionary Fund 
llcnry A. Bergstrom Dean's Discretionary Fund 
Victoria E. Coylcr Dean's Discretionary Fund 
Malcolm Denise Dean's Discretionary Fund 
William M. and Margaret!!. Fmer;· Dean's 
Discretionary Fund 
Ralph M. Freeman Dean's Discrctionar) Fund 
Joseph I. and I: lien \\1. Goldstein Dean's 
Discrctionar: Fund 
Eugene L. II art" ig Dean's Di~cretionary Fund 
Charles Virgil I licks Dean's Discretionar;· Fund 
lr\'inc and Ellen Hockaday Dean's Discretionary Fund 
Charles C. Killin Dean's Discretionary Fund 
Law School Dean's Discretionary Fund 
Robert P. Luciano Dean's Discretionary Fund 
Elizabeth J. Macombcr-l' arrel Dean's 
Discretionary Fund 
Leger J. Metzger Dean's Discretionary Fund 
Robert E. Nederlandcr Dcan's Discretionary Fund 
Endowment Funds 
Doris Paton Dean's Discretionary Fund 
Russe ll Paton Dean's Discretionary t=und 
Henry 13. Pearsall Dean's Discretionary Fund 
Claude M. Pearson Dean's Discretionary Fund 
13eahiT Perrine Dean's Discretionary Fund 
Thomas A. Reyno lds Jr. Dean's Discretionary Fund 
Irwin Roth Dean's Discretionary Fund 
Stanley S. Schwartz Dean's Discretionary Fund 
Jack H. Shu ler Dean's Discretionary Fund 
Jon Sobel and Irena Yucn Dean's Discretionary Fund 
Tuttle J=amily Dean's Discretionary Fund 
II. Van Au ken Dean's Discretionary Fund 
David \Vest in Dean's Discretionary Fund 
George C. VVillson III Dean's Discretionary Fund 
RovE. Willv Dean's Discrctionarv Fund 
' ' ' 
Law Library Funds 
Ellen Joyce Alter Law Library Fund 
Bates Law Library Fund 
William Belt Memorial Law Library Fund 
Georgia and Alfred Cona rd Law Library Fund 
for Transnational Law 
Stephen Field Law Library Fund 
Hugh C. Joh nson Law Library Fund 
Kenneth T and Marion L. Johnson Lm,· 
Library Fund 
Law School Library l'und 
Isaac Marston Law Library Fund 
Beth McWilliams Law Lihrary Fund for 
International Co llections 
George Meader Law Library Fund 
Floyd R. Mechem Law Library Fund 
Frank N. Nc,,·man Law Library Fund 
Alan Prccup Memorial Law Library Fund 
MargaretA. and John E. Ricckcr Law Library Fund 
W. Bruce Thomas Law Library Fund 
Charles H. "lobias Law Library l' und 
Programmatic Funds 
Henry A. Bergstrom Fund for Child Ackocacy 
William J. and Claire W. Bogaard Fund for Clinical 
Education 
\lobbc and Jon Bridge Fund for Child Ad,·ocacy 
\Villiam W. Cook Michigan Law RcYicw Fund 
Albert Early Fund for Tax Policy 
Thomas \V. Ford Program in Dispute Resolution 
George M. llumphrcy Fund for Law and Economic 
Policy 
Japanese Legal Stud ies Program 
F1·ank Kimball Fund for Career Services 
Jon llcnry Kouba Fund for Internati onal Law 
Law School Clinical Programs Fund 
Law Schoo l Clinical Programs Litigation Fund 
Law School Foreign and Comparati\'c Law Fund 
Randall Eric Mehrbcrg and Michele Marie Schara Fund 
for Public Scr\'icc in ll onor of Susan M. Eklund 
Myron J. Nadler Fund for the Study of Professionalism 
Ronald L. and Jane Olson Fund for International and 
ComparatiYe Law 
Park Foundation Fund forlCiecommunications and 
"lcchnology 
Richard W. Pogue Fund to Support Studies of 
"The Business of Law" 
Alan Raywid Fund for Clinical Education 
Jam es and Betty Sams Fund for International 
Legal Stud ies 
John Butler Schwem m Fund fOr Ethics and Personal 
Responsibility 
Eric and Virginia Stein l:; und for International Law 
Sum itomo Bank Fund for Japanese and American 
Legal Studies 
Award and Prize Funds 
Clara Belfield & ll cnry Bates Law StudentTra\·el 
Fellowship 
S. Anthony Benton Memorial Award 
William W Bishop Jr. Award 
Lee C. Bollinger Prize 
llcnry M. Campbell Memorial Prize 
Alden J. "Butch" Carpenter Memorial Scho larship 
Award 
Class of 1908 Memorial Prize 
lloward B. Coblentz Prize 
llclcn l. DeRoy Memorial Award 
Edwin D. Dickinson Award 
Raymond K. Dykema Scholarship Award 
Emmett E. Eagan Award 
RobertS. Feldman Labor Law Award 
Daniel II. Grady Prize 
Carl Gussin Memorial Prize 
RockwellT. GustAdmcacy Award 
Richard Katcher Senior ·rax Prize 
Allan Lewis Kaufmann Award 
JeffreyS. Lehman Legal Practice A"·ard 
JaneL. Mixer Memorial Award 
Sau l L. Nadler Memorial Award 
Jack C. Radcliffe Jr. Award 
Jenny Runkles Memorial Award 
Craig Spangenberg Oral Advocacy A wan! 
E. Blythe Staston Award 
Irving Stcnn Jr. Award 
Juan LuisTicnda Memorial Scholarship 
Joseph Wolfe Memorial Prize 
Terri and Scott Smith Create a Memorial Scholarship for Richard Beemer 
Scott A. Smith, '79, and Terri Peterson Smith, BA '79, of Edina, Minn., ha,·e made a gift of S 100,000 to create a scholarship in memory of their advisor and friend, Richard Beemer. 
Beemer, who died this year, was a lawyer in southeastern Michigan whose career spanned more than 45 years. 
The Smiths were inspired to honor him through the establishment of the Richard B. Beemer Merit Scholarship, 
"in recognition of handling challenging family law matters with supreme skill, unceasing professionalism, 
and great sensitivity to the interests and concerns of all parties." 
"Dick served our family with distinction for over two decades," say the Smiths. "His tireless efforts on our 
behalf are what made this scholarship possible. For that, we are most grateful, and we wish to honor Dick's 
career and service as a model for others who are about to enter the practice of law." 
The Beemer Scholarship will be awarded annually. The Smiths hope that future lawyers will be inspired by 
Beemer's dedication and service to his clients and that his example will encourage them to "pay forward" those 
qualities in their careers. 
Beemer learned about the Scholarship in the weeks before he died, and the Smiths hope that he was comforted by the knowledge 
that his life and car·eer will be remembered through the Scholarship. 
Scott Smith is a partner with Hall eland Lewis Nilan & Johnson in Minneapolis. Terri Peterson Smith, a 1979 graduate of the 
College of Literature, Science, and the Arts, is a freelance writer. 
The University of Michigan Law School 
ABouT OuR STUDENTS 
2007 Fall Term Enrollment 
JD . ........ . .......... 355 
Graduate ............. 46 
Tota l ................ .402 
Entering Class Statistics 
• Median LSAT scores: 169 
(97th percenti le) 
• Median undergraduate GPA: 3.64 
• Age range of 20 to 36, with a mean 
age of 24 
• 15% hold advanced degrees 
• 67% haYe at least one year between 
undergraduate and law school 
New Student Profile 
The JD students who enrolled in 
September 2007 came from 43 
states, Puerto Rico, the District of 
Columbia, and 17 countries; these 
355 students were selected from a 
group of 5,675 and one of the most 
well -qua li fied applicant pools in the 
La\\" School's history. 
2006-2007 Degrees Granted 
JD ................. .. 376 
Graduate ............ 32 
Total ................ . 408 
State Funding Received by the Law School 









ABouT THE LAw ScHooL 
Key Facts 
FY 2007 
Re,·enue .... . S62,061 ,797 
Expenses . . ................... ... ........... .. 559,629,000 
Degree students* ........ ........ .. .. ... . ... ......... I, 200 
In -state tuition ... ... ..... ... .... .... ........ . ..... S 35,500 
Out-of-state tuition . . . . . . . ........... . ..... S41 , 950 
Actual cost per student ..... . ....... ... .... . ..... S56,207 
Faculty** ........... .. ...... ........ .. ... . ... . ... .. .... .. . 80 
Endowment .... ... .... .. . . .. ....... .. ..... $239,933,000 
et assets ..... . ..... . .................. . . S31 0,346,000 
*Includes JD and graduate students 
** Includes tenured, tenure track and cl inical facu lty 
Law School Revenues 






Law School Expenses 
Fiscal Year 2007 
ABouT OuR CAMPAIGN 
Campaign Progress to Date: 
$10 I M toward goal of $135M as of 6.30.07 
We also have exceeded our S27 million goal for bequest 
intentions, raising $27.5 million in new bequests. In 
cash, pledges and planned gifts, our total fundraising for 
the campaign has exceeded S 128 million. Law School 
alumni made more than 5,000 of the 5,800 gifts received 
in 2007, and their generous giving totaled nearly $5.7 
million. 
The 20 bequests received by the Law School totaled 
over $3. 1 million, and friends, law firms, and other 
organ izations made over 700 gifts valued at more than 
S2.3 million. 
Progress by Type of Funds Progress by Purpose of Gift 
Endowment 111Wo Student 122% 
(Goal: $30M) ($32,900,000) support ($18,300,000) (Goal: $15M) 
Expendable 111% Faculty 82% 
(Goal: $35M) ($38,900,000) support ($12,300,000) (Goal: $15M) 
Buildings Building 
(Goal: $70M) support (Goal: $70M) 
Law School 
New Bequests 103% Fund and 118% 
(Goal : $27M) ($27,500,000) other types ($41 ,200,000) 
of support 
(Goal : $35M) 
ABouT THE LAw ScHOOL FuND 
Thanks to your support , the Law School Fund broke records in the 2007 fiscal year. 
5,388 donors made gifts tota ling more than $3,640,000- the highest revenue in 
the Fund's 40+ year history. Because these are unrestricted, current-use gifts, Law 
School Fund revenue in 2007 had the same budgetary impact as an unrestricted 
endowment of approximately $80 million. 
Since the Law Schoo l Fund was created in 1961, annual revenue has increased 
dramatically. The average gift to the Law School Fund in its first year was $43; in 
the 2007 fiscal year, the average gift was $676. Even with adjustments for changes 
in the va lue of the dollar, donors today are giving, on average, nearly two and a half 
times what the ir 1961 counterparts gave. 
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Cavaedium Society Donors 
200 
100 
As the chart to the left illustrates, Law 
School Fund revenue has spiked in recent 
years, thanks in large part to the creation, 
in 2003, of the Cavaedium Society, which 
recognizes Law School Fund donors of 
$2,500 or more annually. Because a 
strong Law School Fund is so important 
in helping to keep Michigan among the 
very top law schools, Cavaedium Society 
giving is a key priority in our Building 
On campaign. 
Law School Fund Giving 
$4.0M -

The University of Michigan, as an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer, complies with all ap-
plicable federal and state laws regarding nondiscrimination and affirmative action, including Title IX of 
the Education Amendments of 1972 and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. The University of 
Michigan is committed to a policy of nondiscrimination and equal opportunity for all persons regardless 
of race, sex, color, religion, creed, national origin or ancestry, age, marital status, sexual orientation, 
gender identity, gender expression, disability, or Vietnam-era veteran status in employment, educational 
programs and activities, and admissions. Inquiries or complaints may be addressed to the Senior Direc-
tor for Institutional Equity and Title IX/Section 504 Coordinator, Office of Institutional Equity, 2072 
Administrative Services Building, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109-1432, 734-763-0235, TTY 734-647-1388. 
For other University of Michigan information call 734-764-1817. 
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